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A bstract
In this thesis, param eter-uniform  numerical m ethods for certain  classes of singularly per­
tu rbed  differential equations with two small param eters are studied We initially consider 
a class of tw o-param eter ordinary differential equations Param eter explicit bounds on the 
solution and its derivatives are derived The solution is decomposed into a sum  of regu­
lar and singular components and based on this decomposition we construct a numerical 
algorithm  consisting of an upwind finite difference operator and an appropriately chosen 
piecewise-umform mesh Param eter-uniform  convergence of the num erical approxim ations 
is established Some numerical results are given to illustrate this convergence
Tw o-param eter parabolic and elliptic partial differential equations are considered We 
derive param eter explicit bounds on the solutions and their derivatives for bo th  problems, 
these bounds are analogous to those obtained for the ordinary differential equation The 
solutions are decomposed into a sum  of regular and singular components bu t for both  
problems this decomposition differs from th a t for the ordinary differential equation In 
both  cases a num erical algorithm  based on an upwind finite difference operator and an 
appropriate  piecewise-umform mesh is constructed In the case of the parabolic problem, 
param eter-uniform  error bounds for the numerical approxim ations are established and 
numerical results illustrating this convergence are given W ith  the elliptic problem, we 
show th a t, given certain assum ptions and conjectures our num erical m ethod is param eter- 
uniform
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1 1 In tro d u ctio n  to  num erical m eth o d s for sin gu larly  p er­
tu rb ed  d ifferentia l eq u ation s
Singularly pertu rbed  differential equations arise m m any areas of applied m athem atics 
They commonly appear in fluid dynamics, modelling of sem iconductor devices and fi­
nancial modelling (see M orton [18]) Such differential equations typically involve a small 
positive param eter e ( 0  <  £ <  1 ) m ultiplying the highest order derivative, and their 
solutions exhibit layers as € tends to zero
We are concerned w ith param eter-uniform  num erical m ethods for singulary perturbed  
differential equations By param eter-uniform , we m ean th a t the num erical approxim ations 
converge to the solution of the problem independently of the small param eter More 
exactly (see for example [16]),
Definition 1 1 1  Suppose u£ is the solution to a problem that is parameterized by a 
singular perturbation parameter e where 0 <  e <  1 We approximate u £ by a sequence 
of numerical solutions where U£ is defined on the mesh ClN and N  is a
discretization parameter This sequence of functions {(U£) ^ N ) } ^ =i said to converge e- 
um form ly (o f order p) to the exact solution ue i f  there exists N q, C , and p all independent 
of e, such that fo r  all N  > N q,
sup \\U€ - u E\\w < C N  
0<£<1
where N q, C and p are all positive numbers with N q an integer
This thesis is concerned w ith the m ethod of finite differences W ithm  the area of
1
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finite differences, there are two m am  approaches to generate param eter-uniform  numerical 
m ethods for singularly pertu rbed  problems F irstly  there are fitted operator m ethods, 
where, as the name suggests, the operator is fitted to resolve the singularity and therefore 
capture the layer behaviour Such operatois are usually combined w ith  uniform meshes 
Secondly there are fitted mesh m ethods where standard  finite difference operators are 
applied on a mesh th a t has been fitted to resolve the layer We are concerned with this 
la tte r class of num erical m ethods
We must fit our mesh to resolve the layers [3] After a uniform  mesh, the next simplest 
mesh to consider is a piecewise-umform mesh In [29], Shishkin showed th a t such a fitted 
mesh was sufficient to obtain  a param eter-uniform  num erical m ethod for many linear 
partial differential equations One of the m am  advantages of using these Shishkin meshes 
is th a t results obtained in one-dimension can be extended to higher dimensions more easily 
then with other approaches W hen working with such m ethods, the location and w idth of 
the boundary layers m ust be known a prion
The choice of norm to use is especially im portant when analysing the error in the 
numerical approxim ations for problems th a t exhibit layers For a discussion and a com­
parison of the various norms th a t one might consider using when undertaking such analysis
see [3, 16] The conclusion reached is th a t m order to capture correctly boundary layer
functions, the appropriate  norm  to use is the Loo-norm (maximum  pointwise norm)
1 2 T y p es o f  sin gu larly  p ertu rb ed  p rob lem s
We now examine some examples of singularly pertu rbed  differential equations Consider 
the following two classes of singularly pertu rbed  ordinary differential equations (ODEs),
• One-dimensional convection-diffusion problem
ey" + ay' -  by = f, on ÎÎ = (0, 1 ),
2/(0) =7o, 2/(1) = 7 i, ( I 21)
a > cr > 0, 6 > /3 > 0 , 0 < e < 1
• One-dimensional reaction-diffusion problem
ey" -by  = f,  on fi = (0, 1 ),
2/(0) = 7o, 2/(1) = 7i (1 2 2)
b>/3> 0, 0 < £ < 1
2
Solutions of (1 2 1) typically exhibit boundary layers w ith  w idth of order e in the neigh­
bourhood of x  =  0 Solutions of the reaction-diffusion problem  ( 1 2  2 ) exhibit layers of 
w idth of order yfe m the neighbourhood of bo th  x  =  0 and x  =  1 There is much litera­
tu re  already available for various m ethods to find the num erical solution of bo th  of these 
singularly pertu rbed  ODEs [3, 25] F itted  operator m ethods based on exponentially fitted 
finite difference operators have been developed for bo th  problem s [16, 25] Param eter- 
uniform num erical m ethods composed of finite difference operators and Shishkin meshes 
have also been established (see [3, 8 , 16, 25, 29] and the survey articles [11, 24]) Using 
standard  finite difference operators, it has been shown [3, 17, 27] th a t the error m the 
num erical approxim ations to the solution of (1 2 1) is of order C N ~ l \ n N  and the error 
in approxim ating ( 1 2  2 ) is of the form
H u - t^ l l n w  <  C ( N ~ l IniV ) 2
Higher order m ethods also exist for these problems, see for example [4, 27, 32, 33]
We now introduce a dependence on time Consider the parabolic versions of the above 
problems,
• Parabolic convection-diffusion
euxx +  aux — bu — dut =  / ,  on G =  (0 , 1 ) x (0, T], (1 2  3)
w (0 ,t)= 7 o W , u ( l , t )  = 7 i(t) , 
u(æ,0) = <j>(x), 
a > a >  0 , b >  P > 0 , d > 6 > 0 , 0  <  £ <  1
• Parabolic reaction-diffusion
euxx - b u -  dut = /, on G = (0,1) x (0, T], (1 2 4)
u( 0 , t )  = 7 o (t), u ( l , t )  =  7 i (t),
u(a;,0 ) =  cj)(x), 
b > ( 3 >  0 , d > 8 > 0 , 0 < £ < 1
Problem  (12  3) typically exhibits layers m the neighbourhood of the edge x  = 0 Solutions 
to (1 2 4) exhibit layers in the neighbourhood of bo th  x  =  0 and x  =  1 Num erical m ethods 
for equation (1 2 3) have been considered m [8 , 25, 29, 31] The reaction-diffusion problem 
(12  4) has been analysed m [17, 29]
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For the convection-diffusion type problem  (1 2 3), fitted operator m ethods were derived 
m [31] However, Shishkin [28] established th a t m order to ob tain  a param eter-uniform  
num erical m ethod, it is necessary to fit the mesh when parabolic boundary layers are 
present This implies th a t we cannot use fitted operators on a uniform  mesh to ob­
tain  param eter-uniform  convergence in the case of (1 2  4) Param eter-uniform  numerical 
m ethods consisting of s tandard  finite difference operators and piecewise-umform meshes 
[8, 25, 29] have been established for bo th  (12  3) and (12  4)
The final classes of singularly pertu rbed  differential equations we will examine in this 
section are the two-dimensional versions of problems (1 2 1) and (1 2  2),
• Elliptic convection-diffusion
Dundary Layer
C o rn e r Layer
Boundary Layer
e A u + a V u  — bu = f ,  on f2 =  (0, l ) 2, (12  5)
u ( x , 0 ) =  7 o(x), u ( x , l )  = 7 i(x ),
w(0,y) =  7 2 (y) ,  u ( l , y )  = 73(2/), 
a > a >  0, 6 > 2/9 >  0, 0 < e <  1
• Elliptic reaction-diffusion
Boundary Layer
Corner Layers
Y Boundary Layers ------
Corner Layers
Boundary Layer
N
(0 0) X 1'
on Q =  (0, l ) 2, 
u (ar,l) = 7 i ( * ) .  
u ( i , y )  = 7 3  (y),
(12 6)£ A  u — bu — / ,  
u(z ,0) =  70 (a;), 
u(0 ,y) = 7 2 (2/),
6 >  2/3 >  0, 0 < £ < 1
Numerical m ethods for such problems have been considered m the books [3, 16, 25, 29] 
The analysis for such equations poses com patibility issues not encountered w ith the ODE 
or parabolic PD E
Linfi and Stynes [14] analyse Shishkin-type decompositions for (1 2 5) Using such de­
compositions they obtain  sharp bounds on the solution u of (1 2  5) and its derivatives 
The same authors consider a first-order convergent param eter-uniform  num erical m ethod 
for this problem  in [13] The authors use a special difference scheme on a Shishkin mesh , 
the theoretical results m [14] are essential to showing convergence of this m ethod The 
article [15] contains a comparison of the performance of several different num erical m eth­
ods on Shishkin meshes for problem  (1 2 5) In  [10] num erical m ethods for (12  5) are 
considered on modified Shishkin meshes A param eter-uniform  second-order finite differ­
ence scheme for the reaction-diffusion problem  (12  6) is discussed m  [2] The book [29], is
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concerned w ith param eter-uniform  numerical m ethods on Shishkin meshes for linear dif­
ferential equations The classes of problems considered in this book are vast and include 
bo th  (12  5) and (12  6 ) The more complicated N-dim ension  versions of these problems 
are also examined
1 3 T w o-param eter d ifferential eq u ation s
The differential equations in the last section can be though of as one-param eter problems 
as they depend on the small positive param eter e m ultiplying the highest order derivative 
We now introduce a second param eter ¡x m ultiplying the convective term  Such equations 
are therefore known as two-param eter problems This thesis is concerned w ith numerical 
m ethods for a certain  class of two-param eter differential equations This class of differen­
tial equations includes both  the convection-diffusion and reaction-diffusion type problems 
described m the previous section and it also covers the transition  from reaction-diffusion 
to convection-diffusion type
Consider the following classes of tw o-param eter singularly pertu rbed  differential equa­
tions
• Tw o-param eter ODE
ey" + nay -  by = / , on Q, (1 3 1)
y{ o) =  7o, y{  i) =  7i,
a > a > 0, b > P >  0, 0 < e < 1 , 0 < < 1
• Tw o-param eter parabolic PD E
tUxx + ii,aux — bu — dut = / , on G, (1 3 2) 
«(0, t) = 7o (i), u(l, t) = 7i (t),
u (x , 0 ) =
a > a >  0, 6 > / 3 > 0 ,  ¿ > ¿ > 0 ,  0 <  e <  1, 0 < /i <  1
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• Two-parameter elliptic PDE
¿A u + fia V u  — bu = f, on Î2 = (0, l)2, (13 3)
it(z,0) = 70(2;), u(x,l) = 71W,
u(0, y)  = 72(3/), u(l, y) = 73(1/),
a > a > 0, b > 2/3 > 0, 0 < e < 1 , 0 < ^ < 1
W hen /lî =  1  we have convection-diffusion problems, and when ¡j, = 0  the equations are 
of react ion-diffusion type In the past the special cases of f i  =  0 and fj, =  1 have been 
considered separately (see previous section) The aim of this thesis is to take this analysis 
and adapt it to deal w ith the two-param eter problem, thus obtaining one approach th a t 
deals w ith a wider class of problems including bo th  special cases
There is com paratively little literature available on param eter-uniform  numerical m eth­
ods for problems with two small param eters Most of the articles published to date deal 
with the tw o-param eter ODE (13  1) The asym ptotic s truc tu re  of the solutions to (1 3 1) 
was examined by O ’Malley [19, 20], where the îa tio  of p  to y/e was identified as significant 
Vulanovic [34] considered finite difference m ethods m the case of fi =  £ 2 + A 5 A >  0, however, 
as we will see later, w ith this restriction the problem  behaves similarly to one-dimensional 
reaction-diffusion problems
Recently, param eter-uniform  numerical m ethods for problem  (13  1) were examined by 
Lm£ and Roos [12], Roos and Uzelac [26] and O ’R iordan et al [21] The m am  results of 
C hapter 2  of this thesis have appeared m [2 1 ] Both [1 2 ] and [2 1 ] are concerned with finite 
difference m ethods and apply standard  finite difference operators on special piecewise- 
umform meshes The m ethod of analysis and the choice of transition  points used to 
generate the mesh differs in these two papers In [26] the ODE (1 3 1) is solved using the 
streamline-diffusion finite element m ethod on a piecewise-umform mesh and the operators 
are adapted m order to achieve a higher order scheme The analysis in this paper follows 
from the analysis m [12] Higher order schemes for problem  (13  1) are also considered in
[5], where the approach follows th a t taken m [2 1 ] and [2 2 ]
Significantly less literatu re  is available on the tw o-param eter parabolic and elliptic 
PD Es Shishkin considered two-param eter elliptic problems m [30], however, these prob­
lems are different to those studied m this thesis Equation (1 3  2) is considered in [22] 
where a num erical m ethod consisting of standard  finite difference operators applied on a 
piecewise-uniform mesh is constructed A form of the m aterial m C hapter 3 of this thesis 
has appeared m [22] Equation (13  3) has been considered m  [23] and the m am  results
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from Chapter 4 have appeared in this article
1 4 N u m erica l m eth o d s for tw o-p aram eter  d ifferen tia l equa­
tion s
The analysis in this thesis is based on the principles laid down m [29] and m the books [3] 
and [16] for a single param eter singularly pertu rbed  problem  The argum ent consists of 
firstly establishing a maximum  principle, and then decomposing the solution into regular 
and layer components and deriving sharp param eter-explicit bounds on these components 
and their derivatives The discrete solution is decomposed m an analogous fashion, and 
the numerical error between the discrete and continuous components are analysed sepa­
rately using discrete maximum  principle, truncation  error analysis and appropriate  barrier 
functions
The analysis of equations ( 1  3 1), ( 1  3 2 ) and ( 1  3 3) naturally  splits into the two cases 
of fj,2 < Ce and (j? > Ce In the first case the analysis follows closely th a t of reaction- 
diffusion when \i =  0, however, m the second case the analysis is more intricate Consid­
ering (13  1 ) and ( 1  3 2), when p? < Ce an 0(^Je) layer appears in the neighbourhood of 
x =  0 and x  =  1 In the other case of j j?  >  Ce, a layer of w idth 0 ( j t ) appears in the 
neighbourhood of x  =  0 and a layer of w idth O(ß)  appears near x  =  1 W ith ( 1 3 3 ) ,  when 
/i2 < Ce , an 0(yfe) layer appears m  the neighbourhood of all four edges W hen ¿¿2 > Ce, 
we get layers of w idth O (^ ) in the neighbourhood of x  =  0  and y  =  0  and layers of width 
O(ß)  m the neighbourhood of the other two edges
In C hapter 2, the tw o-param eter ODE (13  1) is exam ined We derive param eter 
explicit bounds on the solution of this problem  and its derivatives The solution is de­
composed into regular and layer components and sharp  bounds are obtained on these 
components and their derivatives Using these bounds a num erical algorithm  based on an 
upwind finite difference operator and an appropriately chosen piecewise uniform mesh is 
constructed The m ethod is then shown to converge independently of bo th  pertu rbation  
param eters Numerical results are given to illustrate  this convergence
C hapter 3 is concerned w ith the two-param eter parabolic problem  Difficulties arose 
when a ttem pting  to extend some of the techniques of analysis used in C hapter 2  in order 
to deal w ith the parabolic PD E It became clear th a t some changes had to be made so 
th a t the parabolic problem, and the more difficult elliptic PD E, could be considered The 
m ethod of analysis m this chapter is similar to th a t in the previous chapter apart from a 
few notable exceptions
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• The analysis in C hapter 3 splits entirely into two cases depending on the ratio  of /x 
to y/E
• The transition  points used m defining the Shishkin mesh also depend on this ratio 
and are simpler then those used in C hapter 2
• W hen ¡j? > Ce, we define the regular component v using a double expansion, first 
m e and then  a further expansion m /j
• In the case of /j2 >  Ce, the definition of the right singular layer component w r  m 
C hapter 2 does not quite isolate the layer In  C hapter 2 we m anage to overcome this 
problem m the error analysis, bu t in order to analyse the tw o-param eter parabolic 
or elliptic differential equations, we need to define w r  so th a t its effect is felt only 
near x  =  1 Hence we decompose w r
A numerical m ethod consisting of finite difference operators applied on a piecewise-uniform 
mesh obtained w ith these new simpler transition  points is constructed, and the numerical 
approxim ations are shown to converge independently of the small param eters Numerical 
results are given to illustrate  this convergence The m am  results in the final section of this 
chapter have appeared m [5] We apply the new approach detailed above to the regular 
component and right singular layer component of (13  1) The bounds obtained in this 
section are needed m [5] when analysing higher order m ethods for ( 1  3 1)
In C hapter 4, we extend the approach used m C hapter 3 to elliptic problems in the 
case of ¡j? < Ce Com patibility is now an issue and the extension idea of Shishkin’s [29] 
is vital to ensure no overly artificial com patibility conditions are imposed A numerical 
m ethod is constructed and param eter-uniform  error bounds are established
C hapter 5 deals w ith elliptic two-param eter problems m the case of fi2 >  Ce, the style 
of this chapter is different from th a t of the previous chapters The solution is decomposed 
into regular and layer components Param eter-explicit bounds are obtained on the regular 
and boundary layer components and their derivatives It is when we consider the corner 
layer functions th a t the style of the thesis changes Bounds on these components and 
their derivatives are required for the error analysis We sta te  and m otivate conjectures 
on the bounds of these functions, however, we leave rigorous proofs for fu ture work A 
num erical m ethod is constructed and, assuming the conjectures on the bounds on corner 
layer functions are true, param eter-uniform  error bounds are established
The m am  findings of this thesis are as follows
• The original aim of this thesis was to take the literatu re  for the  convection-diffusion
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and react ion-diffusion problems and adapt it to create one approach that dealt with
and f j?  > Ce
• The analysis m this thesis highlights the im portance of using decompositions to 
define the regular and layer components of the solution The key advantage of such 
an approach is its extendabihty to problems of higher dimension
• Ensuring th a t the layer functions are defined so as to correctly isolate the singularities 
of our solution proved to be essential The order in which these components are 
defined is also shown to be im portant W hen the regular and layer functions are 
defined correctly, the choice of piecewise-umform mesh for our num erical m ethod is 
clear and the ensuing error analysis is relatively straight forward
1 5 N o ta tio n
• T hroughout the thesis, 0 <  e < 1 is a param eter m ultiplying all second order 
derivatives and 0  <  fi <  1 is a param eter m ultiplying all first order space derivatives
• We adopt the following notation
and when the norm is not subscripted, the m axim um  is over the entire dom ain 
• In  C hapter 2  and C hapter 3, we take
the tw o-param eter problem We now realise th a t the simplest and m ost extendable 
approach to the tw o-param eter problem  is to consider separately the cases of ¡x1 < Ce
a  =  min a
D
¡3 =  mm 6 ,
D
and
while m the elliptic problem  it is taken (for notational simplicity) as
a  =  m in i a i . a o \. 8 = - m m b : and 7  <  mm 
D
9
• The superscript * notation denotes an extended dom ain or an extended function (for 
example fT , /* ) Superscripts such as [* ,TB \ also tell us the direction m which the 
dom ain or the functions are extended ([* ,T £] implying th a t we extend to the top 
and bottom  of the original domain)
• We use capital letters to denote discrete functions and small letters for continuous 
functions
• Throughout this thesis, C  (sometimes subscripted) will denote a generic constant 
independent of the param eters e and fi and the dimensions of the discrete problem 
(N,M)
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Chapter 2
Ordinary differential equations
2 1 In tro d u ctio n
Consider the following two-param eter singularly pertu rbed  boundary value problem
L e^ u  =  eu ' (x )  +  ^ a ( x ) u f(x) — b(x)u(x)  =  / ( z ) ,  x  G Ü =  (0 , 1 ), ( 2  1 1 )
“ (0),u(l) glven>
where a , b , f  £ C4 (fi), 0 <  e <  1 , 0  <  /j. <  1 , 0  <  a  <  a(x)  and 0 <  ¡3 < b(x)
W hen the param eter /x =  1, the problem is the well-studied one-dimensional convection- 
diifusion problem ([16],[25]) In this case, a  boundary layer of w idth  0( e)  appears in a 
neighbourhood of the point x  =  0 W hen the param eter \x =  0, the problem  is called 
reaction-diffusion and boundary layers of w idth 0 (\fe)  appear a t bo th  x  =  0  and x  =  1  
A discussion of these special cases and the tw o-param eter problem  (2 1 1 ) can be found 
in C hapter 1
In this chapter we construct and analyse a num erical m ethod for this problem  class 
We show th a t the convergence of the num erical approxim ations to the exact solution is 
independent of bo th  small param eters The m ain results m th is chapter have appeared m 
[21]
In Section 2 2 we obtain  param eter-explicit a priori bounds on the solution it of ( 2  1 1 ) 
and its derivatives In Section 2  3 we decompose the solution of (2 11 ) into regular and 
layer components These components are then  analysed separately and sharp param eter 
explicit bounds are obtained on the components themselves and their derivatives Our 
num erical m ethod is defined m Section 2 4 We decompose our discrete solution U into
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components analogous to those m the continuous case and obtain  bounds on these dis­
crete functions Section 2  5 is concerned with analysing the error between the continuous 
solution u of (2 1 1 ) and the discrete solution U This is achieved by analysing the error 
m the regular and singular components separately We show th a t we have a param eter-
uniform numerical m ethod Finally, Section 2  6  contains num erical results to support the
theoretical proofs given m the previous section
Notation particular to this chapter We define the zero order, first order and second 
order differential operators Lo , L ^  and L e^  as follows
L qz = - bz ,
L ^ z  = a\xzx +  L 0z ,
We should also note the following notation
3fi = {0,l}, ||u||ft = max|u(x)|,
ii
and if the norm  is not subscripted we can assume || |j =  || ||^
2 2 B o u n d s on  th e  so lu tion  u and its  d eriva tives
In this section we will establish a priori bounds on the solution of (2 1 1) and its deriva­
tives These bounds will be used m the error analysis m later sections We s ta rt by 
sta ting  a continuous minimum principle for the differential operator in ( 2  1 1 ), whose 
proof is s tandard
Minimum Principle 1 I fw  6 C2[0,1] such that L e^ w  |n< 0 and w |an> 0 then w  j^> 0
Lemma 2 2 1  The solution u o f the differential equation (2 1 1), satisfies the following 
bound
IM In ^  max{|ii(0)[, |u ( l) |}  +  1 | | / | |
Proof Let us consider the following barrier functions
^ ( x )  = max{|n(0)|, |«(1)|} + i | | / | |  ±  u{x)
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Clearly the functions ^ ( x )  are nonnegative at x  = 0 and x  = 1 Also since
b(x)
P
± f ( x ) < 0,
we can apply Minimum Principle 1 to show that -0±(a:) > 0 for all x e Q The required 
result follows □
Lemma 2 2 2 The derivatives of the solution u of (2 1 1) satisfy the following bounds
dk u
d x k
<
d*
1 »  ^  ( * + t e ) ) r a a x { I H 1 ,  l l / l l } ’ k = 1 , 2 >
C (l + ( ^ ) 3) m ax{||U||, li/ll, ll/'ll},
d x3 ft - (n^ ) 3
where C  depends only on ||a||; Ha'll, ||b|| and ||6'||
Proof Given any x € (0,1) we can construct a neighbourhood N x =  (p,p + r) (where r is 
some combination of e and (jl yet to be determined and 0 < p <  x < 1) such that x 6 Nx 
and N x C (0,1) The mean value theorem implies that there exists y 6 N x such that
u'(y) =
u(p + r) — u(p)
It follows that
We have
W i v ) I < 2
M l (2 2 2)
u ' (x)  =  u ( y )  +  f u"(£) d£,
Jy
and therefore from the original differential equation (2 11) and using integration by parts 
we obtain
u ' { x ) = u ' ( y )  +  e 1 f  f ( O d £  +  e 1 f  b(£)u(£)
J V  J V
Using (2 2 2) and the fact that x — y < r, we have
\ u(x)I < H||U|| + ^|| / | |  + ^ f \ \ u \ \  + ^ | | n | |  +
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We obtain the following bound,
\u'{x)( < c ( ±  +  r-  + f )|M| + Jil/|| < C ( l  +  r-  +  ^ )  11/11}
If we choose r =  y/s, then the right hand side of the above expression is minimised with 
respect to r and we obtain the required result for k = 1 Using the differential equation 
(2 1 1) we can obtain the required bounds for k = 2 and by differentiating (2 11) the 
result for k = 3 follows □
2 3 D eco m p o sitio n  o f  th e  so lu tio n
In order to obtain parameter-uniform error estimates we decompose the solution of (2 1 1) 
into regular and singular components Firstly we want to show that there exists a function 
v (regular component) where the boundary conditions can be chosen such that
L e^v =  f on (0,1) and dl v
dxl
< C for % = 0,1,2
The analysis splits into two cases depending on the ratio of p to yfe
Starting with ¡i2 < C\E we consider the following differential equation
L£,nV =  f  on (0,1) (2 3 1)
We decompose v as follows
where
V = Vq(x) + y/evi(x £,n) +  £V2{x,£,/j) (2 3 2a)
L 0v0 = /, (2 3 2b)
■JlL0vi = (Lo-Le,>o (2 3 2c)
sLe^v2 - ^ ( ¿ 0 - ^ > i  on (0,1), v 2(0) =  V2( l)  =  0 (2 3 2d)
We know that
dl VQ
d x l
< C
dl ( f j b )
d x 1
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and since /i2 < C\e, we also have
dl v\ < c if dt+2 (f / b ) < c , dl ad x l d x l+2 d x l < C, and
dl b
d x l
< C
Hence, if we have /, b G C4 and a € C2, we can use Lemma 2 2 2 in order to obtain
dl v 2
d x l
* f x
< (7
1
% < 2
Therefore using the decomposition (2 3 2), we conclude
dl v
d x l
< C for z = 0,1, 2
In the second case /¿2 > where C2 <  C\ and C2 < (7 < min^ {^ }), we consider
the differential equation
Le,[iV = f  on (0, d) d >  1 v(d) = 1, 0(0) chosen m  (2 3 4), (2 3 3)
where the differential operators L£^ and L^ coincide with L eifi and LM respectively on 
the interval (0? 1) and a, b and / are extensions of the functions a, b and / to the interval 
(0, d) (they have the same properties as a, b and / and also coincide with the functions 
on the interval (0,1)) We extend the functions m such a way that ||a|| > INI, llfrll > INI 
and 7 < m m n{|} Let us now decompose v as follows
v = vq + evi + £2V2
where
LpV 0 
£LßV 1
e2L £>ßv 2
f  on [0,d), v0(d) = 1,
(Lß - L £itl)v0 on [0, d), v i ( d) =
e(Lß -  L e>ß)vi on (0,d), v2(0) = v2 {d) = 0
(2 3 4a)
(2 3 4b) 
(2 3 4c) 
(2 3 4d)
We note that 6(0) = t)o(0) + £¿1(0)
In order to establish bounds on derivatives of the components vq and v\, we first need 
the following lemma on the first order singularly perturbed operator L^
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Lemma 2 3 1 Let y be the solution of the first order differential equation 
L $ y { x ) = iiy'{x) - ky(x) =  g{x, n), 0 < x <  d,
where
dl g
|y(«OI < C_
j * ’
and for all x 6 [0, d]
k(x) > 7* > 0, dl k
d x 1
then
dl y
d x 1
< C  I 1 + /iP+'
P > 0,
= 0,1, x < d,
< C, t = 0 ,1
= 0,1, x <  d
Proof Suppose z £ C°([0, d]), we first note the following property can be established using 
a simple proof by contradiction argument
(2 3 5)K L ^ z < 0 and z > 0 then z > 0M) d M
Consider the following barrier functions
4>± (x) = C1[ l  +  - e
1 (d—x) ± 2/0
Clearly the functions Vj±(x) are nonnegative at x  = d for C\  large enough We also have
Ci (d—x) fcCi ± g ( x , n )
Since k > 7* we can choose Ci such that < 0 and therefore we can apply (2 3 5)
m order to obtain / 1 V/., _A (2 3 6)
To derive the required bounds on the derivative of y, we decompose the solution as 
follows
9(x,/i) , 1 , g(d,fi)y(x) = - -
k ( x ) +  y{d) + k(d)
(2 3 7a)
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where
L $ s = 0 on[0,d), s(d) = 1, (2 3 7b)
on [0, d), z(d) = 0 (2 3 7c)
Starting with (2 3 7b), we can use ^ (a;) = ± s(a:) as our barrier functions in
order to obtain
= C(7 * - k)e~'£'((l~x  ^ ± 0
Again since k(x) > 7* we find that the above expression is always nonpositive and we 
therefore can apply (2 3 5) m order to obtain the following bound on the function s,
|s(z)| < C e ~ ^ d~x^
Using the above bound and (2 3 7b), we obtain
W(x )\ S — e-^ d-a^
Next, since z satisfies a similar equation to y we have from (2 3 6) that
\ z ( x ) \ < c ( l  +  ^ e - ^ d- x))
The bounds on the derivative of z can be derived using (2 3 7c) and the above result We 
obtain
\l, z '(x ) \ < c [ l  +  - ± - l e - ^ J
Combining this with (2 3 7a) we now have
□
Lemma 2 3 2 If fj? > ^ , 7 < mm{^} and /, a,S G C4 then the solution v of (2 3 3) 
satisfies the following bounds
dl v 
d x l
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where C  depends only on | |a ||, ||a , | |; ||&|| and 1111
Proof Note that v  = v q  + + e 2 v 2 We first consider 60 which is the solution of (2 3 4b)
rf* ( f /a]Since i)o (d) = 1 and 
to obtain
d l v q
d x 1 < C for 2 = 0,1 we apply Lemma 2 3 1 with p = 0 in order
d x 1
* = 0,1,
Differentiating (2 3 4b) we have
n(v'o)' ~ Iv'o =  ( ì )  +  ( t ) vo =  g i(x)
CL y  CL J  \ a  /
d1 g 1 
d x 1 < C(1 + ± e ~ ì id- x)) for t = 0,1 WeIn this case \vfQ(d)\ <  ^and we also know 
therefore can apply Lemma 2 3 1 with p = 1 in order to obtain
|io(z)| < + ^¡2 e~ ì (d~X))
Continuing m this way (differentiating (2 3 4b) and applying Lemma 2 3 1 to differential 
equations involving derivatives of £0 for the appropriate value of p), we obtain
d z vq
d x 1
< C
( ‘ + r 1’
~X(d-( —x) = 0,1,2,3,4
Next we consider Vi which is the solution of (2 3 4c) Letting g2{x) = we find
that v \  ( d )  = 0 and We therefore start by applying Lemma
2 3 1 with p = 2 We now have the following
<Pvi
d x 1
< C 1 2+ 2. 2 =  0,1
As with vq, we differentiate (2 3 4c) m  order to obtain
"(*'■)' - r ; =  - ( I )
Applying the lemma with p = 3, we now have
dl V!
d x 1 )•
2 = 0,1, 2 (2 3 8)
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Finally we consider Choosing ^ ( x )  =  C\ ^ 1 ■¿■(d i as our barrier 
functions we see that both are nonnegative at x = d We also have
Le ^ { x ) = - C l b + ^ ( ^ + 1 - - t y - & d- x ) ± v i
If we take /j2 > ^  we can show that the above expression is negative if Ci is large enough 
(since 7 < min{£}) We can therefore apply the minimum principle m  order to obtain
l«2(z)| < c ( l  +  - ~ e- i {d- x)SSj (2 3 9)
We now need to bound the derivatives of v2 Given any x € (0, d) we can construct a 
neighbourhood N x = (p,p + y/e)} where x £ N x and N x C Cl The mean value theorem 
implies there exists y € N x such that
o' {y) = ^ (p + ^ - M p )
Using (2 3 9) we now obtain
|^ (y)| < + -Lc-^(d-ii,+'/®))^  < - ^ 1  +
However this can be simplified to
y/£7Since 7 <  min{^} and using ¡jt >  C2s, we know that e ^ <  C  We therefore obtain
From the original differential equation for ¿2? we have
v'2( x ) = v 2{ y ) +  f  v'2 (£)<*£,
Jy
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and using the bounds on v2 above and (2 3 8) we find (as m  the proof of Lemma 2 2)
I  ( ‘ + +  f  +
+ 9 i a  (i + i e-*(d-*)
t1
Integrating, and remembering x — y <  y/e, we see
9 i
Vi
^  ( ^ ) I 1 -
- j -------------------------------------------i— Q  2 | i
\ ( i { x - y )
\ \ 2 i i
Using the inequality 1~^— < (7 we see
1 ^ ) 1  < c ( ^ )  +
Also given that ¡j? > this can be simplified m  order to obtain
I^WI <c(^)(l + ^ e - * (d-x)) (2 3 10)
Substituting (2 3 9) and (2 3 10) into (2 3 4d),we now have the following bounds for v2,
Finally we use the bounds for t>o, Vi and v2 and their derivatives to obtain the required 
result □
Using Lemma 2 3 2, we conclude that v is bounded above away from x =  d, and 
imposing the condition that d > 1, we know 3 v 6 C3(0,1) such that L E^ v  =  f  and 
< C on (0,1) for i = 0,1, 2 In this case we define the regular component v as thed1 vdx
solution to the following problem
L e^v = / on (0,1), u(0) = t)(0), u(l) = v{ l )
Remark 2 3 1 When analysing the two-parameter ode (2 1 1), attention was always
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given to constructing proofs and using analytical tools that are extendable to problems of 
higher dimensions However, one would encounter significant difficulties m an attempt  
to extend the approach taken m Lemma 2 3 2 A new and more extendable approach 
to define the regular component is needed when considering the two-parameter parabolic 
problem Such an approach is detailed m  Chapter 3
In both cases we now have the following decomposition of the solution u
u = v + w L + w Ry (2 3 11a)
where
L e,»V
L e,itWL
L^iiWR
f  on (0,1), v(0),v(l) chosen m  (2 3 2) or (2 3 4), (2 3 lib)
0 on (0,1), wL(0) =u(0) -v(0), wL(l) = 0, (2 3 11c)
0 on (0,1), wR(0) = 0, w r ( 1 ) = u (l)-u(l) (2 3 lid)
The boundary conditions of v are chosen (as above) so that it satisfies the bounds
dl v
d x l
< C z = 0,1,2 and d3 v
d x l
(2 3 12)
and therefore we call v the regular component of the solution The singular components 
wl and w r  satisfy the bounds in Lemma 2 2 2 However, we can also obtain the following 
sharper bounds on the exponential character of the two components
Lemma 2 3 3 When the solution of (2 1 1) is decomposed as m (2 3 1 1 a), the singular 
components w i  and w r  satisfy the following bounds
\wL(x)\ < Ce~6lX,
|u»r(*)| < C e - W ~ * \
where
and
<9i = fia + y/jj? a 2 + Aefi 
2e
-¡lA + y/pP-A2 + 4 e/3 
2£
(A = ||a||q andOi and 62 are respectively the positive roots of the equations e 6 \ —pol9i—P = 
0 and eO\ + P.A62 -  fi = 0)
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^ { x )  =  Ce~°ix ± w l {x )7
Proof Consider the following barrier functions
where 9\ is as stated We find that for C large enough, the functions are both nonnegative 
at x = 0 and x = 1, and after a simple calculation we also find that L e^ ,ip± (x) < 0 We 
therefore can apply the minimum principle m order to obtain
K(*)| <  C e ~ 6iX
The proof in the case of wr is similar □
Remark 2 3 2 The following properties of and $2 can easily be established They will 
be required m order to analyse the error in the numerical approximations to the solution
V? o/fl 
V*'  e J
9i > max < —p, —  >, (2 3 13a)
C C
if ¡i2 <  Ce then #2 > -7=) z/ > Ce then 62 >  — (2 3 13b)
v E P
2 4 D iscrete  prob lem
Consider the following upwind finite difference scheme
L NU(xl ) =  e62U{xt) +  na(xl) D + U(xl ) - b { x l)U(x t ) =  f ( x t), x t e SlN, (2 4 1a)
where
D * U ( X i ) =
X % - \ - \  X i  X i  X i — l
and r2rr, * D + U{xl) — D ~ U (x t )
o U(x l ) — , ~ \ 10
The piecewise-uniform mesh, QN, on which we apply the above finite difference operator
consists of two transition points
Oi = m m  | I n  Ail, (2 4 1b)
02 = min^i,^lnJV
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More specifically
/  i z i l  7 <  K
N  ’ 11 1 — 4
where N H  = 2(1 — o\ — 02) We now state a discrete comparison principle for (2 4 la), 
whose proof is standard
Discrete Minimum Principle If W  is any mesh function and L NW  |nw< 0 and 
W  \dnN> 0, then W  \^n > 0
We have the following discrete decomposition
U =  V +  W h +  W R, (2 4 2a)
where the components are the solutions of the following
L NV  = /(*,), V^ (0)=«(0), K(l)=v(l), (2 4 2b)
L n W l  =  0, W L ( 0 ) = w L ( 0 ) ,  W L { 1) =  0, (2 4 2c)
L n W r  = 0, W f l ( 0 ) = 0 ,  W R (l)=io*(l) (2 4 2d)
We can prove the following bounds on the discrete counterparts of the singular components 
w l  and w r
Theorem 2 4 1 We have the following bounds on Wl  and Wr
3
\WL{X,)\ < c JJ(1 + 0zA) _1 = *L,0 =  c , (2 4 3a)
1=1
N
IWOiM < c n  (i + W 1 = *R,N =c, (2 4 3b)
*=J+1
where W l  and Wr  are solutions of (2 4 2c) and (2 4 2d) respectively and ht =  x t — x %- \  
The parameters 0 l  and Or  are defined to be the positive roots of the following equations
2 e0 \  — paOi —¡3 =  0 and 2 e 0 \ + ¡i AQr  — ¡3 =  0, (A — ||a||)
Proof We start with W l  Consider = ^ l ,j ± W l ( x 3) N o w  L n ^ 3 = e62'&L,j +  
¡ jaD +^Lj  ~ b'&Lj ± 0? and using
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L N* i j  < e0L2*Lj+i ^  - f i a e ^ L , j + i  ~ P * L j , 
where h3 = fy+H~fy Rewriting the right hand side of this equation we have
< *LJ+1 (2e0L2 - l) + (2£0L2 - - P) -  peLh]+ij < 0
Using the discrete minimum principle we obtain the required result
The same idea is applied to W r We consider = ^ r  ^ ±  W r (x3) N o w  L n ^ 3 = 
£$2'$!r :j + f iaD + ^ R j  -  b^Rj ± 0, and using
'I;«j < Vb j +i , Vr,j > 0, £)+'iftj = and = (j +QRh} ) ^ R'3~hJ'
we obtain
-  ( l  + Z h j )  ( £°R2 ”  2)  +  2£<,2r + ^ Aeit{1 + ^  ~ Pil + eRk]))
Rewriting the right hand side of this inequality we have
l N *%, ^ '(i + flfe) ( e 0 r 2 “ 2) + (2ee* + ~ /9)(1 + w  “ 2e^ )  - °’
and again we use the discrete minimum principle to finish □
2.5 Error an alysis
We now wish to analyse the bounds on the error between the discrete solution and the 
continuous solution
Lemma 2 5 1 At each mesh point x % G ClN the regular component of the error satisfies 
the following estimate
\ ( V - v ) ( x t) \ < C N ~ \
where v is the solution of (2 3 l i b )  and V is the solution of (2 4 2b)
* Lj >  0, D + V Lj = -eL<SL,J+l < 0 and 52<5>Lj =  Ql^ L j +i^  >  0,
we obtain
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Proof Using the usual truncation error argument and (2 3 12) we have 
\Ln (V -  v)(x,)l <  C H  (e||v"'|| +  Ai||t/'||) <  C H  < C N ~ \
where H  is the maximum step size If we choose )/>± (x ,) =  C\ N ~ 1 ±  (V — v)(xt ) as our
barrier functions, we know that these functions are both nonnegative at x = 0 and x = 1 
We also find that L N^  < 0 for C\ large enough and therefore we can apply the discrete 
minimum principle in order to obtain the required result □
Lemma 2 5 2 At each mesh point xl € ClN the left singular component of the error 
satisfies the following estimate
W L - w r i i x ^ K C N - ' i l n N ) 2,
where wl is the solution of (2 3 11c) and W l is the solution of (2 4 2c)
Proof We can use a classical argument in order to obtain the following truncation error 
bounds
|Ln (Wl - wlXxj)! < C{hl+1 + ht) (e||u/"|| + mI|w"||)
Since wl satisfies a similar equation to u, we can use Lemma 2 2 2 to obtain
|L n (Wl -  wL)(xt)\ < C(ht+i +  ht) ^1 +  ^ )  ^ £ ^ 1 +  ( ^ )  ^
Simplifying the right hand side of this expression we have
IL n (Wl - w L)(xt)\ < C(hl+1 +  K)  ^  (l + ^  (2 5 1)
Starting with when o\ = we can show that in this case 9\ < 8 In TV and therefore 
using (2 3 13a) our bound for the truncation error now becomes
|L n (Wl -  wL)(Xl)\ < C N ~ l ( \n N )2, if 0-! =  i
If we choose 'ip± (xl ) = C W _1(ln N ) 2 ± (Wl — w l )(x %) as our barrier functions we find that 
we can apply the discrete minimum principle in order to obtain
{ ( W L - w ^ i x ^ K C N - ^ l n N ) 2, if oi = ^  (2 5 2)
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The next case to consider is o\ < \ In this case the mesh is piecewise uniform We 
firstly analyse the error m the coarse mesh region [oi,1) and then we proceed to analyse 
the fine mesh on (0, cri) With the coarse mesh region, instead of using the usual truncation 
error argument, we will use Lemma 2 3 3 and (2 4 3a) to obtain the required error bounds 
Prom (2 4 3a) we have
\WL( x i L ) \ < C ( l + e LhL) - T
4
where Hl = ^  When o\ < we can prove that Ol Iil > 4Ar“1lniV We obtain the 
following
|W£,(a:jv)| < C(1 4- 4JV“ 1 InjV)_T
4
Using the standard inequality ln(l +  t) > ¿(1 - |) and letting t = 4Ar“ 1 In AT, we can show 
that (1 + 4N -1 I n < AN-1 and therefore we conclude that on the interval [cri, 1) we 
have
\WL(xt)| < C N ~ l 
Looking at the continuous solution m this region we have
\wL{x)\ < C e - 6lX <  C e ' 8l{^ laN) <  C N ~ 2
Combining these two results we now obtain the following error bounds
|(Wl-wl)(z,)| < G N - \  ®,e[ai,l) and i (2 5 3)
We now consider the fine mesh region The bound (2 5 1) on the truncation error still 
holds and since we are in the fine mesh region with o\ < \ we know that h%+\ = h% = 
f^N~l In N  We can therefore use (2 3 13a) in order to obtain
//2
\Ln {Wl -  wL){xt)\ < C \ N ~ l IniV + C2N ~ 1^ - InN
If we choose ^ { x t ) = C^N~1\ n N + C47V_1(cri — xt ) (^ ) InN ± ( W i  — WL)(xt ) as our
barrier functions we find that both functions are nonnegative at and xn_ C3 and C a
4can be chosen so that LAr,0± < 0 and therefore applying the discrete minimum principle 
we obtain
\ {WL -  w L)(xt)\ <  C s N - 1 InN  + CA(ax - x t ) ( J) N ~ l InN
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\{WL ~ w L){xt )\ <  CAT-1 (In AT)2, x t € (O .ai) and ^  <  i  (2 5 4)
Combining the bounds (2 5 2), (2 5 3) and (2 5 4) gives us the required result □
L e m m a  2 5 3 At each mesh point x % 6  QN the right singular component of the error
satisfies the following estimate
^ W r - w r^ x^ K C N - ^ X u N ) 2, (2 5 5)
where w r  is the solution of (2 3 l i d )  and Wr  is the solution of (2 4 %d)
Proof We start w ith the case ¡i2 <  Ce  We again use a classical argument and Lemma
2 2 2 m order to obtain the following
|LJV(Wi l -Wil)(a:,)|<C(/it+1 + / » , ) ^ ( l + ^ j  (2 5 6)
However, in the case p2 < Ce, this simplifies to
\LN(WR- WR) ( x%)\<-^=(hl+1 + ht) (2 5 7)V£
If cr2 =  i  and ¿i2 <  Ce, we can use (2 3 13b) to show <  02 < 81niV We now obtain  
the following bounds on the truncation error
< C N ^ l n N
If we choose — C N ~ l In N  ±  (Wr  — w r ) ( x 1) as our barrier functions on the entire
interval [0,1], we obtain
|(W r  -  w R)(xt)\ < C N ~ l \nN ,  fi2 < Ce  and cr2 =  ^ (2 5 8)
In the case where <72 <  we have to analyse the error m the fine and coarse mesh 
regions separately As with w i  we will start by exam ining the coarse mesh region (0 ,1 —<72] 
Using (2 4 3b) we have
\WR(x,jL) \ < C ( \  + eRh R ) ^ -  
4
where Hr =  ^  In this case we can prove that OrHr > 4N ~ l IniV so, as w ith W i,  we
Therefore using a \ In TV and < C  (see (2 3 13a)), we obtain
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obtain (after some calculations) \W&{x*n_)| <  C N  1 Therefore on the interval (0 ,1  -  o2]
4
we have
\WR(xt)\ <  C N ~ l
Using the fact that on the interval (0,1 — <72] with 02 — ^  In N  we have
|wfl(z)| < C e - 6^ 1- X'> <  C N ~ 2,
we now obtain the following bounds on the error
\{Wr - w r )(x1)\ < C N ~ l , (j2 <  Ce, x t 6  (0 ,1  -  o2\ and o2 <  ^ (2 5 9)
We should note that this result in the coarse mesh region still holds when p2 >  Ce 
and 02 < \  We now continue to the fine mesh region (1 — (72,1) The bounds on the 
truncation error m (2 5 7) still hold and given that we are in the fine mesh region we have 
ht+i =  hx =  I n N  Using (2 3 13b) we now obtain ^ ( /¿ i+1 +  hl) <  C N ~ l In TV and
hence
As before, choosing ,4)± {x1) =  C N ^ l n N  ±  ( W r  — w r )  (xt) as our barrier functions we 
obtain the following error bounds
|(W*-u>ji)(a;,)| < C N - ' l n N ,  fi2 < Ce, x t e (1 - o2, 1) and a2 < ^ (2 5 10)
In the case p 2 >  C e , we need to look at w r  differently We can decom pose w r  as 
follows
vjr(x) =  y(x) -  w L(x) (2 5 11a)
w L ( 0 )
where
L e^ y (x )  = 0, y ( l ) = w R(l),  (2 5 11b)
and w i(x )  is defined as in (2 3 11c) Using this decom position we have
|(W r -  w R){xl )\ < | (Y -  y)(xi)\ + C\(W L -  w L)(xt)\,
where W r , Y,  W l are the discrete counterparts of w r , y and w l  respectively We see 
that y satisfies a similar equation to v m (2 3 3), therefore appropriately choosing y(0)
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and setting d = 1, we can use Lemma (2 3 2) to obtain the following bounds for y
dl y
d x 1
< C {  l +
¡j,1
i = 0,1,2
More simply
dl y
d x 1
(2 5 12)
We know that \ ( W i  — w l ) ( x 1) \  <  C N ~ l (In N )2 at each mesh point x z e  , so 
we therefore only need to consider the error y generates In the case a2 = \ we know 
that 62 < 8 In N  and using (2 3 13b) we can therefore show that  ^< C l n N  Using the 
usual truncation error argument (noting that eyw = (by)' — ¡¿(ay1)1) and a suitable barrier 
function, we find that
1(1- - y)(^ )| < C-iV-^ lniV)2
Combining this with the bound obtained on the left singular component of the error we 
have
I(Wr  -  W r ) ( x i ) \  < C N  1( ln N ) z , \xA > Ce and cr2 = 1
In the case of a2 < the bound m  the coarse mesh region (0,1 — <72L obtained m  the 
case /i2 < C e, still holds In the fine mesh region (1 — <72,1) we use (2 5 12) again in order 
to obtain
\LN{ Y - y ) ( x t ) \ < C - h+1
In this case we know that hl+\ = h, = f^N 1 InN  and using (2 3 13b) we can prove that
\LN{ Y - y ) ( Xl)\ < C N ~ l InN
Therefore using a suitable barrier function we obtain
\{Y - y ) { x l )\ < C N - ' l n N
Hence, we now have the following bound on the error
\{WR - iur)(x,)| < C N - ^ l n N ) 2 ¡j? > C e, x,  € (1 - <r2,1), and ^
Combining all the error bounds for w r  m the different cases gives the required result □ 
Remark 2 5 1 Such a decomposition ofwR m (2 5 11) suggests that m  this case of p 2 >
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Figure 2 1  A plot of the solution of (2 5 13) when (i =  2 3 and e = 2 18
Figure 2 2 A zoom in to the bottom-left corner of Figure 2 1
Ce,  the definition of w R m (2 3 lid) does not correctly isolate the right layer component 
See for example the following sample problem
£U)r +  f iwR - w R = 0 , 
w R(0) = 0, w R{ 1) = 1
Figure 2 1 is the solution of (2 5 13) when p = 2~3 and e = 2-18 Such a plot might lead 
us to naively believe there is just a layer on the right, however, in Figure 2 2 we zoom m  
to the bottom-left corner of Figure 2 1 and we see there is a problem We have not isolated 
our right layer component
Since, when fi2 > Ce, there is a layer of width 0 ( p )  on the right, it seems more
(2 5 13)
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natural to assume that the function y defined in (2 5 lib) behaves like the right singular 
component However, as previously discussed, such an approach to bound y(x) as detailed 
m Lemma 2 3 2 may pose difficult to extend to higher dimensions For these reasons a 
new approach to correctly define the right layer component wr  %n the case of p 2 >  Ce is 
constructed m Chapter 3
Theorem 2 5 1 Let u be the solution of the differential equation ( 2 1 1 )  and U be the 
solution of (2 4 1) Then at each mesh point x x £ we have
|(U -  i O M  < C N ~ \ \ n N ) 2 (2 5 14)
Proof This result immediately follows from Lemmas 2 5 1, 2 5 2 and 2 5 3 □
2 6 N u m erica l resu lts
The scheme (the upwmd finite difference operator (2 4 la) applied on the mesh (2 4 lc)) 
has been tested with the following constant coefficient problem
+ Vu'e^x ) “ ue A x ) = X> = ue A l ) = 1 (2 6 1)
Figures (2 3) and (2 4) are graphs of the exact solution of the above problem The pro­
gressively lower graphs m  these figures correspond to progressively smaller values of the 
parameter e Note that in Figure (2 3b), the layer on the left is obvious while the layer
(a) (b)
Figure 2 3 Exact solutions of 2 6 1 with fi = 2~2 for 2-32 < e < 1 when (a) fi2 < e and 
(b) p 2 > 0 75s
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(a) (b)
Figure 2 4 Exact solutions of 2 6 1 with p = 2-4 for 2-32 < e < 1 when (a) p 2 < e and
(b) p 2 > 0  75e
on the right is notably weaker However, m  Figure (2 4b) we see that as p is reduced the 
layer on the right does m fact become more pronounced 
We define the exact maximum pomtwise error by
E"»,exact =  W e"» -  UeJ \ nN
We also can find the maximum pomtwise e-uniform errors using
e x a c t  ~  ~  ^
and finally we define the maximum pomtwise (e,^ )-uniform errors by
E e x a  c t =  m a x  {  m a x  l l ^ u  ~  exaCt 2“32</x<1 2'^<£<1 ^
where p is chosen in order to achieve stability of Ej^exact with respect to e As p decreases, 
we must also consider progressively smaller values of e (larger values of p) m  order to reach 
this stability (e g when p = 2~32 we must let e decrease to 2-80) Similarly we find the 
exact order of convergence using
ipN
n N  _  , e x a c t
F e ,:f i , exact  ~  1 U & 2  j? 2 N
e e x a c t
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We define the exact e - uniform order of convergence by
pN
N  _  i exact
Pfi,exact ~  rp2N 5 
li, exact
and finally we define the exact (e,/i)-uniform order of convergence by
P i a c t  =  i o g 2
exact
Table 2 1 contains values of E ^ exact and E ^ exact for = 2“ 16 and various values of
e The range m  e we present is from 1 to 2-60, however, we can see that the errors have 
stabilised with respect to e after e = 2-46 The vertical dots m the N  = 16,32, , 2048
columns indicate that the values m  these columns remain unchanged (the only exception 
to this being the N  = 8 case) and similar notation is used in Tables 2 2, 2 3 and 2 4 
Table 2 2 contains values of p ^ , e x a c t  anc* pj?}e x a c t  f°r M = 2-16 and various values of e and 
N  Note that when ¿a > y/e the orders are approaching first order, however, in the region 
where p, < yf i we observe rates of second order appearing
Table 2 3 contains the values of E ^ exact and E^xact for various values of /z and N  
An interesting effect to note is how quickly the error stabhses with respect to fi Finally 
Table 2 4 contains the values of p^iexact and Pexact f°r various values of \i and N  We 
can see that this table validates the theory given m  Theorem 2 5 1 Note that in this 
theorem, theoretical error bounds of A^'1(lniV)2 were obtained, however, the numerical 
orders suggest a rate of N ~ 1 In TV It is expected that more sophisticated barrier function 
techniques could be used to achieve this result
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Table 2 1 The maximum pomtwise errors E ^ exact and the e- uniform maximum point wise
errors E ^ exact generated by the upwmd finite difference operator (2 4 la) and the mesh
(2 4 lc) applied to problem ( 2 6 1 ) f o r / i  =  2~16 and for various values of £ and N
Number of intervals N
e 32 64 128 256 512 1024 2048
2° 1 67e-05 4 19e-06 1 05e-06 2 67e-07 6 82e-08 1 78e-08 4 84e-09
' 2 - ' * ~ 1 61e-04 4 04e-05 1 02e-05 2 57e-06 6 57e-07 1 72e-07 4 66e-08
2 - 4 6 68e-04 1 68e-04 4 22e-05 1 07e-05 2 73e-06 7 13e-07 1 93e-07
2 - 6 1 94e-03 4 88e-04 1 23e-04 3 lle-05 7 95e-06 2 08e-06 5 64e-07
2 - 8 7 52e-03 1 92e-03 4 84e-04 1 23e-04 3 13e-05 8 19e-06 2 22e-06
2 - i O 2 14e-02 7 54e-03 1 93e-03 4 90e-04 1 25e-04 3 27e-05 8 89e-06
2~yl 2 15e-02 8 19e-03 2 84e-03 9 50e-04 3 09e-04 9 97e-05 3 26e-05
2 - i 4 2 17e-02 8 29e-03 2 90e-03 9 82e-04 3 27e-04 1 10e-04 3 80e-05
2 - i e 2 20e-02 8 49e-03 3 01e-03 1 05e-03 3 63e-04 1 29e-04 4 87e-05
2 - i 8 2 27e-02 8 91e-03 3 25e-03 1 18e-03 4 34e-04 1 69e-04 7 03e-05' 2 - 2 0 — 2 41e-02 9 73e-03 3 71e-03 1 43e-03 5 77e-04 2 47e-04 1 13e-04
2- ‘¿i 2 69e-02 1 14e-02 4 63e-03 1 95e-03 8 64e-04 4 05e-04 2 00e-04
2 - 2 4 3 23e-02 1 46e-02 6 46e-03 2 98e-03 1 44e-03 7 20e-04 3 72e-04
2-26 4 28e-02 2 10e-02 1 01e-02 5 03e-03 2 57e-03 1 35e-03 7 15e-04
■ 2 - 2 8 — 6 25e-02 3 32e-02 1 71e-02 9 04e-03 4 81e-03 2 58e-03 1 39e-03
■ 2 - ^ 0 — 9 64e-02 5 53e-02 3 02e-02 1 66e- 02 9 07e-03 4 95e-03 2 69e-03
2 - 3 ^ 1 45e-01 8 93e-02 5 12e-02 2 92e-02 1 63e-02 8 98e-03 4 92e-03
2~'i4 1 91e-01 1 26e-01 7 50e-02 4 41e-02 2 50e-02 1 40e-02 7 72e-03
2-M 2 18e-01 1 48e-01 9 05e-02 5 42e-02 3 lle-02 1 75e-02 9 71e-03
■ 2 - 3 S - j 2 27e-01 1 56e-01 9 64e-02 5 81e-02 3 35e-02 1 89e-02 1 05e-02
2 - 4 d 2 30e-01 1 58e-01 9 81e-02 5 92e-02 3 42e-02 1 93e-02 1 07e-02
2 - 4 3 — 2 30e-01 1 59e-01 9 85e-02 5 95e-02 3 44e-02 1 94e-02 1 08e-02
2~44 2 31e-01 ^ 1 59e-01 9 87e-02 5 95e-02 3 44e-02 1 95e-02 1 08e-02
2 - 4^ 2 31e-01 1 59e-01 9 87e-02 5 96e-02 3 44e-02 1 95e-02 1 08e-02
to
i a> O 2 31e-01 1 59e-01 9 87e-02 5 96e-02 3 44e-02 1 95e-02 1 08e-02
pjy
exact 2 31e-01 1 1 59e-01 9 87e-02 5 96e-02 3 44e-02 1 95e-02 1 1 08e-02
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Table 2 2 Exact orders of convergence p ^ e x a c t  anc* e-uniform exact orders of convergence
Py, exact generated by the upwind finite difference operator (2 4 la) and the mesh (2 4 lc)
applied to problem (2 6 1) for /i =  2~16 and for various values of e and N
€
Number of inter vaIs N
8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024
2° 2 00 2 00 2 00 1 99 1 98 1 97 194 188
2~2 199 2 00 2 00 1 99 198 1 97 194 1882-4 198 199 199 1 99 1 98 1 97 1 94 188
2-è 191 1 97 199 199 1 98 1 97 1 94 188
2-8 - 136 191 197 1 99 198 197 194 1 88
2=ru— 0 57 1 18 1 51 1 97 1 98 1 97 1 94 188
2-12 - 0 52 1 17 1 39 1 53 1 58 1 62 163 1612-14 - 0 49 1 17 1 39 1 52 1 56 1 59 158 1532-ie 0 45 1 16 1 37 1 49 1 53 1 53 1 49 1 412-18 - 0 46 1 15 1 35 146 1 46 144 1 36 1 26
2-20- 0 46 1 12 1 31 1 39 1 37 131 1 22 1 13
2-*a 0 45 108 1 24 1 30 1 25 1 18 1 09 1 022-24 i 0 43 102 1 14 1 18 1 12 106 100 0 952-26 0 41 0 93 1 03 1 06 1 00 0 97 0 93 0 912-28 0 38 0 84 0 91 0 95 0 92 0 91 0 90 0 892-30 - 0 34 0 74 0 80 0 87 0 86 0 87 0 87 0 882-32 -0 00 0 66 0 70 0 80 0 81 0 84 0 86 0 872-34 ■ 0 27 0 59 0 61 0 74 0 77 0 82 0 84 0 862-36 ' 0 25 0 57 0 56 0 70 0 74 0 80 0 83 0 852-38 0 24 0 56 0 55 0 69 0 73 0 79 0 82 0 852-40 - 0 24 0 55 0 54 0 69 0 73 0 79 0 82 0 85
2"60 0 08 0 55 0 54 0 69 0 73 0 79 0 82 0 85
nN¥  p., exact 0 24 0 55 0 54 0 69 0 73 0 79 0 82 0 85
Table 2 3 The e-uniform maximum pomtwise errors E ^ exact and the (e, p)-uniform max­
imum pomtwise errors E^xact generated by the upwind finite difference operator (2 4 la) 
and the mesh (2 4 lc) applied to problem (2 6 1) for various values of and N
Num ber of intervals N
32 64 128 256 512 1024 2048
2U 1 57e-01 1 06e-01 6 51e-02 3 89e-02 2 24e-02 1 26e-02 7 00e-03
2-2 2 37e-01 1 61e-01 9 92e-02 5 95e-02 3 43e-02 1 94e-002 1 07e-02
2 " 4 2 32e-01 1 59e-01 9 89e-02 5 96e-02 3 44e-02 1 95e-02 1 08e-02
2-b 2 31e-01 1 59e-01 9 87e-02 5 96e-02 3 44e-02 1 95e-02 1 08e-02
2-aa 2 31e-0T1 1 59e-01 9 87e-02 5 96e-02 3 44e-02 1 95e-02 1 08e-02
pNexact 2 37e~01 1 61e-01 9 92e-02 5 96e-02 3 44e-02 1 95e-02 1 08e-02
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Table 2 4 Exact e-uniform orders of convergence p ^ exact and the exact (e, /j)-umform
orders of convergence PeXact generated by the upwind finite difference operator (2 4 la)
and the mesh (2 4 lc) applied to problem (2 6 1) for various values of /x and N
p
Number of intervals N
8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024
2° 0 48 0 67 0 57 0 70 0 74 0 80 0 83 0 85
2~2 0 31 0 62 0 56 0 69 0 74 0 79 0 82 0 852-4 0 26 0 52 0 54 0 69 0 73 0 79 0 82 0 85
2-6 0 24 0 55 0 54 0 69 0 73 0 79 0 82 0 85
2-32 0 24 0 55 0 54 0 69 0 73 0 79 0 82 0 85
Pexact 0 31 0 62 0 56 0 69 0 74 0 79 0 82 0 85
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Chapter 3
Parabolic problems
3 1 In tro d u ctio n
Consider the following class of singularly perturbed parabolic problems posed on the 
domain G = ft x (0,T], fi = (0,1), F = G\G
L 6iflu = + ¡iaux — im — dut = in (3 1 la)
u = s(z), on Tb , (3 11b)
u = gi(i), onTi, u = ç2(i), on Fr, (3 11c)
a(x,i) > a > 0, 6(x,£) > fi > 0, d(x, ¿) > J > 0, (3 1 Id)
where T# = {(rr,0) | 0 < a; < 1}, Tl = {(0, i) | 0 < i < T} and = {(1, t) | 0 < t  < T }
We assume sufficient regularity and compatibility at the corners so that the solution and
its regular component are sufficiently smooth for our analysis In this chapter we construct 
a parameter-uniform numerical method [3] for this class of singularly perturbed problems 
When the parameter fj, = 1, the problem is the well-studied parabolic convection- 
diffusion problem [8, 25, 31], when ¡i = 0 we have a parabolic reaction-diffusion problem 
[17] Parameter-uniform numerical methods composed of standard finite difference opera­
tors and piecewise-uniform meshes have been established [8, 25] for both the steady-state 
and the time dependent versions of (3 1 1) m  the two special cases of pt = 0 and ¡x = 1 
These methods have been discussed m Chapter 1
When considering the two-parameter parabolic problem (3 1 1), the initial aim was to 
take the analysis in Chapter 2 and extend it to deal with the time-dependent problem 
Difficulties were encountered when attempting this extension, therefore some new ideas
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were needed
The analysis m  this chapter splits completely into the two cases of /¿2 < ^  and
a2 > ^  r* — a
• New analytical approaches have been developed in this chapter to define the regular 
component v and the right layer component w r  m  the case of ¡i2 > Ce
In Section 3 2, we derive parameter-explicit theoretical bounds on the solution of 
(3 11) and its derivatives We decompose the solution mto regular and singular com­
ponents The definition of these components differ depending on the ratio of to y/e 
Sharp parameter-explicit bounds on these components and their derivatives are obtained 
in Section 3 3 In Section 3 4, we apply an upwind finite difference operator on a piece- 
wise uniform mesh in the construction of our numerical algorithm to solve (3 11) for all 
values of the parameters m the range p 6 [0,1] and e G (0,1] In Chapter 2, the piecewise 
uniform mesh constructed consisted of the two transition points
r 1 2 \ n N , A  2 In N .
a i=min{-,---- } and cr2 = mm{-,-----}, (3 12)4 rfi 4 7/2
where 771 is the positive root of the quadratic equation er}2 — pai ji - ¡3 — 0 and similarly 
772 is the positive root of the quadratic equation er^ +  fj.\\a\\r}2 — ¡3 =  0 In this chapter the 
choice of transition points in (3 4 lb) is simpler then those given in (3 1 2) and depends 
on the ratio of p, to y/e In [12], the similar problem of
—£un + fibu' + cu = /  m (0,1), u(0) = vq, u(l) = vi,
is examined These new transition points in (3 4 lb) are also notably simpler then those 
given m  [12] where the piecewise uniform mesh consists of two transition points,
r l 2IniV J A  2InN ,
a 1 = min{-,---- } and cr2 = mm{-,-----),4 £>0 4 qi
where
go = max Ao(a;) < 0 and pi — m m  A^ rc) > 0. 
xe[o,i] *€[o,i]
with Ai(a;) and A2(o;) defined to be the solutions of the charactersitic equation
—£ \ ( x )2 -f- pb(x) \(x) + c(x) = 0
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The error between the continuous and discrete solution is analysed in Section 3 5 and 
some numerical results are given to illustrate the parameter uniform convergence of the 
numerical approximations The mam results of this chapter have appeared in [22]
These new analytical techniques designed for the two-parameter parabolic problem, can 
also be applied when considering the ODE in Chapter 2 The final section of this chapter is 
concerned with higher order methods for (2 11) We use the new approach developed for 
(3 1 1) to define and bound the regular component v, the right layer component w r , and 
their derivatives The results of this section were used in [5] to prove parameter-uniform 
asymptotic error bounds which are essentially second order
Notation particular to this chapter We define the zero order, first order and second 
order differential operators L q, L^ and L e^ as follows
L q z  ~ —bz — dzt,
L^z =  afjtzx + L qz,
~  £zXx + L^z
We let 7 < mm^l^} and we also adopt the following notation
1 1 ^ 1 1 G  ~  m ^ , x \ u i x i ^ ) l  
G
and if the norm is not subscripted then | | = | ||^
3 2 B ou n d s on th e  so lu tion  u and its  d eriva tives
We will establish a priori bounds on the solution of (3 11) and its derivatives These 
bounds will be needed m  the error analysis m  later sections We start by stating a contin­
uous minimum principle for the differential operator in (3 1 1), whose proof is standard
Minimum Principle 2 If w G C 2(G) f! C°(G) such that Le^w \q < 0 and w |r> 0 then 
w |6 > 0
The following lemma follows immediately from the above minimum principle and its proof 
again is standard
Lemma 3 2 1 The solution u of problem (31  1), satisfies the following bound
N I < I M I r *  +  I M I r i + | | g 2 | l r «  +  i | | / | |
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Lemma 3 2 2 Assuming sufficient compatibility, the derivatives oj the solution u of 
( 3 1 1 )  satisfy the following bounds for all nonnegative integers k,m,  such that 1 < k + 
2m < 3, if ¡j ?  < Ce then
d k+i
d x kdV
<
C max < u - E  (v^ )
fc+2m=0 
4 4
r - E
1# 2—0Ei= 0
d ls
dx kd tm
d lqi
dt l
4
r -Ei=o
d lq2
dt% }■
and if n2 >  Ce then 
d k+mu
dx kdtm
m+1
E
z=0
fc+2m=0 
d ls
Qk+m j
dx1
4
- E
d lqi
dtl
d x k d t  
4
r ' £r L z=0
d lq2
dtl r R
where C  depends only on the coefficients a, b,and d and their derivatives
Proof The proof of such bounds follows a standard argument (see [17] for example) We 
start by making a stretching of variables to transform our problem Local estimates in 
[9] are then applied to this transformed problem and we obtain bounds on the solution 
and its derivatives We then transform back to our original variables m  order to obtain 
bounds on the solution of the original differential equation and its derivatives
The argument splits into two cases p 2 <  Ce and ¡j? > Ce If p 2 <  Ce consider the 
transformation ^  ~  Our transformed domain is given by G — (0, x (0, T\ Also
we have u(£, t) =  u(x, t ) with a, 6, d and / defined similarly Applying this transformation 
to (3 1 1) we obtain
u££ 4- — bu — dut = /, on G
v £
Then for every ( E (0, and 5 > 0, we denote the rectangle ((£ — 5, ( + 5) x (0, T]) fl G 
by R^s The closure of is denoted For each ((,i) € <5, we use [9] (Lemma 10 1 
pg 352) to obtain the following bounds for 1 < k + 2m  < 3
d k + m u
d i kdV
<  C max {ini, EV U IH 2m =0
Qk+m j 4
E
i=0
d ls
d£kdtm 5 d ? 5
I *
4 ,
£2 = 0  '
d ' q i
dtl
4
E
i=0
d l q 2
dtl J
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where V(B =  R ,^26 H T#, r'L = ¿5 H T l ,  TfR =  R <^}26 H T r and C is independent of the
rectangle R^s These bounds hold for any point (£,£) £ G Transforming back to the 
original (xzt) variables gives us the required result If /i2 > Ce, then we are required 
to stretch in time also Introduce the transformation g = -^,r = ^  Applying this 
transformation to (3 1 1) we obtain for u(g ,r )  =  u(x, t )
upp -f aup — %bu — duT = 4r/, on G
Our transformed domain is given by G = (0, x (0, Repeat the argument for the 
previous case to obtain the result □
Corollary 3 2 1 Assuming sufficient smoothness of f } s, q\ and q2, the second order 
time derivative of the solution of (1 1) satisfies the following bound
A C ,  if m2 <  C e
~ | Cfj,4e~2, if / i2 > Ce
Proof Follows using the same argument as m  Lemma 3 2 2 □
Note that similar parameter-dependent bounds on the time derivatives also appear in 
Hemker et al [7] for the case of /x = 1
3 3 D eco m p o sitio n  o f th e  so lu tion
In order to obtain parameter-uniform error estimates, the solution of (3 1 1) is decomposed 
into a sum of regular and singular components The regular component will be constructed 
so that the first two space derivatives of this component will be bounded independently 
of both small parameters Consider the following differential equation
Le^v =  f  on G (3 3 1)
In the case of jll2 < we decompose v as follows
v(x, £,n) =  Vq(x , t) + y/£V\(x, £, /¿) + £v2(x, t, £,fj) (3 3 2a)
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where
L qvq =  f  on G \ T Bi vq(x ,Q) =  u (x , 0), (3 3 2b)
y/eLoVi =  (L0 ~ L £^ ) v0 on G \ T B, vi{x, 0, e, /x) -  0, (3 3 2c)
eLEyliv2 = y/e(L0 -  Le^)vi on G 2^|r = 0 (3 3 2d)
We see that ü(0, ¿, e, fx) = uo(0, t )+y/£vi(0,  t, e, fi) and v(l, £, e, /x) — vo(l, i)+\/evi(l, e, (x) 
Assuming sufficient smoothness on the coefficients (a, 6, d, / G C6) and the initial condi­
tion vq(x ,0) and noting that a/x2 < 7e, we see that t>o and its derivatives with respect to 
x and t up to sixth order and vi and its derivatives with respect to x and t up to fourth 
order are bounded independently of e and (x
Since V2 satisfies a similar equation to u we can apply Lemma 3 2 1 and Lemma 3 2 2 
to problem (3 3 2d) We obtain for 0 < k + 2m < 3,
Qk+i 'V2
dxkdV sc(tî)
We conclude that when ¡x2 < there exists a function v satisfying (3 3 1) where the 
boundary conditions of v can be chosen so that it satisfies the following bounds for 0 < 
k + 2m < 3,
d k+mv
fC (7(l £ 2 )
d x kdtm
From Corollary 3 2 1 we deduce that
< C , if a
We consider the case of /x2 > ^  We again consider the differential equation (3 3 1), 
however, we decompose v as follows
v(x,£,e,/x) = vqOMjM) + £Vi(x, t,£,  fx) + e2V2{x,t,e,fx) (3 3 3a)
where
0 = / on Gi, 0^(2 ,0, ¡x) =  u(x, 0), o^(l,i,/x) chosen in (3 3 6), (3 3 3b)
sL^vi = ( L f i - L e ^ v 0 on Gi, (re, 0, e,/i) = t>i(l, £,/x) = 0, (3 3 3c)
- L Stn)vi o n G ,  v2(x , t ,£ , f i ) \r  =  0 (3 3 3d)
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Note that Gi = [0,1) x (0, T] We can establish the following for the differential operator L^ 
by considering the transformation w = e^ltz  (¡3\ < |) and using a proof by contradiction 
argument Suppose z E C 1(G\) 0 C'°(G'i) then
If L^z < 0 and 2 > 0, then
Gi r i
> 0, (3 3 4)
Ô!
where L ^ z  =  afj,zx — bz — dzt , ri =  T ^  U and G i =  [0,1) x (0,T ] We note that the 
proof only requires that a and d are strictly positive
We will now state and prove the following technical lemmas that are needed when 
examining the dependence of the components vq and vi on the parameter ¡1
Lemma 3 3 1 Suppose z(x, t) E C l (G\)C\C®(G\) satisfies the first order mitial-boundary 
value problem
L^z =  a{izx - b z - d z t =  f  (a;,t) E [0,1) x [0,T], 
*(z,0) = ffifa), z { l , t ) = g2(t),
(3 3 5)
where a > 0; d > 0 and b > 0, then
1
INI <  ^ | | / | |  +  | |p i | | r B +  ||fl2||r«
Proof Consider =  ^ ||/|| + ||5i||rB + 11^ 21 1 ±  z (x , t ) We see that the functions
^ ( X j t ) are nonnegative for (x, t) E Also
= ~ b ( p \ \ f \ \  + llffi||rB + IMIrJ ± / < 0, 
and the required bound on ||z|| follows by applying (3 3 4)
□
Lemma 3 3 2 Suppose z (x , t ) E C k+m(Gi) satisfies the differential equation (3 3 5), 
assuming sufficient regularity of the coefficients, its derivatives satisfy the following bounds
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for  positive integers k and m ,
d k+i
d x kdP jiK
fìk+m j
dtk+1
k + m —I
+  e  ?
r + s = 0 
k+ m
+ E
j=Q
Qr+s j
dxrd t s 
d 3 02
k+ m
+ E
j=o
d 39i
d P
d x3
+ llzll I e ~(k+m)AT
where A = mm{0, (|) (j)j} and the constant C  depends only on the coefficients a, b, d 
and their derivatives
Proof Differentiating (3 3 5) with respect to t, we obtain
I$zt = ftztx -  ( f  +  (s)t) -  ;*tt =  ( { ) t +  (s)t^.
¿t(M) = 92 (*)> zt(z,0) = <^i(x),
where <j>\(x) can be expressed m  terms of g \ : g[, f  and the coefficients of (3 3 5) Consider
the barrier functions = 0(\ \ f \ \ + \\ft \\ + ||^i|| + ||sil| + H^ ll + \\z\\)e~At ±  z t with
A as above For C large enough the functions ipf are nonnegative for (x, t) 6 T\ Also
L ^ { x , t )  =  - C  (± + ( i ) t - &A) (ll/H + ||/i|| + 119x11 + llffill + ll^ll + \\z\\)e - A t
± ( ( £ ) ,  +  ( £ ) * * ) •
and, using the definition of A, we see that for C chosen correctly we have I $ i p ^ ( x ,  t) < 0 
Therefore using (3 3 4) we obtain
11*11 < <7(11/11 + HAII + \\9 l \\ + |K|| + ||^|| + |M|)e—A T
and using (3 3 5) we have that
C
I W I <  - ( l l / l l  +  I I A I I  +  l l ^ l l  +  U s i l i  +  1 1 ^ 1 1  + I N  a*
A T
Proceed by induction Assume the statement true for 0 < H m  < / Differentiate
j
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(3 3 5) Z +  1 times with respect to t to obtain
r \ i + i \dl+lz f d l+1z \  f b  n , , f d \ \ f d l+1z \  d / d l+1z \  . ,
" dtl+1 ~ fJ' \ dt l+l ) x U  w j  v ^ m )  « ( a j ' + v , -
d l+1z
d tM (1 ,t) =
dl+l 92
dtl+l
d l+lz (x,o) = 4>i+i(x)
The expression p(x, t ) involves 2 and its t derivatives up to order /, / and its t derivatives 
up to order I + 1 and the coefficients and their derivatives The function 4>i+i(x) involves 
</i and all its derivatives up to order I + 1, the derivatives of / of the form // up to
order I and the coefficients and their derivatives 
Consider the barrier functions
d l+1f
d t ‘+ l E  ^r+s=0
Q r + s  J
dxrd t i
i+i
+ E
;=0
d igi
d x3
i+1
E
j=0
d l g 2
d P
+ \\z\
d l+]
d t l+l
We see that for C large enough ^ ^_1(ac,t) are nonnegative for (x , t) G I\ Also for C  
chosen correctly we see that L ^ l^ f + l (x,t) < 0, therefore using (3 3 4) we obtain
d l+ \
&ti+1
< C
Differentiate (3 3 5) appropriately to obtain the required result for k + m  =  I + 1 □
We now continue with our analysis of vq and v\ The following two Lemmas establish 
that when the boundary condition wo(l,i, aO 1S chosen correctly, the first two space deriva­
tives of vq(x,t,fj,) are bounded independent of fi and the space derivatives of v i(x , t , //) 
are bounded by inverse powers of ¡j,
Lemma 3 3 3 If vo satisfies the first order differential equation (3 3 3b) then there exists 
a value for v q such that the following bounds hold for 0 < k 4- m < 6
dk+i 
d x kdV
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Proof We further decompose i>o(a;,t,/i) as follows
vq(x ,i,/i)  =  so(ìe, t) +  f i s \ (x , t )  +  fi?s2(x, t, /i) (3 3 6a)
where
LqSo = / on G \ T b , sq(xì 0) = u(x, 0),
¡j,L0si = (L0 -L^)s0 on G \ r s, si(a;,0) = 0;
(3 3 6b) 
(3 3 6c)
i ^ L ^ s 2 = /i(Lo - ¿/x)si on Gl = [0,1) x (0,T], s2|r! = 0 (3 3 6d)
We see that uo(M>aO = <so(l» t) -{-/¿si (1, t) and if a, 6, d, / €E G 7(G) and u(rr, 0) € C7(r 
we have
B
d x kdt■m
l5i
d x kd tm
< C for 0 < k 4- m < 7,
< G for 0 < A: + m  < 6 and d 1 s\
d x d t 6
(3 3 7) 
< G (3 3 8)
Next we apply Lemma 3 3 1 and Lemma 3 3 2 to obtain for 0 < k 4* m < 6
dk+ms2
dx kd t i
<  9 _ p-{k+m)AT
— ic ! (3 3 9)
where A = min{0, Using the decomposition (3 3 6) and the bounds on the
components of this decomposition given m (3 3 7), (3 3 8) and (3 3 9), we obtain the 
required result □
Lemma 3 3 4 I f vi satisfies the first order differential equation (3 3 3c) then the following 
bounds hold for 0 < k +  m < 4
d k+mvi
dx kd tm fJLK
□Proof We simply apply Lemma 3 3 1 and Lemma 3 3 2 to (3 3 3c)
Lemma 3 3 5 I f v 2(x, t, e, /x) satisfies the differential equation (3 3 3d) then the following 
bounds hold for 0 < k + m < 3
fìk+mV2
dx kdP
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Proof Since V2 satisfies a similar equation to u, we use Lemma 3 2 1 to obtain
1
T +  p h l x x ]
Applying the bounds m  Lemma 3 3 4 we therefore have
I N I  <  ~
Finally noting that the equation for v2 has zero boundary conditions, we use Lemma 3 2 2. 
the bounds for vi and the fact that
to obtain the required result
dk+? v l x x
dxkd t7
< < C „ -2
□
Substituting these bounds for vo(x, t, //), vi ( x , t :/i) and V2 (a;, t, er, /a) into (3 3 3) and 
noting that fi2 > Ce, we conclude that, in this case, there exists a function v satisfying 
(3 3 1) where the boundary conditions of v can be chosen so that the following bounds 
holds for 0 < k + 2m < 3,
d k+mv
dx kdV
< C  1 + (aJ f c - 2
Assuming sufficient smoothness of the data, from Corollary 3 2 1 and extending the argu­
ment m the previous lemma to the case of k + 2m  = 4 we deduce that
IK I < C (1 + £2/i_2ii4e-2) < C , if )1 2 >  ^
In both cases we now have the following decomposition of the solution u into regular 
and singular components,
u(x , t )  =  v (x , t ) + w i ( x , t ) + WR(x,t) (3 3 10a)
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where w i  and w r  satisfy homogeneous differential equations and
= / on G, v(x, 0) = u(x, 0), (3 3 10b)
u(0, t) and u(l,i) chosen m  (3 3 2) or (3 3 3),
L £^ wl = 0 on G, w L(x,0) =  w L( l , t ) = 0, (3 3 10c)
wl(0,î) = u(0, t)  -  v(0, t ) - w R(0,t),
L c^ vjr = Oon G, w R(x:0) = 0, w R{ l , t )  = u(l,£) -  t>(M), (3 3 lOd)
if (i2 < — , then wr (Q,t) = 0, 
a
else w r { 0, t) is chosen m  (3 3 12)
The boundary conditions of v are chosen m  (3 3 2) or (3 3 3) so that the regular component 
satisfies the bounds
d k+Tnv
dx kdtm
< C ( l - h e 2~k) : for 0 < & + 2m < 3, ||vtt| < C (3 3 11)
When /¿2 < the singular components wl and w R satisfy the bounds in Lemma 3 2 2 
and Corollary 3 2 1 When (j? > the value for tUfl(0,i) is taken from the following 
decomposition
¿a) = wq (x,t,fj,) + ewi(x,  t, //) + e2W2(x ,t , e, fi) (3 3 12a)
where u(l,i) = t>o(M) is given m  (3 3 6) and
L^wq -  0 on C?i, wQ(x: 0,/x) = 0, u>0(1, ¡x) =  u(l ,  t) -  u0(l, i),(3 3 12b) 
eL^w i = ( L ^ - L £^)w o on G i, wi(x ,Qt fjt) = wi(l,t,/i) = 0, (3 3 12c)
e2L£^ w 2 = e(I^  - Le>#1)wJi on G, w 2(M, e, ¿Olr = 0 (3 3 12d)
Lemma 3 3 6 VT/ien lo^ rEjt) zs defined as m (3 3 10d); the following bound holds
|wfl(0,t)|rL < e~2Bte~?,
where B  <  A = m m  {0, | (j)t}
Froo/ When ¡j,2 < the result is trivial Consider the case of ¡jl2 > ^  Using the 
decomposition (3 3 12), we see that WR(0,t) = wo(0, £) + £^ i(0,i) We start by analysing 
Wo(x,t) Consider the barrier functions ^ ( x ^ t )  =  Ce x  ^ ± w o ( x :t) We can show
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that for C large enough '0±|rBUrfl > 0 and we have
L ^ ± (x,t) = C(a 7 - b)e~i^l ~x  ^ < 0
We can therefore apply (3 3 4) m order to obtain
\wo(x,t)\ < C e =? l'1~x] (3 3 13)
In order to analyse w\(x , t ) , we first obtain sharp bounds on woxx(x, t) Differentiate 
(3 3 12b) with respect to t to obtain
¿L1J(wot) = fi(wot)x -  ( -  + ( - )  )wot -  ~(wot)t = ( - )  Wo, W0l(x,0) = 0,p \ a  \ a / t /  a \ a / t
wot(M) =
Consider the barrier functions t) = C e~Bte ~ ^ l ~x  ^± w $ t (x, i), where B is as defined
We can show that for C large enough up* > 0 and (a;, t) < 0 Apply (3 3 4)
in order to obtain
|woi(z,£)| < Ce~Bte ~ i ^ ~ x^
Using the equation for wq, (3 3 12b), this implies that
IwoxOM)! <
f1
If we differentiate (3 3 12b) twice with respect to t and apply the same argument we obtain
kott(a:,£)| ^  Ce~2Bte ~ i ^ ~ x\
Using the equation for wo? (3 3 12b), this implies that
\mxt{x, t ) \ < —  e_2Bie“i(1_x) and \w0xx(x, i)| < ^ . e ~ 2Bte ~ i (l~x)
f l  /X
Since we have exponential bounds on wq and its derivatives, we can now examine 
how w i (x , t ) depends on fx Consider the barrier functions -0^(a;,£) = j^e~2Bte ^  ±
w i (x , t ) Note that tpf (x, t) |rflUrft > 0, also for C large enough
L ^ ( x , t )  = C [ j a  - b  +  Bd] ± w 0xx
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Therefore using the definitions of 7 and B we find < 0, and using (3 3 4), we
have
r^ iv^ ; wi ^  ~2e 2Bt~ ^ *
Since fi2 > ^  we can use (3 3 12d), (3 3 13) and (3 3 14) to obtain
\wi(x, t)\  < —¿e 2Bte ^  x) (3 3 14)
|wfl(0,i)| < Ce 2Bte m
□
Lemma 3 3 7 When the solution of (3 1 1) is decomposed as m (3 3 10a), the singular 
components w l  and w r  satisfy the following bounds
\wL( x , t ) \ < C e ~ e'x,
R( x , t ) \ < C e - ^ l - * \w
where
0i = I “ a , 02 -  ,
^  */ A*2 > £ I & */ ^ * ?
Proo/ Consider the following barrier functions
^ ( x ,  t) =  Ce eix ± w l (x , ¿),
In both cases, we find that for C large enough ^ ( x ,  t) |r > 0 and Le^ip± (x, t)  < 0 We 
apply the Minimum Principle m  order to obtain the required bound on \wL(x,t)\
When (j? < the proof m  the case of iu# is similar We consider the barrier functions
^ ( x ,  t) — C e '  ±W R(x , t ) Again we find that for C large enough ip± (x , t ) \ r > 0
and, using the definition of 7,
< £7( H  + ^ _ fc) c - ^ - ) < 0V 4 2 /
Since ?i;/i(0,i) / 0 in the case of y? > we have to be more careful Consider the
barrier functions
where A = m m  {0, % (^¿j Using the previous lemma we have that ^ ( x , t )|r > 0 for C
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large enough, we also find Le^ ^ ( x ,  t) < 0 Use the Minimum Principle and the fact that 
t € (0, T] to obtain the required bound □
Lemma 3 3 8 When (j? > wr  the solution of (3 3 lOd), satisfies the following bounds
d k W R
d x k
<  C(n  k + (i l e2 k)> l < k < 3  and d m w R
d t m
<  Cj m  = 1,2
Proof Consider the decomposition (3 3 12), we start by analysing Wq( x , t )  Using the 
same method as used for v\ in Lemma 3 3 4 we obtain for 0 < k + m  < 6
d k+1 lwQ
d x k d V fj,K
Using this method again for wi(x,  t) we obtain for 0 < k + m < 4
d k+1 W1
d x k d t m
We can apply Lemma 3 2 1 to obtain
< k + 2
\ \ w 2 \ \ g  <  | |W2 | | r  +  ^ l l w i x r c l b  <  ^  
Finally from Lemma 3 2 2 we obtain for 1 < k + 2m < 3
d k+i k , „2
and by Corollary 3 2 1
d x k d t m  
d 2W2
d t 2
4 . .4 2< C ^ f T e
□Using (3 3 12) and ¿¿2 > ^  gives us the required result 
Lemma 3 3 9 When fi2 >  wl the solution of (3 3 10c), satisfies the following bounds
d k w L
d x k ©< C  i — ) , 1 < A: < 3 and
d 2w
d t 2 < C ( n V e _1)
Proof The bounds on the derivatives of the space derivatives follow from Lemma 3 2 2 
and the fact that
wl(M) =  {u - vo - w0)(0,t) " e (v i + ™i)(M)
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To obtain the bound on the time derivative we introduce the decomposition
w L(x,t)  =  WL(0,t)4>(x, t) + epT2R(x,  t) 
where the function <j> is the solution of the boundary value problem
£<t>xx +  Aia(0, t)<px  =  0, x e  (0,1), 4>(0, t )  =  1, <f>( 1, t )  =  0 
Note that, by using z ne~z <  Ce~zf2, n > 1, z > 0, we have
d k+m<p
d x kdV
/  L i \  tc fi-ax< C (—) e ("*+!>
Note that R  = 0 on T and
¡j, 2eLe^ R = iyL(0,i)(^ (a(0,i) - a{x,t))<j>x + b<j>) + d(wj£,(0,
Thus using
C  jJi2 , _££«£. CV |iQX|LejlB(z,i)| < ^ - ( 1  + Ì-—-)e-  « + C—e- 2e < ——e -
£ V £ 7 £ £
one can deduce that
Finally note that for 1 < k + 2m < 3
d k+m(L£JlR)
dxkd t r
< c ^ ) k
G  £  £
Usmg Lemma 3 2 2 (extended to the case of k + 2m = 4) and noting the exponent of 
(m + 1) this implies that
"92R < C e ~  V(ft2
□
Remark 3 3 1 When considering the parabolic problem (3 1 1), compatibility is an issue 
Let us consider the following problem with zero boundary conditions
Le.uU =  f  o n G , u|r = 0 (3 3 16)
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We note that any parabolic problem of the form (3 11) can be transformed into a problem 
of the form (3 3 16) with zero boundary and initial conditions (see [31] for example) Using 
[9, 17] it can be shown that if
q i +3 f  Qi+J f
S î 5 |1',) = S » l'',)=t' 0 < 1 + 2 , < 2
then u 6 C 4(G)
Since our method of analysis involves decomposing the solution of (3 11) into a sum 
of various components, we also need to ensure that each of the components considered 
satisfy sufficient compatibility conditions However, m the case of zero boundary condi­
tions, all of these components can be traced back to depend on f  Sufficient compatibility 
conditions for these components therefore involve ensuring that f  and a sufficient number 
of its derivatives are zero at the corners (0,0) and (1,0) We should note that additional 
compatibility is required at the corner (1,0), since for example m  the case of ¡j? > ^ , 52 
is defined m (3 3 6d) to be the solution of a first order problem We need S2 £ C 6(Gi) 
therefore we must impose the condition that f  and a sufficient number of its derivatives 
are zero at that corner (see for example [1, 14]) To be specific m the case of (3 3 6d)? by 
assuming that
fr+3f  
dx ldP
then
(1,0) =0, 0 < i + j < 7
 ^Sn <ji
0 ^ ( 1 ’ 0) =  0’ +  m d  9 ^ (1’ 0) =  0’ ° ^  +  ^ 6
which (given sufficient regularity of the data) suffices for s 2 € C 6(G)
It should be noted that this issue of compatibility, while obviously important, is not the 
mam thrust of this thesis Zero order compatibility conditions have been checked m the 
case of all the components in this chapter
3 4 D iscrete  prob lem
We discretize (3 11) using a numerical method that is composed of a fully implicit in 
time and upwmded m space finite difference operator L N,M on a tensor product mesh 
qN,m = {(^ i,i-,)}^ _^0, which is piecewise-umform in space and uniform m time We
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have the following discrete problem,
LN’MU{xu t3) = £&2xU + imD%U - b U  - d D ^ U  = /, (x„ t} ) 6 GN’M
u  = u, (xt,tj) e r NM =  g n,mn r  (34 ia)
where the finite difference operators D ~ , and are
D+U(Xl,t,) = D- U M  = U{ xt l t , ) '
%l-1-1 %I 'f'l 1
D r u ( x t , t , )  =  U{-Xt’h l s  u (x_n_h - 1) and s l u (Xut}) = D i u i ^  -  D£ U(xu tt )
tj ij —1 (^ n+l i^-l ) /2
The piecewise-umform mesh m  space 0^ consists of two transition points
(3 4 lb)
i if m2< ?
1 min{i,^lniV}, if ti2 > ^
More specifically
im if i < N-
N '  11 1 ^  4
0^ = <i 1,1*. = < «n + (. - £ )tf, if , (3 4 1c)
l-a 2 + (i-3f)^, if ^ < i < N  J
where N #  = 2(1 — oi — o^ ) and the mesh m  time is taken to be uniform with t3 = 
j — 0, M  We now state a discrete comparison principle for the finite difference operator 
m  (3 4 la), whose proof is standard
Discrete Minimum Principle I f W  is any mesh function and L N'MW |gjvm< 0 and 
W |pjvM^  0, then W 0
A standard corollary to this is that For any mesh function Z
\\Z\\ < C \ \ L N 'M Z \ \  +  \ \ Z \ \ T N M (3 4 2)
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The disciete solution can be decomposed m  an analogous fashion to the continuous solu­
tion We have the sum
u = V  + W L + W R (3 4 3a)
where the components V, W l  and W r  are the solutions of the following
L N,My = y5 y \ rNM =?;|rNMj (3 4 3b)
L n 'm W l  — 0, W l \y n  m = w l \y n m , (3 4 3c)
L n ,m Wr  = 0, WftlpNM (3 4 3d)
Theorem 3 4 1 We have the following bounds on W l  and W r
3
\WL{xJ, tk) \ < C ' [ [ ( l + 0 Lhl) - 1 =  9 L j , y L,o =  C (3 4 4a)
N
\WR(xJ:tk) \ < C  n  (i + W ^ ^ i u ,  * R , N  =  C (3 44b)
1=3 + 1
where W i  a n d  W r  are so lu tions  o f  (3 4 3c) a n d  (3 4 3d) respective ly , 0 < j < N , 0 < k <  
M , hi =  x % — x %- \  and  the p a ra m e te rs  0l  and  Or  are defined as fo l low s
f  . (  „ 2  <  2 £  f  2 ^  J /  u 2 <  0 £
e J 2 ^ ’ 11 » -  <* , eR =\ 2^ ’ 1 M0S q  (3 44c)
We note that 0 l  — ^  and Or =  02, where 0\ and O2 are defined m Lemma 3 3 7
Proof We start with W i Consider ^ ( x j ^ t ^ )  =  ^ l )J± W l (x:}, t^) We have L NiM^ ( x 3, t^) 
+ ßaDt '&Lj  ~ Using the properties
D Z * l j = - 0 l * l j +! < 0, and g*VL,3 =  eL29 L j + i ^  > 0,
we obtain
L N'M^ ( x j , t k) =  £0l2V ~  1*0,6^L j + i 
where h3 = Rewriting the right hand side of this equation we have
<  * l j + i  ( 2e e L 2  ( ^  -  l )  +  ( 2 e 6 l 2  -  p a ß L  -  b )  -  ß 0 , . h ] + 1
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Using this expression we can show that for both values of 9l , L NjM^  3 < 0 Now using 
the discrete minimum principle we obtain the required bound (3 4 4a)
The same idea is applied to W r Consider ifc) = $ r )3 ± W r ( : 1*) If /¿2 <
it is easy to see that $^ (0, t*) > 0, $^ (1, £*) > 0 and 0) > 0 However m  the other
case we need to look at $#(0, ¿¿) in more detail We know that
N
*1(0, i*) = c I J a  + 2-ht)-1 ± Wr(0, tk)
1=1 ^
However, given that e ~ i ht < (1 + 3 ^ 1 )~x and = e~ i ^ i=lh% = we see
using Lemma 3 3 6 that <fr^(0,tfc) > 0
Considering both cases together again, L N’M$ ^ ( x 3,tk) =  Rj+t iaD+'i!  r )3 — b^n}3)
and using
V r j  <  y R ,j+u ^R,j >  0, D + V r j  -  Gr 'Ir ,j, and ^  + 0 R h})
we obtain
L N'M*%(x3, t k) < (1 l^ Rh ) ( 2g^ 2 - l)+(2^| + ^ fi- 6)(l + ^ 3)-2e^3j
Again, we can see that for both values of 9r , that L N,M^ ^ (x 3ztk) < 0 Therefore we 
apply the discrete minimum principle to obtain the required bound (3 4 4b) □
3 5 Error an alysis
In this section, we analyse the error between the continuous solution of (3 1 1) and the 
discrete solution of (3 4 1) This is done by analysing the error in approximating each of 
the components m  the decomposition (3 3 10a) separately
Lemma 3 5 1 At each mesh point (xl , t 3) 6 G NyM the regular component of the error 
satisfies the following estimate
|(F — v)(xt , tj)\ < C ( N ~ l + M ~ l ),
where v is the solution of (3 3 10b) and V  is the solution of (3 4 3b)
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Proof Using the usual truncation error aigument and (3 3 11) we have 
|L N'M (V -  v ) ( x „ t j )I < C XN - 1 [e\\vxxx\\ + ^ ll^ ll) + C2M - l \\vt t \\ < C (iV“ 1 + M ~ l ),
and wc apply (3 4 2) to obtain the required result □
Lemma 3 5 2 At  each mesh point [xl , t 3) E G N,M the left singular component of the 
error satisfies the following estimate
C ( N ~ 1(\n N) + M “1), if y 2 < Ce
C { N ~ l { \n N )2 + M ~ l In AT), if ¡x2 > Ce|(WL - wL)(xu tj)\ < 1
where wl is the solution of (3 3 10c) and W l is the solution of (3 4 3c)
Proof We use a classical argument m  order to obtain the following truncation error bounds
|L n ’M(Wl - w l )(Xi, t,)| < C 1(hl+1+ h l) (e\\wLxxx\\ + mIK^xII) + C 2M - 1\\wLu \\ (3 5 1)
The proof splits into the two cases of (a) a\  < \ and (b) =  \
(a) We consider the case oi o\ < \ In this case the mesh is piecewise uniform 
We firstly analyse the error m the region [crx, 1) x (0,T] and then we proceed to analyse 
the fine mesh on (0, tri) x (0, T] To obtain the required error bounds in [<7i, 1) x (0, T], we 
will use Lemma 3 3 7 and (3 4 4a) instead of the usual truncation error argument From 
(3 4 4a) we have
where 0l and depend on the ratio of fi2 to e and are given m  (3 4 4c) and (3 4 lb) 
respectively For both these choices of Oi and o\ we can show that
\WL{XN,tj )\  <  C(1 +  m ~ l l n N ) - T
4
Lettmg t = 4AT"1lnAT m the inequality ln(l + t) > ¿(1 — |), it follows that (1 -f 
4iV-1 \n N ) ~ T  < 4 N ~ l Therefore
\WL{xu t3)\ <  C N ~ \  (xu t3) € [al5l) x (0,T]
Looking at the continuous solution m this region we have from Lemma 3 3 7
\wL{xu t3)\ < Ce~°'x' <  Ce9iai < C N ~2,
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foi both choices of v \ and 0\ Combining these two results we obtain the following error 
bounds in the region [a\y 1) x (0,T] when &\ < \
\ {WL - w L){xu t3)\ < C N - 1
We now consider the fine mesh region (0, crj) x (0,T] We start with the case p? < ^  
In this case the truncation error bound (3 5 1) simplifies to
\Ln ’m (Wl  -  w L)(xt , t j)I < ^ |(/il+ 1 + h t )  +  C2M ~ l (3 5 2)
Since G\ < using (3 4 lb) and (3 4 1c), we know that = ht = In AT and
therefore we obtain
\Ln 'm (W l -  w L)(xt: t3) | < CifJV“ 1 In TV + M “1)
Finish using (3 4 2) to obtain the required error bound Next we consider the case of 
/i2 > ^  Here we know that ht+i = hz — ^ 3; AT-1 In N  The bound on the truncation error 
given m  (3 5 1) still holds and therefore using Lemma 3 3 9 we obtain
LL2|l n 'm {Wl -  wL){xt, t3)| < CiAT1 In AT + C2N ~ 1^ -  In N + C ^ M ^ l  + /zV1) 
Choosing
*± (2:ut3) = C^AT1 lniV + AT1 + ((<n -  a:,) j )  (^_1 + M~1)) ± (WL -  W£,)(xt, t,)
as our barrier functions, we find that we can choose C large enough so that both func­
tions are nonnegative at all points in GN'M of the form (0 ,^ ), { x ^ :t3) and (rr^ O) and
4
L N'M$ ± (xl , t J) < 0 Therefore applying the discrete minimum principle we obtain 
|(WL - W L ^ x ^ l  < c ( n ~ 1 InN + M " 1 + ((<7! - xt) ^ j (N ~ l InN  + M “1)) 
Finally using <n = ^  In N  we have
\(WL - w L)(xu t3)\ <  C ( N ~ l (\n N ) 2 -h M ~ l In Af), (3 5 3)
(b) If ai = | and /¿2 < ^  then < 8  In AT The truncation error bound (3 5 2)
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still holds, and we obtain
|Ln>m (Wl -  wL)(xt , t} )\ < Cl (AT-1 In TV + M~ l )
W hen fi2 > ^  and <7i =  j  we have ^  <  81nAf Our bound (3 5 1) for the truncation  
error becomes
\Ln’m(Wl  -  wL)(x„t} )\ < C(N_l(ln N)2 + M ~ l In AT)
In both cases above, we use (3 4 2) to finish
□
Lemma 3 5 3 At each mesh point (xl , t3) G GN,M the right singular component of the 
error satisfies the following estimate
K W n - w n X ^ t ^ K C i N - ' l n N  +
where w r  is the solution of (3 3 lOd) and W r is the solution of (3 4 3d)
Proof (a) The analysis of this component splits depending on the value of o<i We consider 
the case of o<i <  \  We will start by exam ining the region (0,1 — 02 ] x (0, T] Using the 
discrete bounds (3 4 4b) we obtain
A — —
\ wR{ x ^ t 3) \ < c ( i + o R^ y \
where Or and <72 depend on the ratio of (j? to £ and are given m (3 4 4c) and (3 4 lb )  
respectively We can show that for both choices of Or and 02 we have
/ \ - ~
|Wh (z 3n , ^ ) |  <  C ( l  +  4 7 \r 1 ln iV j 4 ,
and using the same argument as with W l , we conclude that if (xu t3) €  (0,1 — 0*2] x (0,T],  
then
I W d x ^ K C N - 1
Next, looking at the continuous solution in this region, we use Lemma 3 3 7, to obtain  
\wR(x„tj)\ < C e- W- * ' )  < Ce-°2a2 < C N ~ \  
for both choices of <j2 and O2 We therefore have the following bounds on the error in the
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region (0,1 — 02] x (0, T] when a2 <  \
We consider the mesh region (1 - o 2, 1) x (0, T1], we have a similar truncation error 
bound to that in (3 5 1) We start with the case of /z2 < we can show (3 5 1) simplifies 
to
IL n ’m ( W r  -  w R ) ( X l , t j ) \  <  +  a . )  +  C 2 M ~ l  ( 3  5  5 )
Since we are in the fine mesh region we have /il+i =  ht = In TV and using (3 5 5)
we now obtain
|L n 'm (Wr - w R)(xu t3)| < C i N - 1 1 n N  +  C2M ' X 
If /i2 > using classical analysis we can obtain the following truncation error bounds
\LN'M(WR -  w R)(xu t3)\ < Ci (h l+1 +/ii)(e||«;Axxa;| +^11^^11) +  C2M ~ l \\wRit\\ 
Using the bounds on w r  in Lemma 3 3 8, we find that this simplifies to
|L N ’M ( W r  -  w r H * , , * , ) !  <  —  ( h l +1 +  h t ) +  C 2 M - 1 ( 3  5  6 )
ft
Since we are in the fine mesh region we have ht+1 ~  hz — InN, and therefore we
obtain
|L N'M{WR - W R ) { x u t3)\ <  C l N - l \ n N ^ C 2M - 1
Use (3 4 2) to finish m both cases
(b) If a2 — \  and }x2 <  then < 8 IniV and since (3 5 5) holds we have
|L n 'm (Wr - w R){xti t3)\ <  CXN - 1 IniV + C2M - 1 
If ft2 > and cr2 = then 2 < 8 In N  and using (3 5 6) we obtain 
| L n 'm (Wr  -  w R)(xu t,)\ <  C x N - 1 In TV + C2M ~ l 
In both cases, we use (3 4 2) to complete the proof
□
K W *- « * ) ( * „  f,)| < C N ~ l (3 5 4)
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Theorem 3 5 1 At each mesh point (xu t j) € G N,M the maximum pomtwise error sat­
isfies the following parameter-uniform error bound
" IIG ~  { C i N - ^ l n N ) 2 +  M ~ 1\nN ) ,  if ¡i2 > Ce  
where u is the solution of (3 1 1) and U is the solution of (3 4 V
Proof The proof follows from Lemma 3 5 1, Lemma 3 5 2 and Lemma 3 5 3 □
Remark 3 5 1 It is worth noting that the error bound (3 5 7) extends to the case of 
— 1 < f1 < 1? where the discrete problem is defined to be
L n 'm U{x„  t j)  =  e&2U + fj,aDxU - b U -  dD ^ U  =  f , (x„ t,) e G N'M, (3 5 8a)
i ,/ M < 0
\ D +  if p > 0
and the transition points m  the piecewise-umform mesh m space are taken to be
m m  {i,^ In AT}, if p  < -  ^
m m { i ^ lniV}> */ I A* I < > (3 5 8b)
m m {|-l^lnAf}> if ^
*/ (3 5 8 c ) 
if
a i =
ff2 =
3 6 N u m erica l resu lts
The numerical method (3 4 1), has been applied to the following particular problem
(euxx + n( 1 + x)ux - u -  ut)(x,t ) = 16a:2 (1 - r)2, (x7t) € (0,1) x (0,1], (3 6 1)
u \ r  =  0
In the numerical experiments, we have taken N  — M  We define the maximum pomtwise 
two-mesh differences to be
d ^  =  \\u ^ - u Z \ \ gN m ,
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where is the piecewise linear interpolants of the numerical solutions From these 
values one can compute the e-uniform maximum pomtwise two-mesh differences D and 
the (e,fj>)~uniform maximum pomtwise two-mesh differences D N, which are defined by
=  maxDç , D N = max max D ^ a,
where R e = [2"26,1] and R^ — [2_22,1] Approximations for the order of local conver­
gence , the e-uniform order of local convergence p^ and the (e, ¿¿)-umform order of 
convergence p N are computed from
D n  D n  n NN  i N  i V j  N  i u
= l0S2 q 2N ’ P» = loS2 ^ 27vT- and p = log2 ^
The numerical results presented in Table 3 1, Table 3 2 and Table 3 3 are in agreement 
with the theoretical asymptotic error bound (3 5 7)
e
Number of intervals N ( =  M )
8 16 32 64 128 256
2° 0 62 0 76 0 87 0 93 0 96 0 98
2-2 0 76 0 89 0 95 0 97 0 99 0 992-4 0 80 0 90 0 95 0 97 0 99 0 99
2-6 0 78 0 85 0 92 0 95 0 98 0 99
2-8 0 68 0 76 0 90 0 97 1 0 0 1 02
2-l0 0 65 0 76 0 86 0 93 0 97 0 99
2 - 12 0 61 0 75 0 86 0 93 0 97 0 982-14 0 60 0 75 0 86 0 93 0 96 0 98
2-ni 0 59 0 75 0 86 0 93 0 96 0 982-18 0 59 0 75 0 86 0 93 0 96 0 98
2~2U 0 59 0 75 0 86 0 93 0 96 0 98
2-^2 0 59 0 75 0 86 0 93 0 96 0 98
2-24 0 59 0 75 0 86 0 93 0 96 0 982-26 0 59 0 75 0 86 0 93 0 96 0 98
^ = 2 -2 0 59 0 75 0 86 0 93 0 96 0 98
Table 3 1 The orders of local convergence p^ and the e-umform orders of local conver­
gence pp generated by the upwind finite difference operator (3 4 1a) and the mesh (3 4 lc) 
applied to problem (3 6 1) for fi = 2-2 and for various values of e and N ( =  M)
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£
Number of intervals N ( =  M )
8 16 32 64 128 256
2° 0 61 0 75 0 87 0 93 0 96 0 98
2 " 2 0 75 0 88 0 94 0 97 0 98 0 99
2-4 0 80 0 90 0 95 0 98 0 99 0 992-b 0 86 0 93 0 97 0 98 0 99 1 00
2-8 0 92 0 96 0 98 0 99 0 99 1 0 0
2-io 0 93 0 97 0 99 0 99 1 0 0 1 0 0
2-12 0 94 0 97 0 99 0 99 1 00 1 0 0
2-i4 0 94 0 97 0 99 0 99 1 0 0 1 002-16 0 94 0 97 0 99 0 99 1 0 0 1 0 0
2-i8 0 94 0 97 0 99 0 99 1 00 1 0 0
2-20 0 94 0 97 0 99 0 99 1 0 0 1 0 0
2-2i> 0 94 0 97 0 99 0 99 0 99 0 992-24 0 94 0 97 0 98 0 99 0 99 0 99
2-26 0 94 0 97 0 98 0 99 0 99 0 99
Pu=2-10 0 94 0 97 0 99 0 99 1 00 1 00
Table 3 2 The orders of local convergence p^  and the ¿-uniform orders of local conver­
gence p^ generated by the upwmd hmte difference operator (3 4 1a) and the mesh (3 4 lc) 
applied to problem (36 1) for ¿¿ = 2-10 and for various values of e and N ( — M)
3 7 H igher order m eth o d s
This method for the parabolic differential equation can also be applied to the ODE (2 1 1) 
Moreover, the analysis can be extended m order to allow us obtain a higher order numerical 
method for (2 11) We decompose the solution it of (2 1 1) into regular and singular 
components This section is concerned with obtaining bounds on these components and 
their denvatives, these bounds are then used m  [5] to prove that the numerical method
proposed m  this article is of almost second order
The following notation is particular to this section We define the zero order, fiist 
order and second order differential operators Lq, LM and Le^ as follows
L qz =  — bz,
L ^ Z  —  d f J , Z x  ~ h  L q Z ,
=  £%xx
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Number of intervals N ( =  M )
8 16 32 64 128 256
2° 0 41 0 46 0 58 0 66 0 71 0 80
2~2 0 59 0 75 0 86 0 93 0 96 0 98
2~4 0 85 0 91 0 97 0 98 0 99 1 00
2-6 0 89 0 98 0 97 0 98 1 01 1 0 02-io 0 94 0 97 0 99 0 99 1 0 0 1 0 02-u 0 95 0 97 0 99 0 99 1 00 1 0 0
2“ 18 0 95 0 97 0 99 0 99 1 0 0 1 0 0
2-^ 0 95 0 97 0 99 0 99 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 95 0 97 0 99 0 99 1 00 1 0 0
Table 3 3 The orders of e-uniform local convergence p ^ and the (e, uniform orders of 
local convergence p N generated by the upwmd finite difference operator (3 4 la) and the
mesh (3 4 lc) applied to problem (3 6 1) for various values of e, ¿a and iV(= M)
Analogous to (3 3 10a), we have the following decomposition of u
u(x) =  v(x) + w l (x ) + w r (x), (3 7 2a)
where w l  and w r  satisfy homogeneous differential equations and
Lfr^v = /on (0,1), u(0) and w(l) chosen m  (3 7 3) or (3 7 4), (3 7 2b)
= 0 on (0,1), ¿^(0) = u(0) - u(0) - Wfl(0), w L(l) =  0, (3 7 2c)
Le,nWR = 0 on (0,1), Wfl(l) = u(l) - v(l), if /x2 <  — , then w R(0) = 0,a
else w r ( 0 )  i s  chosen m (3 7 8) (3 7 2d)
Let us first consider the regular component v m  the case of /¿2 < ^  We have the 
following decomposition
v(x, e, fi) = v q ( x )  + \Zevi (x,  e, /¿) +  (s/e)2v2(x, e, p) +  (y/£)3v3(x, e, //) (3 7 3a)
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where
-  bvo = /, 
bv i = y/evQ + ft /7?a"0’
bv 2 = y/ev" + ~^av[ ,
y/e
(3 7 3d)
(3 7 3b)
(3 7 3c)
L€,^ 3  =  -y/ev% - -j=av'2 on (0,1) v3(0, e, /a) = v3(l, c, /x) = 0 (3 7 3e)
We see that u(0,e,/w) =  vq(0) +  v^i(0>£>aO +  £^2(0,£, ¿¿) and v(l,e,/i) =  i>o(l) +  
/^ei>i(l, e, (i) + ev2(l, £, ft) Assuming sufficient smoothness on the coefficients (a, 6, cf, 
/ G C8) and noting that a/u2 < 7 5, we see that uq an  ^lts derivatives up to order eight, 
v\ and its derivatives up to sixth order and v2 and its derivatives up to order four are 
bounded independently of e and (i
Next we proceed to analyse ^ 3(x,e,/i) Using the minimum principle for L£:fl and a 
suitable barrier function we obtain (see Chapter 2, Lemma 2 2 1)
INI < max {|v3(0)|, |f3(l)l} + ^ (IKII + INI)
Applying the bounds on v2 we therefore have
I M I < c
Using the differential equation (3 7 3e) and the mean value theorem on an interval of width 
sfe and noting that p? < Ce, we obtain (see Chapter 2, Lemma 2 2 2),
dkv 3
d x k —  m a x  { | | u 3 | | ,  I l l ' l l ,  11^11} ^  r 7 = u(y/e) ( ^
k = 1,2
Diffeientiating (3 7 3e) and using the above bounds we also obtain
dkv,
d x k
<
C
k = 3,4
Substituting all of these bounds for v q ( x , ( . / ) ,  v\  (z,/x), ^(^aO and ^ (rr, e, ^ )  into the 
equation for v (x , e ,p ) gives us
dlv 
d x l
< C (1 + %/e(3 *°), % = 0,1,2,3,4
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When ¡i2 > 2£, we consider the following decomposition
v(x,£,( i)  =  v0(x,pl) + e v \ (x,fï) + e2V2(x, ¡i) + e3vs(x, e,/z) (3 7 4a)
where
=  f (x ) on [0,1), vo(l, ft) chosen in (3 7 6), (3 7 4b)
Lfj.v i =  ~ vo(x ift) on [0,1), ui(l,/i) chosen in (3 7 7), (3 7 4c)
■v[(x.fjt) on [0,1), u2(l,/i)=0, (3 7 4d)
■U2(x,/i) on (0,1), u3(0,e,/i) =u 3(l,e,/i) = 0 (3 7 4e)
We see that i>(0, e,/x) = do(0,/j) + eui(0, //) + (0, /x) The following lemmas establish
that when v q ( 1  ,/x) and ui(l,/x) are chosen correctly, the first three derivatives of uo(z,^ ) 
and the first derivative of v\(x,}i)  are bounded independent of fj,
Lemma 3 7 1 If vo satisfies the first order differential equation (3 7 4b) then there exists 
a value for t>o(l> ft) such that the following bounds hold for 0 < i < 7
dlv o
dx1
< C (i + î=î )
Proof Suppose 2 e (^ ([0,1]), we start by noting that since a > 0 and 6 > 0 we can 
establish the following
If L^z < 0 and z( 1) > 0, then 2:
[0 ,1)
> 0,
[0,1]
(3 7 5)
usmg a simple proof by contradiction argument We decompose v o as follows
vo(x, p) = so(r) +  psx(x) + p 2S2(x) + fi3S3(x) (3 7 6a)
where
so(z)
si(æ)
s2{x)
b ’
^4(x)
b
as[ (x )
LuSsix,^) =  —as2{x) on [0,1), s3{ l ,n ) = 0
(3 7 6b) 
(3 7 6c)
(3 7 6d)
(3 7 6e)
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We see that v q ( 1 ,  jj,) =  s q ( 1 )  4- f t S i ( l )  + /¿2S2(1) and assuming sufficient smoothness of the 
coefficients, we have
dls0
dx1
<C, dls i
dxl
< C and
dxl
<  C for 0 < i < 3
Using (3 7 5) and (3 7 6e) we can also obtain
dls z
dx1
< C for 0 < % < 3
We use these bounds for so(^ )j s\ (x) , 52(3:) and 53(0;) to obtain 
Differentiate (3 7 4b) to obtain the required result
d'v^  
d x 1 < C for 0 < 1 < 3 
□
Lemma 3 7 2 I f v 1 satisfies the first order differential equation (3 7 4c) then there exists 
a value for ui(l, /¿) such that the following bounds hold for 0 <  1 < 5
dlv 1
dx2
< C  1 +
1
iî—1
Proof We decompose as follows
Vi{x, p) = Po(x)  +  PPl (x)  +  p ? p2(x,p. )
where
Po{x) =  -
piM
L^p2(x,p)
O^xx
~ b ~’ 
aPo(x )
=  - a p \ { x )  on [0,1), p 2 { l , p )  =  0
(3 7 7a)
(3 7 7b)
(3 7 7c) 
(3 7 7d)
We see that v \ ( l,/z) = po(l)+jupi(l) and assuming sufficient smoothness of the coefficients, 
we have
#Po
dx* < C  1 +
1
fti - i
and dlpi
dx1
< C for 0 < 1 < 2
Using (3 7 5) and (3 7 7d) we can also obtain
d'p2
dx2
for 0 < 1 < 2
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We use these bounds for po{x): p i (x ) } and P2(x, p) and their derivatives to obtain d ' v id x 1 <
C(I  +  p 1 ) for i = 0,1, 2 The required result for 0 < % < 5 follows by differentiating the
differential equation for v\ □
Lemma 3 7 3 If v2 satisfies the first order differential equation (3 7 4d) then the follow­
ing bounds hold for 0 < 1 < 4
dlv 2
dx*
<  C ,t+i
Proof The proof follows using (3 7 5), the differential equation (3 7 4d) and the bounds 
m  Lemma 3 7 2 □
Lemma 3 7 4 If vz satisfies the differential equation (3 7 4 e) then the following bounds 
hold for 0 < 1 < 4,
dlv:
dx1
Proof Using the minimum principle for Le^ (Minimum Principle 1) and a suitable barrier 
function we obtain (see Chapter 2, Lemma 2 2 1),
IN! < 1 1 1 1« { m o ) | ,  M i)l}  + jglKII
Applying the bounds in Lemma 3 7 3 we therefore have
M  S p
Using the differential equation (3 7 4e) and the mean value theorem on an interval of width 
y/e we obtain (see Chapter 2, Lemma 2 2 2),
d kvr-
dxk
<
(Vty ( l  +  ( ^ )  ) m a x { | | u 3 ||,  Ill'll} A; =  1 , 2
Simplifying this expression using Lemma 3 7 3
dkv?
dxk
< C
(x/^ y
Differentiating the equation for v% and applying these bounds gives
□
Substituting all of these bounds for vo(x,n),  vi(x,fx), v2(x,{x) and u3 (re , £,/,*) into the 
equation for v(x,e ,  fx) and noting that ¡x2 >  -£■ gives
dlv
dxl
< C \  1 + ( -
.ft
(3—*)’
= 0,1,2,3,4
We next consider the layer components defined m (3 7 2c) and (3 7 2d) The definition 
of the left-layer component i s  similar to that m  Chapter 2 (see 2 3 11c) In the case 
°f ft2 < we define w r  as m (2 3 lid) Hence, we need only consider the right layer 
component w r  in the case of fx2 >  ^  We have the following lemma
Lemma 3 7 5 When ¡j? > w r ; the solution of (3 7 2d), satisfies the following bounds 
for 0 < i < 3,
dlWR
dxl
Proof Consider the following decomposition
f t 1
w r (x } £, fx) =  wo(x,fx) + ewi(x,fj ) + £2w 2{x,(j,) + e 3 w 3 ( a ; , £ , / i ) (3 7 8a)
wheie u(l) =i»o(l,/z) + eui(l,//) given in (3 7 6) and (3 7 7), and
eL^wi  
e 2L ^ w  2 
E3L €]flW S
0 on [0,1), w q ( 1 ) fx) =  u(l)  — v ( l ) :  (3 7 8b)
( L p - L e ^ w o on [0,1), w \(1, ¿¿) = 0, (3 7 8c)
e( L ^ - L £^)wi on [0,1), w 2(l,/i)= 0, (3 7 8d)
e2(LM - Le^)w 2 on (0,1), ws(x,£,fx) \r = 0 (3 7 8e)
We start by analysing ^ o(^ ) Using (3 7 5) and (3 7 8b) we obtain the following bounds 
for 0 < i < 5
d l w  o
d xl
< c
f t 1
(3 7 9)
Using this method again for wi(:r) and w 2 ( x )  we obtain
d l w \
d x l
o < I < 4, and dlw 2d x i < _2 _ - ^ +4 0 < I < 3 (3 7 10)
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Finally we consider u>3, we can apply Lemma 2 2 1 to obtain
IMI < 5
From Lemma 2 2 2 we have the following bounds for 1 < % < 2
dlws
d x l
<
C
Finally differentiating (3 7 8e) we obtain
d3w:-
d x l
<
(v^ ) 3
The required bounds follow using (3 7 8) and the inequality /j2 > ^ □
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Chapter 4
Elliptic PD E ’s - reaction 
dominated case
4 1 In tro d u ctio n
Consider the following class of singularly perturbed elliptic problems posed on the unit 
square ft = (0, l)2,
L e^ u  = e {u xx + u yy) + f i{a xu x + a 2u y ) -  bu = / in ft, (4 1 la)
u  =  s i ( x )  on T#, u  — s 2(x) on IV, (4 11b)
« = 9lfe)on Ti, u =  q2(y) o n V R, (4 11c)
ai(x,y) > ai > 0, a2(x, y) > a2 > 0, b(x, y) > 2/3 > 0, (4 1 Id)
where T#, IV, T£ and Tr are all subsets of the boundary dft and are defined as follows
r B = {(s,o) | o < x < i}, rT = {(x,i) | o < x < i},
r L =  { (0 , 2/) I 0 <  y  <  1}, r „  =  { ( 1 , 2/) I 0 <  y  <  1}
We note that 0 < £ < 1 and 0 < (i < 1 are perturbation parameters Throughout this 
chapter we consider the case of /j2 < ^  (7 < min^ , { 2^ 7, ¿|) and we assume sufficient 
regularity and compatibility so that the solution is sufficiently regular for the following 
analysis to be valid
There is very little literature available dealing with problems of this type When 
ft2 < an 0( \f£ ) layer appears in the neighbourhood of all four edges When (J? >  ^
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we get layers of width O(^) m  the neighbourhood of x — 0 and y = 0 and layers of width 
0 ( ijl) in the neighbourhood of the other two edges The aim of this chapter is to extend 
the analytical techniques used in Chapter 3, so as to deal with the two-parameter elliptic 
problem (4 1 1) m  the case of ¿z2 < ^  A form of the material m  this chapter has appeared 
m  [23]
In Section 4 2, we use a classical argument to obtain parameter-explicit bounds on the 
solution of (4 11) and its derivatives when /j,2 < ^  We then decompose the solution 
into regular and singular components Section 4 3 is concerned with the definition of the 
smooth or regular component v of the solution The layer components are defined m 
Sections 4 4 and 4 5 Sharp parameter-explicit bounds are obtained on these components 
and their derivatives In Section 4 6, we propose a numerical method We decompose the 
discrete solution U m an analogous fashion to the continuous solution u The final section 
of this chapter is concerned with error analysis We prove that, when /i2 < we have a 
parameter uniform numerical method for (4 11)
N otation  particular to th is chapter We define the zero order, first order and second 
order differential operators Lq, L^ and L e^ as follows
L qz — —bz,
L^z = ¡ia\zx + fJ.a2zy 4- L 0z ,
L $ ^ z  =  e ( % X X  Z y y )  “ I"  L ^ Z
We let
r b b i 7 < minj -— , -— } n 2ai 2a2
and we also adopt the following notation
Min ~ max \u(x)\ (4 13)
If the norm is not subscripted then | | = | \\q
For nonnegative integers k, we define the semi-norms on C k( D) by
M k,D =  sup
1+J=k
d'+3 u
dxldyi
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IM\k,D =  ^2 l«| j ,D
0 < j< k
When D  = ft we omit the D , and when the norm is not subscripted, we presume that 
it is the norm with k = 0 as defined m  (4 1 3) We next consider C k'X(D), the space of 
functions in C k(D) whose derivatives of order k are Holder continuous of degree A We 
define the associated Holder norms and Holder semi-norms by
and the related norms using
m,d= Yh and IMIm,d= K.D + Hk^D
0 ,A ,D  0< j< ki+ j= k
4 2 B ou n d s on th e  so lu tion  u and its  d erivatives
In this section we will establish a priori bounds on the solution of (4 1 1) and its deriva-
tives These bounds are essential for the error analysis m  subsequent sections We begin 
by stating a continuous minimum principle for the differential operator in (4 11) The 
proof of this comparison principle is standard
Minimum Principle 3 If w G C 2(Q) D C°(ft) such that L£^ w \q < 0 and w\en > 0; 
then > 0
The following lemma follows directly from the above comparison principle The proof of 
this lemma is again standard
Lemma 4 2 1 The solution u of (4 11) satisfies the following bound 
INI < IM rs + IM Iiy + \\qi\\rL + IM Ir* + ¿||/||
Lemma 4 2 2 If f  G C^’^ft), s,g G (73,A(0,1) are independent of e and fj,, and assuming 
sufficient compatibility of the boundary data at the corners, the derivatives of the solution 
of (4 1 1) satisfy the following bounds for all nonnegative integers k and m, where 1 < 
k + m  < 3
d k+i \  k-\-m
< C [ j =  j  (l + IMI), (4 2 1)
d x k d y
where C  depends on the coefficients a\,  a2 and b and their derivatives
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Proof Firstly we consider the following function
h(x >y) = (site) - *i(0)(l -*))(! - y )  +  (s2(x) -  S2( i ) x ) y
+{<ii(y) -  q i W v ) ( i  -  x) + (q2{y) - ?2(0)(i - y ) )x
Assuming the boundary data of (4 11) is continuous at the four corners, we see that h
interpolates to the boundary conditions Consider u = u — h It is clear that u satisfies
an equation similar to (4 1 1) with zero boundary conditions We have
LetfiW =  f  ~ = / on ft, (4 2 2a)
u = 0 on dft (4 2 2b)
Consider the transformation £ = ancj ^  p^he transformed domain ft
given by ft = (0, —/ ^ )2 Applying this transformation, (4 2 2) now becomes
+ ^  +  v f e 0 ' 1 * « +  v f c “ 2 " ’’ “  =  1  o n
where w(£,r?) = u ( x , y ) i ai, ¿2, b are defined similarly and f(Ç,r}) = ( ^ + ^ 2  f ( x , y) 
For each ((1,(2) £ ft, we denote the rectangle ((Çi — <5, Ci + Æ) x (C2 — C2 + ¿)) D ft by 
Râ(Ci 5 C2) Using [14] we see that for all (£,77) G ft and R$ we have
Ml,A,- ^ (ll/llo,À^ 25 + 11^ 11¿25)’
and for / = 0,1
I w I / + 2 ! a j J r 2 5  ^  c (WfWi,\,R2ô +  I M I â 2 î )
Since we know that |o;|jt}n < M^A.n* we obtain
l^ll ,R& ^  Ml.A.fl* - ^ dl/llo.A }JR25 + 11^11^26 ^  ^  2
and for / = 0,1
la j l / + 2 JJR j  -  M h^A.Æî -  ^,(ll/lli,A,Â25 +  2
Transforming back to the original variables this implies for all (x ,y) G ft and R$ =  
Rs(x ,y )  =  ( ( x - â j x  +  ô) x (y - 8 , y  +  8) )CI ft
C l l / I  I o , a , / ^ 2 < s  +  I M t a i  j  ^
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lWli+2’Rs ~  ((/i+t^ ) 0  \ f \ v’RM' t>=0
+ ( i ^ )  ( ( M w )  + IHIfi25 j
Replacing /  by /  — L Ettlh and using the definition of h gives us
{ j l + 7 i )  M u * «  -  ^  ^ ( / i + V e ) 2  ( / H ^ )  ^  ~  +  I M U 2 j ^  j
-  ^((M+tw i ^ U / e )  (II/Mo.A,«m + l|Sl|l2,A,fiM + I|S2||2,A,KM
+ lkll|2,A,ii2i + |l92ll2,A,R2i) + IMI%5^>
and for I — 0,1
lwli+2,Rj <  ((HVe)2)  \ f  ~  L e,»h \v,R26
V u=0
+  ( ^ + ^ )  ( ( / x + t / F ) 2 )  ^  +  I M U 2 5
/  1 v
-  ((M+Ve) 0  {\f\v,R2S +  |^l|'u-j-2JJR25 +  |s2|u+2,ft25
'u=0
+  \Ql \v+2 ,R25 +  \Q2\v+2,R25) +  ( ^ / f )  (  (m+ v £ )2  )  ( | / k A , R 25
+  | | s i | | i + 2 JA , H 2 i  +  i l 5 2 | | / + 2 JA , JR 2 5  +  | k l | | z - h 2 }A , ^ 2<5 +  | \ q i  | | / + 2 , A 1 K 2 J  )
+  I M I t f 2 5 ^
Rearranging these equations, we obtain
M l , R j  <  ( ^ T ^ )  ( l l / H o , A }f t 2 5  +  | | s i | | 2 ) A , R 2 i  +  1 1 ^ 2 112 , A , ^ 2<5 +  h l h , X , R 2S
+  1 1 ^ 2 1 1 2 ^ , ^ )  +  ( ^ T ^ )  I M I / 2 2 i ^ J
and for I =  0,1
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and for I =  0,1
M i+2,flj < ((/i+Vë) 0  ( \ f \v’R2S + l5ll«+2,«2i +  ls2|«+2,R2i
V = 0
2—A
+  k l|w + 2 ,R w +  |92|«+2,R 2Î) +  ( ^ - T ^ )  ((/i+ V ê )2 )
+  lk l | | î + 2 , A , f l2 i +  l|s 2 | l i+ 2 ,A ,K 2i +  I l? l | | i+ 2 ,A 1A JJ +  ll?2  | | i+ 2 ,A ,f lM )
+ ( ^ ) ' +2IM k 4
When /  G C 1,A(ft) and ^i, s2, <?i, <72 £ Cf3,A(0, 1) are independent of both small parameters, 
we use the above to obtain
dk+™w sc |^ p 1+H)
d xkdy1
Finally, noting that u = w +  h and using p? < ^  we obtain the result □
Remark 4 2 1 Compatibility conditions to ensure u G C 3,A(ft) are given m  [6] Han 
and Kellogg [6] also indicate that for variable coefficient convection-diffusion problems, 
compatibility conditions to ensure that u G C k'x(Q) for k >  3 are m  general not available 
The layer components and the boundary layer components are defined on extended domains 
such that there are no compatibility issues when a i ,û 2,6 and f  are extended to be constant 
m neighbourhoods of the extended-domain corners It can also be shown that the corner 
layer functions, which are defined on the original domain, inherit their compatibility from
4  3 Definition of regular com ponent
In order to obtain parameter-uniform error bounds, the solution of (4 1 1) is decomposed 
into the sum of regular and layer components The extension idea of Shishkin [29] is 
essential to ensure no overly artificial compatibility conditions are imposed
The regular component will now be constructed so that its derivatives up to second 
order are bounded independently of both small parameters Consider the extended domain 
ft* = (—d, 1 +  d) x (—d, 1 +  d) D ft,d  > 0 The differential operators L*jAi and LJ coincide 
with the operators L e and L q respectively in ft We also define smooth extensions a*, 
a^, b* and /*  of the functions a i, <22, b and /  to ft*
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We consider the differential equation
= /* on ii* (4 3 1)
We decompose v* as follows
v*(x, y, £, n) = u j(x, y) + y/ev\(x, y,e,(jt) + ev*2 (x, y, e, ft) (4 3 2a)
where
T / '
ViLivi = ( l ; - l ; >  5,
Ve(L*0 - L ^ v l ,  on Q* v2\an-£L*€:hv 2 = 0
(4 3 2b) 
(4 3 2c) 
(4 3 2d)
Note that and vl  satisfy zero order differential equations so they pose no compatibility 
issues Given fi2 < we see the functions 'uj, ^i and their derivatives are bounded 
independently of both small parameters We need to be more careful with compatibility 
when looking at v% We construct our extensions of the functions a i, 0*2 , f  and b so that 
ai > a 2 ^  0, and b* >  fi >  0 at all points m the extended domain ft*, and
/*  =  fl* =  a* = 0 b* = 2/3, (re, y) 6 ft*\D ,
where D is an open set such that ft C D  C ft* This ensures the function g* = -
L*EjJ) v \  is zero at the corners of the extended domain We also assume the functions aj, 
a2, f*  and b* are sufficiently regular so that we have g* 6 C 1,A(ft*) We conclude that 
v% G C^’^ ft*)} and is therefore sufficiently regular for our analysis
Since satisfies a similar equation to (4 1 1), we can apply Lemma 4 2 1 and Lemma 
4 2 2 to obtain for 0 <  k +  m  < 3
dh+1JlvX 1 \ fc+m
d x kdy7
We conclude that if we take the regular component v to be the solution of 
L s^v  = / ,  (x, y) G ft, v = v \  (x, y) G dft, (4 3 3)
assuming the coefficients are sufficiently smooth, we have the following bounds for 0 <
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k + m < 3,
d k+rnv
d x k d y 7
 z 2 — fc — m \
< C7(l -+■ s 2 ) (4 3 4)
4 4 Definition of boundary layer functions
We consider the boundary layer function w i,  associated with the left edge T l  In order 
to obtain bounds on w i  we consider the extended domain f2t*’TB] =  (0, 1) x ( -d , 1 +  d) 
with 0 5 >  d  > 0 We define w*L to be the solution of
4 T B|<  = °> (z ,y )en[* ’TB),
w*L(0,y) = {u-v)*(0,y), y € [-d , l+d] ,
w*L(l ,y)=0,  y e [ -d ,  1 + d],
w*L ( x ,  —d)  =  w*L { x ,  1 +  d )  =  0, x  £  [0,1]
(4 4 la) 
(4 4 lb) 
(4 4 lc) 
(4 4 Id)
We define smooth extensions of the coefficients a i, a2 and b to the domain Ot*,TBi so that
we have
d y 1
< C ( d  +  y ) ( l  +  d  — y),  for 2 =  1,2 and A; =  0,1,2.
and
db'
d y
<  C ( d  +  y ) (  1 +  d — y)
(4 4 2a)
(4 4 2b)
We also extend the boundary function (u — w)(0, y)  so that (u -  u)*(0, y) =  0 for y  <  
and y  > 1 -f we therefore can show that |w£(0, y)\  < C ( d  +  y ) (  1 +  d — y)
Lemma 4 4 1 G iven  p 2 <  the left  layer  f u n c t i o n  w *L j sat isf ies the  fo l lo wi ng  bounds
\w*L ( x , y ) \  < C e  ^  ^ and  
P r o o f  Consider the barrier functions
d l wX < C ( l + x/ë1 '), 0 < î < 3
^  (x,y) = Ce ^  •
We can see that these functions are nonnegative on the boundary Also
L ^ ^ i x , y )  = C ( 7a -  -^a l^ /a7 -  b*^ e ~ ^ x < 0
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The exponential bound on w*L follows using the comparison principle
It can be shown that the crude bounds m Lemma 4 2 2 hold for w*L, for 0 < k + m  < 3,
'w]
dxkdy1
< C
(VÊ)*+m
(4 4 3)
R e m a rk  4 4 1 Note that the boundary data for u are independent of the singular per­
turbation parameters However, this is not the case for wl Nevertheless, even though the 
third derivatives of v may depend adversely on the parameters, this does not change the 
validity of the above bounds on the derivatives of wl
In the direction orthogonal to the layer we need to sharpen these bounds We refer 
to derivatives m this direction as orthogonal derivatives Consider the barrier functions 
^ ( x ^ y )  — C(d +  y)( l  +  d — y) ±  w*L We see that these functions are nonnegative on the 
boundary for C  correctly chosen Also
=  C ( - 2 e +  fi{ 1 -  2y)a*2 -  b*{d + y ) ( l  +  d -  y))
Using (4 4 2) and assuming jjl is sufficiently small 1 +  2d) — b < 0), we obtain 
L ^ e ^ ^ i x ^ y )  < 0 The comparison principle gives us
\w *dx >y)\ < C(d + y ) ( l + d - y ) ,  (x,y)  6 (4 4 4)
We can show that 
w*L(:r, —d) =  0 and w*L
^ f L(0)2/) < C  and =  0 Using (4 4 4) and the fact that
[x, 1 +  d) — 0, we also obtain
dw
dy
k {x, -d ) < C, and dvJr ,  j .  v- ^ { x , d + l )
dy
< C
Differentiate the equation (4 4 la ) with respect to y : we obtain
¿ [ ..tb jM  _  + ^  = f  (x v) e nt*-™]
L*■" 8y ~  ^  dy dx M dy dy + dy™ 1 >
Using the bounds (4 4 3) and ¡j? < we see that | | / | |  < C  The comparison principle 
along with suitably chosen barrier functions yields the bound
dw)
dy
< C
We continue this approach so as to obtain sharper bounds on the higher orthogonal
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derivatives of w*L Using (4 4 la), (4 4 Id) and a 2(a:, 1 +  d) =  a^x^d)  =  we see that
l+ d )  =  - d )  =  0 Also we note that (0, y)
Using Taylor expansions and the bounds (4 3 4), we obtain
dh
d y2
a2w ,
dy2 (0 , y) -  ^ d + y)(1 + d ~y)
Differentiate (4 4 la) twice with respect to y, we have 
d2w* „ d a \d 2w*L „ da* d2w* ,~db*r [ * ,T b ]
£#  dy2 dy dxdy dy dy*
d2a 2 
cty ^ d?/2 cty 
a 2aî d2b*
+dy2 dx dy2■w*L = f i  (X, y) e  f i[<
Again using (4 4 3) and the properties of aj, a\ and b* m (4 4 2), we can show that |/ i |  < 
-j=(d +  y ) ( l  +  d — y)  Consider the barrier functions ^  (a;, y)  — -y=(d- \-y) (l  -\-d — y) ± d2i■ yv- i -  y ™  y v^ , , -   ^ /^
We can see that both these functions are nonnegative on dn[*,TBJ, and using the conditions 
|a-21 < C\(d  +  y)(l  +  d -  y) and C i//(1 +  2d) — b* < 0, we obtain y) < 0 We
conclude
<  ^ ( d  +  y ) ( l  +  d - y ) ,d’“ l Mdy
Using this bound we obtain
d3w ‘
on
dy3
(x, - d )
c
< —  and 
y/e
d3w]
dy3
(x, 1 4- d) < C_
We also have W ( v , y ) < yß and y) = °
Differentiate (4 4 la) three times with respect to y to obtain 0gy:t =  ¡2 We can
show that 11/ 211 < 7  and using suitable bairier functions and the minimum principle for
1 >t b ]'£,11 , we obtain
d3w
dy3 £
Define the boundary layer function wl associated with the left edge T i  by
□
Lt,ßwL = 0, (x,y) 6 0, 
wL =  u - v ,  (x ,y) 6 r L, w L = 0, (x ,y) e T R, 
wL(x,0) =w*L{x,0), wL{x ,l)  =  u>l(x,l)
(4 4 5a)
(4 4 5b)
(4 4 5c)
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Remark 4 4 2 The condition Cip,(l +  2d) — b* <  0 is a reasonable assumption to make 
in the case of p 2 < This is because if p > C, we also have e > and we arevt
m  the non-singularly perturbed case where all the derivatives of the solution are bounded 
independently of both e and p
We now consider w t , the boundary layer function associated with the top edge Ft  
Our extended domain is given by =  (—d, 1 +  d) x (0, 1) and we define wt  using
4 : r lwr = o ,  [x,y)
w^(x, 1) =  (it — v) * (æ, 1), x £ [—d, 1 +  d],
tt/J(x ,0) =  0, z G [-d , 1 +  d],
= wt (i +  ^ y )  =  o, y e  [0, 1 ]
(4 4 6a) 
(4 4 6b) 
(4 4 6c) 
(4 4 6d)
We have the following lemma analogous to that for w*L
Lemma 4 4 2 Given p 2 < the top layer function wJ  satisfies the following bounds
\w t (x , y)\ < Ce 1 ^  and
dlw^
d x l
< C {  1 + y/e1 '), 0 < 2 < 3
Proof The proof is similar to that m Lemma 4 4 1 We consider the barrier functions 
^ ( x ^ y )  — Ce~ 'f^~(l~y} ±  w?p These functions are nonnegative on the boundary <9Q[*>LR] 
Also
= O ( j a ^ ^ a l y / c F r - b ^  < 0,
and we obtain the required result
Extensions of a \ , a2 and b to n[*,LRl are constructed so that
dkal
d xk
< C(d +  x )( l  +  d -  æ), for 2 =  1,2 and k = 0, 1, 2,
and
dx
< C(d -j- x )(l +  d — x)
We can then use the same approach as for w*L in Lemma 4 4 1 to obtain the required 
orthogonal derivative bounds □
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Define the boundary layer function wt  associated with the top edge by
Le^WT = 0, (x ,y) e n, 
w t ~ u - v , (x, y)  6  r T , w L = 0, { x , y ) € T B , 
wr(0,y) = t4(0,y), wT(l,y) = wf(l,y)
(4 4 7a)
(4 4 7b)
(4 4 7c)
We define the other two layer functions w r  and wq analogously and obtain corre-
spondmg bounds on the functions and their derivatives
4 5 Definition of corner layer functions
We now define our corner layer functions Note that compatibility is now more of an 
issue as the equations defining these functions are all posed on the non-extended original 
domain ti
Consider the corner layer function wlb  associated with the corner T lb  — fl Tjg 
We define w lb  to be the solution of
Note at the corner (0,0), w l {x , 0) is equal to w l (0,y) = (u -  v)(0, y), which is equal to 
(t¿ -  v)(x,0)  =  wb(x ,0) which m turn is equal to wb(0, y) Hence wl{x,0) matches with
tial bounds on wl and wb  we see that both functions are nonnegative on T Also
and using the definitions of 7 and a  we see that LEjfl,ip:k(x : y) < 0 Using the minimum 
principle we therefore obtain
Le^wlb = 0 (z,y) € ^  
w lb  =  (x,y) e  r L, w lb  = -v>Li f a y )  ^ r B,
WLB = o, (x,y) £ r ñ , Wlb -  0, (x,y) £ VT
(4 5 la) 
(4 5 lb) 
(4 5 lc)
y/lñ7 a _ M_ a2_ .
\wLB{x,y)\ < Ce y/ ^ ? xe (4 5 2)
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Associated with the corner Trt ~ T r D T t  we define a corner layer function wrt
Le,»w r t  =  0 (x, y) € (4 5 3a)
w r t  = 0, (x,y)  6 I?/,, wRT =  0, (x,y)  € r fl, (4 5 3b)
w rt  =  -WT, (x,y)  6 Tr , w r t  = - w r , (x ,y) € T t  (4 5 3c)
V  7 Q   s ^ 7 0 : _ \
Considering the barrier functions ^ ( x ^ y )  =  Ce x)e y) ± w r t 1 and noting
that
l a x v7<*
Le^^iXiV) -  C + \x20=ai -  | )  + ~ | ) )  e 2v^  ^ < 0,
we establish the bound
\w r t \ <  C e ~ & l l ~ x ) e ~ ® {1~ v) (4 5 4)
Analogous bounds hold for the other corner layer functions w l t  and w r b
Remark 4 5 1 Since the corner layer functions satisfy similar equations to u m  (4 1 1); 
an analogous argument to that m  Lemma 4 % % holds to obtain bounds on their derivatives 
We continue from (4 2 3) and note that when considering the corner layer functions the f  
m this equation depends on the transformed boundary data of the corner layer functions 
and their derivatives For all four corner layers, we can show that 11/1|q a r 2<s — ^  an^ 
r2S < C Transforming back to the original variables and using the crude bounds 
on the layer functions m  (4 4 3), we obtain the following bounds for all the corner layer 
components
Qk+m /  1 \k+m
Theorem 4 5 1 When p? < ^  the solution u of (4 1 1 ) can be decomposed as
U = V +  Wi +  Wr -b Wt +  Wq +  Wlb  +  W L T  +  Wrb  +  W rt
where L e^ v  — f , and the layer and corner layer functions are each solutions of the ho­
mogenous equation L £^ w  =  0 Boundary conditions for these functions can be specified 
so that the bounds on the components and their derivatives given below hold
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gk+ i 2 — k — i
^  C* (l -)- £ 2 ), 0 <  A; +  m < 3
Vt& ,
d xkdy1
_ \/7Q y/TQ
\v>L(x,y)\ <  C e ~ ^ r x, \w b (x , y)| < Ce- ^ " ’7 
l«>fl(z,2/)l < C e ~ ~ ^ ^ ~ x\  \wr(x,y)\ < C e ~ ^ ^ ~ v^
dkwL
dyk
dkws
d xk
< c (  1 + Ve1"*) ,
< C  ( l  +  v ^ 1_fc)  ,
dkwR
dyk
dkwx
< c ( l  + y/el k) 
< C  ( l  +
d xk
\w l b (x ,v )\ <  Ce ^ xe JrV
\wLT{x,y)\ < Ce e Xe 2.
\w r b ( x , v )\ < Ce~ 2v^(1_a:)€
\w r i  (x,y)| < C e ~ ^ (l~x)e ~ ^ {1~y) 
and for all the layer components we have
dk+i 'W
d x kdy1 s 0 , 7 l )
k-\-m
0 < k  +  m  <  3
(4 5 5a)
(4 5 5b) 
(4 5 5c) 
(4 5 5d)
(4 5 5e)
(4 5 5f) 
(4 5 5g) 
(4 5 5h) 
(4 5 5i)
(4 5 5j)
Proof The result follows Lemma 4 2 2, Lemma 4 4 1, Lemma 4 4 2 and equations (4 3 4), 
(4 5 2) and (4 5 4) □
R e m a rk  4 5 2 We should note that even though the case of p? < ^  behaves similarly 
to that of reaction diffusion (p, = 0)} the analysis and the resulting bounds on the compo­
nents and their derivatives are not exactly alike One difference we should note is the 2 }s 
appearing m  the exponential bounds of the corner layer functions associated with the right 
and top edges These extra 2 }s are a result of the fact there is a convective term present m  
(4 11) These bounds therefore differ slightly from those obtained for the reaction-diffusion 
problem
4 6 Discrete problem
In order to discretise (4 1 1), we use a numerical method that is composed of an upwind 
finite difference scheme applied on a mesh Q.N>M Consider the following discrete problem
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LNMU(xl,yJ) = £Ò2xU + eólU + iJ,alD+U + !ia2D+U-bU
= f ,  {xl}y3) e Q N'M (4 6 1a)
where D * and 82 are the standard forward difference operator and second order centered 
difference operator respectively (D+ and 52 defined analogously) The mesh Q,NjM is 
defined to be the tensor product of two piecewise-uniform meshes £lN and UN is
divided into three subregions [0, <jN], [<7^,1 — cr^] and [1 — a N, 1] In each of these regions 
a uniform mesh is placed The transition point a N is defined by
N  ra — mm {
1 2y/e_
4 ’ J y a
In N } (4 6 lb)
More specifically
Qn  =  ^x l \xi
4(7^ 1
N  ’ 
„N + (* -  t )h ,
1 — aN + (z
if
Z N \ 4 a N 
4 ) N  ’
< £
3 N  
4
if ™ < 1 < N
(4 6 lc)
where N H  = 2(1 — 2o N) and i lM is defined analogously with transition point a M
01 02 03 04 05 0G 07 08 0»
Figure 4 1 A sample piecewise-umform mesh
D isc re te  M in im u m  P rin c ip le  I f W  is any mesh function and L n 'm W \^ n m < 0 and 
W|p;v m  >  0 then m  > 0
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We decompose the discrete solution U into the following sum
U = V  +  W L +  W R +  W B +  WT +  W LB +  W LT +  W RB +  (4 6 2a)
where
l n ,m v  _
F |p N  M =  v |p N  M , (4 6 2b)
L n ’m W l  =  0 , W l \ ^ N M  =  W l \ p/VM, (4 6 2c)
L n 'm Wl b  =  0 , W l b Ivn M =W£,a|p/vM, (4 6 2d)
with the other layer functions defined similarly
Theorem 4 6 1 We have the following bounds on the discrete boundary layer function 
W l  and discrete corner layer function W l b ,
(4 6 3a)
| ^ ( x t,%) | < C n ^ l + / i s| ^ )  = (46 3b)
where W l and W lb  are solutions of (4 6 2c) and (4 6 2d) respectively, hs =  x s — x s- \  and
k>r — Vr ~~ Vt — 1
Proof We start with W l Consider the discrete barrier functions
®î{xtiy3) = $Lii ± W L(xu yJ)
We see that ^ f ( x N }y3) > 0 and $ ¿ (0  ,y3) > 0 for C large enough Looking at $ ¿ ( ^ ,0 )  =  
C n U i  ( 1 +  0), using Theorem 4 5 1, we see that | W L{xl , 0)| =  |wL{xt , 0)| <
C 'e 'v  ® Xt However
5— 1 5=1
A similar argument holds for yw)  and we conclude that for C  large enough |r w m >
0
Note that L N'M^ ( x u y3) =  s82^ l ,i +  l ,i +  Dt'&Lj. +  D y^L ,i  ~  b'&Lj
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Since i >  0 we can show that
^  2 ^  $L,'+1 < °’ 'Dx'iL 't 2v^ ' I'L’t+1 V1+  2v^ /lt+1
c2.t, 7«.t. t^+1 n
^ ■ * =  4 ^ i+ii r  1
where =  /l»+^ +/l> Also we have that D ^ L fl = ¿y#L,i =  0 We see that
LN’M^ ( x l,yJ) = e ^ < l'£,il+1^ i l  -  L,l+i
Rearranging this equation we have
LN'M*±(xtt y,) = (2£g  ( ^  -  1) + ( 2 e g  -  6) -  ^ h l+lb -  a«*i 0 )  *L,,+ i
Because of the definition of 7 , we see that L N,M^ ( x t1y3)\QN m < 0 and using the discrete 
minimum principle we obtain the required result
We next consider W lb  We use the barrier functions $ f B(xt ,y3) = ±
^ l b {x u v3) It is clear that ^ B(xu yN) > 0 and <f>^B(xN ,y3) > 0, and using (4 6 2d) and
Theorem 4 5 1, we also know that \Wl b (%i i 0)| <  Ce "VTXt < C f l J - i  ^1 +  2^ ^ 5)
'LB
y3) We can show that
-1
This implies that $ ^ „ (^ ,0 )  > 0 for C large enough and a similar argument holds for
D+'S>Li1'S>b,j = L.i+1^Bj < 0, 5l<SL^ B,J  = L,x+l^ > 0,
D y ^ L ^ B j  = < 0, 1“^  > 0
We therefore obtain
~fia‘2 2 ^ ® ^ 8,3+1 ~ b^ L^ B’} ^  0
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Rearranging this equation we have
s/ia- ja  \ \
- « v f - j  ^ r H
We see from the above expression that < 0 for C large enough and we use the
discrete minimum principle to finish □
The other discrete layer functions satisfy analogous bounds to those in Theorem 4 6 1 
We note that, using the definition of 7 , the expressions
3
hl I 5
and
(*£ ( £  ■->) ■+ (*S+« - 0  - 5 ) (‘ •* #> ) '
can be shown to be non-positive m the case of fj? < ^
4 7 Error analysis
We now analyse the error between the continuous solution of (4 1 1 ) and the discrete 
solution of (4 6 1) m the case (J? < ^
L em m a 4 7 1 A t each mesh point (xl lyJ) € the regular component of the error
satisfies the following estimate
\{V- v ) { x uV j)\ <C{N~l + M - l )V~e,
where v is the solution of (4 3 3) and V  is the solution of (4 6 2b)
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|L n,m(V -  v)(Xl,y3)I <  C j A T 1 (e||i«SM|| + H I « x x | | )  +  C?M~X (6 ||W m || +  H M )
< C {N ~ l
We consider the barrier functions ^ ( z i ,  y3) = C \(N ~ l +  M ~ l )y /e ±  (V — v) We see that 
these functions are nonnegative on the boundary also we find L NjM^ ± (xl:y3) < 0
for C\ large enough We apply the discrete minimum principle to obtain the required 
result □
L em m a 4 7 2 At each mesh point (xu y3) 6 0,N}M, the left singular component of the 
error satisfies the following estimate
\{WL - w L){xu y3) \< C { N - l \nN + M - 1),
where w i  is the solution of (4 4 5) and W l  i s  the solution of (4 6 2c)
Proof We can use a classical argument to obtain the following truncation error bounds
\Ln’m (Wl - w L){xl,yJ)I < Ci(/i,+i +/ij) (e||i«Lxix|| + mI|wlxx||)
+C2{kJ+i + kj) (e\\wLyyy\\ + /illwijJI)
We use the bounds in Theorem 4 5 1 to obtain
/
\Ln 'm {Wl - w l )(xu V i)\ < ^ {hl+ l+ h l) + C2M - 1 (4 7 1)
The proof splits into the two cases of a N < |  and a N = \  Starting with the former, 
we consider the region [a^ , 1) x (0,1) Using Theorem 4 6 1 we have
I ^ ? ,v , ) l< C ( .  + 0 ^ ) _?
Using (4 6 lb) we see that =  In JV, and therefore
\WL{xN ,y} )\ < C (l +  4 iV 1lnA r)-T
4
Lettmg t =  4 N ~ 1\n N  in the inequality ln (l 4- 1) > t ( l — | ) ,  we see tha t \Wl {%n_,V3)\ <
Proof Using the usual tiuncation error argument and (4 3 4) we have
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\Wl {xuVj) \ < C N - 1 
Considering the continuous solution m this region, from Theorem 4 5 1 we have
>/7a n
\wl{xi,Uj)\ < e- <CN~2, xt > a N
Combining these results we have the following bound in the region [aN , 1) x (0,1) when 
c N < \
\(WL -  wL)(xt>y})\ < CAT-1
We next consider the region (0,<7W) x (0,1) Since aN < j, we have /i, = ht+i = 
^ = N ~ l IniV We then use (4 7 1) and obtain
\Ln’m (Wl -  wL)\ < C(N~1 In N + M~l)
Using an appropriately chosen barrier function and the discrete minimum principle we 
obtain the required result m this region
We finally consider the case of a N =  |  We find ^=2 <  8 In AT and using the truncation 
error bound (4 7 1) we obtain
|Ln’m (Wl -  wL)\ < C iN -1 lnN + M~x)
Using a suitable barrier function we achieve the required result □
We note that similar proofs hold for the error components \{Wq — w b ) |, \{Wr — tu/^)| 
and |(W t  — w t)\  We therefore have the following lemma
Lemma 4 7 3 At each mesh point (xt ,y3) € , the bottom, right and top singular
components of the error satisfies the following estimates
\{WB - w B)(xt,y})\ < C{N~l + M ~ x\nM), 
\(WR -  WR)(x„ %)| < C(N~l InN + M “ 1), 
\(WT -  wT)(Xi,yj)\ < C(N~l + M~l lnM),
where w b , w r  and w t  are defined analogously to (4 4 5) and W b , W r and Wt  are defined 
analogously to (4 6 2c)
C N  1 Therefore in the region [aN , 1) x (0,1) we have
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Proof See Lemma 4 7 2 □
L em m a 4 7 4 At each mesh point (x^y^)  G SlN'M, the bottom-left corner singular com­
ponent of the error satisfies the following estimate
\{WLB -  wLB)(xu y,)I < C iN - 1 InN  + M~l In M ),
where w lb  ^  the solution of (4 5 1) and W lb  is the solution of (4 6 2d)
Proof We can obtain the following truncation error bounds
\LN'M{Wlb -  wLB){xt,y})\ < Ci(ht+1 + ht) {c\\wLBxxx\\ + n\\wLBxx\\)
+ C2(kJ +1 + kj) ( e \ \W L B yy y \ \  +  m I I w l b yy i
Since w lb  satisfies a similar equation to u, we apply Lemma 4 2 2 to obtain (see Remark 
4 5 1)
|Ln’M(Wlb  -  wLB)(Xt,y3)\ < ^ ( h l+l + ht) +  ^ ( k J+1 + kj) (4 7 2)
We start by considering the case o N <  ^ and a M < |  We consider the region 
Q,N'M\(Q,crN ) x (0 ,a M) Using Theorem 4 6 1 we have
and K _1
lWLB{xt ,yM.)\ < C f l  ( i  +  ^
Using (4 6 lb) we see that &N ^0= =  lnTV and similarly o M :0 |  =  InM , we therefore 
obtain
\Wl b (x n ,V,)\ < 0 ( 1 + 4 ^ ' In N ) - T ,
4
and
i M.
\Wl b (Xi ,V m )\ < C( 1 +  4M  In M r  *
4
In an analogous fashion to w l , we can therefore prove that in this region we have
I W LB ( x i ,y ] ) \< C ( N ~ x + M ~ x), x t > and/or y3 > a M
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y/'ya ■y/T'Q ¡y
\wlb(xuV3)\ < Ce~^~Xle ^  Vj < < CN ~2, xz > aN,
Consider the continuous solution in this region Using Theorem 4 5 1 we obtain
and /yq s/ya y/7Q M r ,
< C e ^ Xle ^ V j< e  ^  a < C M  , y3 > a
We conclude that when a N < \  and a M < we have the following error bound in the
region ftyv,M\(0, a N) x (0,crM)
|(W lb ~ wLB)(xu y3)\ < C (N ~ l +  M '1)
Next, we consider the region (0, a N) x (0, crM) We know that /i2 =  ht+i =  ^ |7 V - l  In iV 
and =  fcj+i =  ^ = M _1 InM  Using the truncation error bound (4 7 2) we obtain
IL N’M(Wlb  -  wLB)(xu y3) | <  C (N ~ l \ n N  +  M ~ l In M)
Therefore using a suitably chosen barrier function and the discrete minimum principle we 
obtain
\{WLB ~ wLB)(xu y3)| < C{N~l \nN  + M “ 1 InM)
Finally we consider the case of a N = \  and <xM =  ^ In this case, we know that 
< 8 In N  and ^ 2  < 8 In M  and using (4 7 2) and a suitable barrier function we 
obtain
\(WLB -  wLB){xt,y])I < C{N~l In AT + M_1 InM)
Combining these results for the different cases m the different regions gives us the required 
result □
We note that similar proofs hold for the error components \{WrB ~ wrb)I, \(Wrt -  
w r t ) | and |{ W i t  — w l t ) \  We therefore have the following lemma
Lemma 4 7 5 At each mesh point {xu y3) G ClN,M, the right-bottom, right-top and left- 
top singular components of the error satisfies the following estimates
I[WRB -  wRB)(xuy])\ < C(N~l InN + M~l InM),
\{Wkt -  u>Kr)(x„yj)| < C ( N InN + M~l InM),
\(WLT -  wLT)(xt,yj)\ < C(N~l InN + M“1 InM),
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where w r b ; w r t  and w l t  are defined analogously to w l b  m  (4 5 1) and W r b , W r t  and 
W l t  are defined analogously to W lb  m  (4 6 2d)
Proof See Lemma 4 7 4 □
T h e o re m  4 7 1 A t each mesh point (xu y3) 6 the maximum pomtwise error sat­
isfies the following parameter-uniform error bound when ¡j?  <
\\U - u \ \ ^ n m  < C {N ~ l InN  + M ~ l InM ),
where u is the solution of (4 1 1) and U is the solution of (4 6 1)
Proof The proof follows from Lemma 4 7 2, Lemma 4 7 3, Lemma 4 7 4 and Lemma
4 7 5 □
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C hapter 5
E lliptic P D E ’s - th e  case o f  /i2 > ^
5 1 Introduction
This final chapter is different in style to the previous chapters The analysis relies on 
various assumptions and conjectures and is more exploratory in spirit We consider the 
same class of problems as (4 1 1), however this time we examine the more complex case 
of M2 > *¡7 The minimum principle and the bounds given in Lemma 4 2 1 and Lemma 
4 2 2 still hold This case is significantly more complicated than that of (j? < and this 
analysis is seen merely as a starting point for those wishing to study this problem There 
are possibly significant compatibility issues with our approach, although the extension 
idea of Shishkin [29] plays an essential part in minimising these difficulties We ignore 
these issues of compatibility and assume sufficient regularity for the analysis to be valid 
The notation in this chapter is as defined in Chapter 4
The assumptions given below restrict the class of problems that we are considering and 
are sufficient to define and bound the regular component v and all four boundary layer 
components
A ssu m p tio n  1 Arbitrary regularity and compatibility assumed throughout
We note that the assumption of constant coefficients would reduce complications with com­
patibility The following assumption is also used when necessary (We will state explicitly 
in the text when this assumption is used)
A ssu m p tio n  2 a i(z ,y )  =  a\{x) and a2(x, y) = a2(y)
The case of ¡j, > 71, where 71 is some constant (convection diffusion) is a subset of this 
present case and will be dealt with in the final section of this chapter Parameter-explicit
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bounds on the derivatives of (4 1 1) are derived m Section 5 2 when /¿2 >  The solution 
is decomposed into a sum of regular and singular components In Section 5 3, we define 
a regular component v The boundary layer components are discussed m Sections 5 4 
and 5 5 It is when considering the corner layer functions m Section 5 6 that the style 
of the thesis really changes We state and motivate a series of conjectures on the corner 
layer functions The validity of these conjectures remain open questions The numerical 
method is then proposed and the discrete solution is decomposed in an analogous fashion 
to the continuous solution The error between the solutions of the discrete and continuous
problems is then analysed We show that given the various assumptions and conjectures
made in this chapter, we have a parameter-uniform numerical method
5 2 Param eter-explicit bounds on the derivatives
We need to first obtain crude bounds on the continuous solution u of (4 11) and its 
derivatives Such bounds were discussed in Lemma 4 2 2 in Chapter 4 However, in 
that proof we concentrated on obtaining bounds with the minimal amount of regularity 
assumptions on /  and the boundary data In this chapter, we focus more on identifying the 
dependence on the parameters e and /i, and less on minimising the regularity requirements
Lemma 5 2 1 The derivatives of the solution u of (4 11) satisfy the following bounds
M l < C f  Y  ( ^ 7 ^ )  ( \ f \v  + £l5l|tH-2, + ft\si\v+l +  |s i k  +e\s2\v+2,
+ ^ I 5 2|w+1  -f- |<S2k  +  e\qi\v+2 +  iAql k + l  +  \Q\\v +  ^\Q2\v+2 +  ft\Q2| v + l  +  |<72|v^
+ N i  +  W i  +  t o l i  +  l ® l i  +  ( ^ ) l M l )
and for I = 0,1
s  f+1 j_| _ 2_y
Mz+2 -  C  ( (r 4-!/7j2 Y .  ( l /k  +  e|5l|tj-f2 +  m|5i|v+1 +  l5l|v +  £l52U+2
'  v=Q
+^|*52|u+1 +  |^2 |u +  e\<il\v+2 +  M|9l|t/+1 +  \Ql\v +  £\<l2\v+2 +  H ^lv+ l +  l&lv'j 
+  [si|f+2 +  1^ 21/+2 +  |<7l|l+2 +  |<?211-+-2 +  
where C depends on the coefficients a\, a2 and b and their derivatives
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Proof We continue from equation (4 2 3) in Chapter 4, simplifying the RHS of these 
equations, we obtain
M l}RS -  ^ d l/lll ,R2$ + IMI/t26)>
and for I =  0,1
\u \ l + 2 , R s -  ^ ( l l / l l l + l , f l 2 4  +  I M I f t , { )
Transforming back to the original variables this implies for all (z, y) E ft and R$ =  Rs(x, y)
( r f t f )  M .,*  < C g  t e ) ” + •
and for I = 0,1
M«*.*» < C  ^  +  Z ) (¿TT?) + IMI*W j
Replacing /  by /  — Le^ h  and using the definition of h gives us
MlAs -  C [ (i+v7?)7 Z  i 'v+Ve) W ~  L etllh\ViRn + ||w||R2i J
\  H=0 I
—  {ti+s/e)2 S  ( / x + v ^ )  +  £ \s l \ v+ 2 ,R 25 +  f t \ s l \ v + l , R 2s
V u=0
+  | 5 l | V)JR 25 + e | S 2 | « + 2 , i i 2 i  + / i | 5 2 | « + l , f l 2 i  +  +  e \q i \ v + 2 , R 26
+H<7l|v+1,JR2<5 + l9l|v,^2i + £tek+2,R2<5 +^192^4-1^26 +
+ IMIft25^
and for / =  0,1
(/ThT?) Mi+2,^5 < & ( (r +!/F)2 Y  (/H?*) + £l5ik+2,H26 + Hsih+i,/i2i
\  7J = 0
+ |51 + ^l‘S2|tf'f2,/?25 M|52|u+1,/?25 I52|v,i22tf
+e|il|u+2,i22i +^kl|u+ l1/i2fi + \(H\v,R2s + t\<}2\v+2,R2S
+ft\q2\v+l,R2& + \Q2\v,R2s) + IMI^S I
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Ml,rs < (\fU,R2i + el«lll)+2,R2i +M|si|«+l,fi2i + lSlU,R2i
'  v=0 '•
+ e |s 2 lw + 2 ,K 2 i +  H s 2 |tM - l, f t2j  +  +  e |9 l| tM -2 ,R 2 i +  H < ? l|tM - l,R 26
+  |ijl \ v , R 2s  +  £ |9 2 | « + 2 ,R 2 j +  tA<l2\ v + l , R 2s +  l9 2 | v , R 2 i j  +  ( ^ T ^ )  IMIflji 
and for I =  0,1
\u \ l+ 2 ,R s <  C ( ( , l + y/ e ) i  E (  ( \ f \ v , R 2& + e | 5 l | t ; + 2 , / Z 2 5  +  +  l5 l k , K 2j
^ v=0 V
+ e \ s2 \v +2 ,R 2S +  f t \ s2 \v + l ,R25 +  + ^ k l | u + 2 , i i 2i  +  f t M v + l  ,R25
+  M v ,R2S +  z\q2\v+2,R2S +  f t M v + l  ,R26 +
+ ( ^ ) ,+2|M U2i)
Since H can be covered by the neighbourhoods Ns of a finite number of points and noting 
that u  =  w  +  h> the result follows □
Remark 5 2 1 In the case where f  € C2(ft), s,q  € C4([0,1]) are independent of e and 
fi, we obtain for  1 < k +  m  < 3
Rearranging these equations, we obtain
dk+mu
< c { ^ ) k+m{ 1 + IHI)
d xkdy1
where C depends on f ,  s, and q and the coefficients a\, a2 and b and their derivatives
5.3 Regular com ponent in case of ¡i2 >  ^
In order to obtain parameter-uniform error bounds for the numerical approximations gen­
erated in the final sections of this chapter, we decompose the solution it of (4 11) into a 
sum of regular and singular components Consider the differential equation (4 3 1) in the 
extended domain Q[*îLS1 =  ( -d ,  l )2 Decompose v* as follows,
v*(x,y,£,n) = v¡¡(x,y,n) +evi[{x,y)^) +e2v*2{x,y,£,n) (5 3 la)
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where
L >S =  /*  on lb] chosen in (5 3 4), (5 3 1b)
cl; vI = ( i ; - L £> ;  on d*’LB\  «n8n[.i,B1= o > (5 3 ic)
£2L ^  =  on v l { x ,y , e , ti) \dn[.LB] =Q (5 3 Id)
Note that =  [—d, l )2 and dv}*'LB  ^ = U r ^ ’B ^ When ¡i2 < t/J and v\  were
defined as solutions of reduced problems obtained by setting both e and fj, to zero m the 
elliptic differential equation In this case, we see that i>g and tjj are solutions of singularly 
perturbed first order differential equations obtained by lettm g just £ be zero in the elliptic 
problem Since v\ satisfies an elliptic problem, there are potential issues in relation to 
compatibility at the inflow corner (1,1) We do not address this concern
We can establish the following for the first order differential operator L^  using a proof 
by contradiction argument Note b >  2/3 > 0 is not used m the proof
L em m a 5 3 1 Let Qi =  [0, l )2 and <9Qi =  Ft  U T r Suppose z  € C ^ f ti)  fl C °(fti),
<  0 and z > 0, then z > 0
ani Hi
z = e~»xw, where < m in ^  ^  Assume that m m ^  z < 0, this implies that 
0 Consider a point p =  (zo,2/o) such that w(p) =  minni w < 0 At this point 
that wx (p) > 0 and wy(p) > 0 We see that
L^zlp)  =  e " 11 (fJ,aiwx {p) + /j,a2wy (p) -  (b -  Pia,i)w(p)) > 0,
which is a contradiction □
L em m a 5 3 2 I f  z ( x , y ) satisfies the first order problem
L^z  =  CLifj/Zx o>2pZy bz — f  (x, y) (E [0,1) , (5 3 2)
where a\ > 0} a2 > 0 and b > 2(3 > 0, then we have the following bounds on z and its 
derivatives
ii*n < ¿ i i / i i .
Proof Let 
min^!w < 
p we know
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and
g k + 7
dxkdy1 <C \z \\4-
k + m — 1
fik+m j
dxk+m
fik+m j
+
ft E » r+s
dr+sf
d xrdyi
dyk+
1 o(k+mM
r + s = 0
where A  = max |o ,  ’ ( 02) (o f)  |  ani  ^ ^ 6 consiani ^  depends only on the
coefficients a\, a2, b and their derivatives
Proof Consider the barrier functions y) = ^ | | / | |  ± 2  We see that these functions
are nonnegative for (x, y) G dtli We also have
L ^ i x . y )  = - A | | / | | ±  /  < 0
Apply Lemma 5 3 1 to obtain the required bound on 2: We will establish by induction 
that
Q k + r
d x ^ d y 7
<  c ( £ )  11*11+
d k + m f
Q x k +™
k + m — l
+ pk+m , r + s
r + s = 0
d r + s f
d x Td y 3
X k + m ) A (5 3 3)
Differentiating equation (5 3 2) with respect to x  we obtain
I$Zx = V — (Zx)x +l*{Zx)y ~ ( — -M (  — )  )  (zX) = + ( ^ - )  z’
a 2 VQ2 Va2 J  XJ  \ a 2 / x  \ a 2 / x
where zx {x  ^1) =  0 and using the differential equation (5 3 2) we have ||zx(l,y ) || < ^  
Consider the barrier functions
=  c  (  - \ \ f \ \  +
ft
d f
dx +
where A is defined as above We see that for C large enough the functions ^ ( x ,  y) are 
nonnegative on the boundary <9fh Also
b (  ai \  \  /  14V(*.v) = + + Dfdx + \\z\\ e
yA ( l - x )
m + m
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We see that for C  chosen correctly l \1V ± (^,2/) < 0, therefore applying Lemma 5 3 1 and 
using (5 3 2), we obtain (5 3 3) for k +  m  =  1
We now prove the more general result (5 3 3) by induction We assume that the lemma 
is true for 0 < k +  m  < I Differentiate (5 3 2) / +  1 times with respect to x  to obtain
» \ d x 1+1 )
=  p{ x, y) ,
+ ft
i  di+1z \  
/ , -  ( £  - (i+ 1 )"  f e ) , )  (
dl+lz \  
d x l+1 )
where p(x,y)  involves /  and its derivatives with respect to x  up to order / -f 1, z  and its 
derivatives with respect to x  up to order I and the coefficients and their derivatives We 
see that 1) =  0 and § ^ f ( l , 2/) =  0(a",y) Using the differential equation (5 3 2),
we can show that l
\4>(x,y)\<C  £
r+ s—Q ft
l+l—r—s
dr+sf
dxTdy'
Consider the barrier functions
af+1/
ip± (x,y)  =  C \\z\\ + dxl+x —  yp l + 1 ft
r+s
r + s = 0
dr+sf
d xrdys
,<I+I)yl(l-*) ± (
\<9xi+1 )
We see that for C large enough the functions are both nonnegative on di2i Also we have
4 +V K y )  =  c  ( - ( /  + 1 )/* ( ^ )  a  -  A  +  (i +  1)m ( g )  J  a '
(i+1 E
r - ( -5=0
.r+s
g r + s f
d xTdys
dx '+ 1
e ( l  +  l ) A ( l - x )  ± p ^ y )
Using our induction assumption and the definition of A, we see that L ^+1 i^Jj± (x . y) < 0 
for C  chosen correctly We therefore obtain
dt+1
d x l+1
di+if
dxl+1 +^ è ,r+ s
r - f s =  0
Q r + s j
dxrdyl
3( l + l ) A
Differentiating (5 3 2) A: times with respect to x  and m  times with respect to ?/, we obtain
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for k +  m  =  I +  1
d k+1
d x kd y 1
< C \  I —  I IUII +
Qh+m j
d x k+m
+ ,k+m
/c+m—1
E
r - f s = 0
T + S dr+Sf
d x r d y i
t ( k + m ) A
Similarly if we started the proof by differentiating (5 3 2) with respect to y, we would 
obtain
dk+i
d x k dy '
< C \z\\ +
f l k + m  j
Qyk+m +
1
ftk + m
fc+m— 1
E
r - j - s = 0
ft r + s
3T+Sf
d x r d y i
t(k+m)A
and combining these two bounds gives the required result □
W ith this lemma, we can analyse the reduced solution vj, the solution of (5 3 lb) We 
show that if the inflow boundary conditions V q ( x , 1 )  and v) are chosen correctly, then 
all the derivatives up to second order of are bounded independently of // (and obviously 
e) We note that Lemma 5 3 1 and Lemma 5 3 2 also hold for the differential operator 
L ^ lb) and the domain defined as before
L em m a 5 3 3 When the boundary conditions LB\ are chosen correctly, the solution
of the differential equation (5 3 lb) satisfies the following bounds for  0 < k -f m < 6;
d k+1 < c ( i  + ^2- fc- m)
d x kd y 7
Proof Consider the following secondary decomposition of Vq(x ,y ,/i) 
0^ ix ,Vift) = «o(z,!/) +ftsi{x ,y) + ft2s\{x,y,n) (5 3 4a)
where
L'os'o
ftL^sl
2 T* *ft L„s2
r ,
(L*0 -  l ; ) s *0 , 
t i { L l - L l ) s \  on s2lant- = 0
(5 3 4b) 
(5 3 4c) 
(5 3 4d)
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Since Sq and do not depend on ¿z, we have
a/c+?
dxkdym
dk+ms{
d xkdyr
< C for 0 < k +  m  < 8,
< C for 0 <  A; +  m < 7
(5 3 5)
(5 3 6)
The function s\ satisfies a similar equation to z  in (5 3 2) We can apply Lemma 5 3 2 
and the bounds above to obtain
H4II < Tp dx +
dsl
and for 1 < k +  m  <  6
< C
dk+rnsX
d xkdy1
+
dk+’
dy
' l x
d xh+m
+
<C,
dk+i
’i y
dxk+m +
dk+ms{x
dyk+m
d k+’ iy
dyk+m
k + m — 1
+ L_ y,fc+m
r + s
r + s = 0
Sr+Ssix +
dxrdys dxrdys
i(k+m)A
Therefore, using the fact that sj and its derivatives are bounded independent of \x we 
obtain for 0 <  k +  m  < 6,
dk+i
d xkdyrn ~  (5 3 7)
Using the decomposition (5 3 4) and the bounds (5 3 5), (5 3 6) and (5 3 7) gives us the 
required result □
L em m a 5 3 4 If  v\ satisfies the first order differential equation (5 3 1c) then the follow­
ing bounds hold for 0 < k +  m  < 4,
dk+mvl
d xkdym
C
-  jj^k+m
Proof Since v{ satisfies a similar equation to z  in (5 3 2), we can apply Lemma 5 3 2 and 
the bounds above to obtain
M \ \ < C
d2vi[
dx2 +
d2v*0
dy1
< c ,
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and for 1 <  k -I- m  < 4 
dk+mv*
d xkdy1
<C
°  Oyy
Qyk+711
+ 
k+in—l
^ +m4 x
— - V  ur+sMm  ^
dxk+m 
dr+sv
+ °  V0yv
r * f  s = 0
O x x
d x rdys
d xk+m 
+
dk+mvO x x +
dr+SV0yy
dxrdy'
dyk+m
I I p(fc-i-™M
□Using the bounds on Vq in Lemma 5 3 3 we obtain the required result
L em m a 5 3 5 Ifv\[x^ y } £,//) satisfies the differential equation (5 3 Id) then we have the 
following bounds for 0 < k +  m  < 3
£*+i
d xkdy1
<
Proof Since v\  satisfies a similar equation to u, applying Lemma 4 2 1 we obtain
d 2 v.
d x -I\vl(x,t,e,n)\\ < H^ IUnl* LBJ + ¡^3 ( 
Using Lemma 5 3 4 we have
IK II < 4H1
Finally we use Lemma 5 2 1 to obtain for 1 < k +  m < 3
Q k+ m ,j
d 2v'.
d y 2
d xkdy7 ( j [ .  LB] ^  ( ^ s ( 1 + ( ^ ) ‘ + “ ) ” “ { l l ” ; i l ® " ' " ’ i £ 0 ( ' / r )
£  [J i)’*'
r+s—0
and applying the bounds for in Lemma 5 3 4 we obtain the required result □
Combining the results of Lemma 5 3 3, Lemma 5 3 4 and Lemma 5 3 5, we see that if 
we take the regular solution v to be the solution of
Le,»v = f  (x,y) G O, v = v* (x ,y )edQ, (5 3 8)
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then when ¡i2 > v satisfies the following bounds for 0 < k 4- rn < 3,
)dk+mv (5 3 9)d x k d y 1
where v* is defined m the decomposition (5 3 1)
5 4 Boundary layer com ponents at the inflow
In this section, we define the boundary layer functions w r  and w t  associated with the 
right and top edges respectively In the case of p? > the order m which we define the 
layer functions is crucial to correctly isolating the singularities of the solution u
We start by analysing w r ,  the layer function associated with the right edge V r  Con­
sider the extended domain ^ * ,T] =  (0,1) x (0,1 +  d), d >  0 We define w R to be the 
[* t 1solution of Le w R =  0 We need to chose the boundary conditions for w*R so as to isolate 
the layer on the right Consider the following decomposition of wR
w*R(x,y,e,n) = Wo(x,y,/x) + ew{(x,y,n) + e2w*2{x,y,£ ,/*), (5 4 la)
where v(l,?/) = vo(l,y) = ( |  -  (£) a V({))(1 ,y) is given m (5 3 4) and
Lt ' T]wl = 0onfi[*,T1, Wo(x,l+d,n) = 0, Wq(1,y,fi) = (u(l,y) -  v(l,y))*, (5 4 1b)
eL[*’T]wl = (L{J*-TI -  L ^ ) wq on wf(x, 1 + d,fi) = w\(l,y,n) =0, (5 4 lc)
e2L ^ w * 2 = ( e ( L ^  -  L ^ ) w { ) \  onQ[*'TB] w*2(x,y,e,n)|sn[ t b , = 0 (5 4 Id)
Remark 5 4 1 We should note that the last function is defined on the extended 
domain =  (0,1) x (—d, 1 +  d) This domain is obtained by extending to the top
and bottom of the original domain, while Wq and w\ are defined on the smaller extended 
domain =  [0, 1) x [0, 1 +  d)
The following lemmas prove parameter-explicit bounds on the components Wq, w\, w\ 
and their derivatives These results are then used to bound the layer function w*R and its 
derivatives
Lemma 5 4 1 When is defined as in (5 4 lb ) ; given \x < 71, the function and its 
derivatives satisfy the following bounds for any positive integer k (assuming sufficient
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régulai ity and compatibility)
dkw,
dxldyi ( x, y)
Proof Since Wq(x , 1 + d) = 0 , we can show that |^q(1,y)| < C (1 + d — y) Consider 
the barrier function ^ ( x ^ y )  — (7(1 + d — y )e~^1 ± wj, we see that the functions
'i/>±(a;,T/)lr[* t] are nonnegative for C large enough Also
L ^ ^ i x ^ y )  = C { - y a \ { d + l - y ) ~ f i a 2 - b * ( d + l  - y ) ) e ~ Z (1~x) ± 0 ,
and using our definition of 7 , we see that i[?’TV ±(a:! y) < 0 for C chosen correctly Apply 
Lemma 5 3 1 to obtain
K \ < C ( d  + l - y ) e ~ »Hi-x)
Differentiate equation (5 4 lb) with respect to y , we have
= H dw*0
dy ),+"f
dw5
dy J y  Val alJyJ  dV \ al ' y
Clearly ^ .(1 , y) = ((u — u)(l, y ) ) y and since Wq satisfies a homogenous first order problem 
using ^ ( z ,  1+d) =  0, we see that ^ ( z ,  1 + d) =  0 Taylor expansions give ^ f - ( l ,  y) " 
C( 1 + d — y) Consider the barrier functions
'0±(œ, y) = C{ 1 + d — y)e dy
We see that the functions ^ ( x ^ y )  are nonnegative on the boundary for C large enough 
Also
( l + d - y )
1 /  y
and we can see that h \V ^ ^ ^ ix .y )  < 0 for C chosen correctly Applying Lemma 5 3 1
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we have
dy
< C ( l  + d - y ) e (II®,h) (l-x) < C i ( l  + d - y ) e  Ï ( l - x )
Using the differential equation (5 4 lb) we therefore obtain
dWn
dx
< —(1 +  d — y)e x‘ 
ft
We now continue by induction Assume for k < I
dkw*0
d x ldyJ
< —j-(d +  1 — y)e Ï (1 x\ Ci <  Ce
We wish to prove true for k =  I +  1 Differentiating (5 4 lb) I +  1 times with respect to y ) 
we obtain
dl+1T ^ W q \ a’2 / dl+Lw ,
<V+1 /x  + >ial \  dvl+l
di+
ôj/i+ï )  =p(x,y),
where p(x,y)  contains u>q and its derivatives with respect to y up to order I and the 
coefficients and their derivatives Using the differential equation and its derivatives with
respect to x  and y we can express 9dyi+iQ (%, 1 +  d) m terms the functions 1 +  d)
where t <1 + 1 Since 1 +  d) =  0 for all k, we obtain dQy\+i 1 + d) = 0 Using
this result and the fact that assuming sufficient regularity we have < C ,  we
obtain (1,2/) < C ( l + d - y )d y l+ l
Consider the barrier functions
^ ( x ^ y )  =  C{ 1 + d — y)e dyM
We see that the functions ^ ( x ^ y )  are nonnegative on the boundaries for C  large enough
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Also
4*'T>i+V ( x l2/) = c  n  (7 _ £ ) + , ,  ( ( j+  i ) ( £ )  _ (i + i) g )
ft (i)
m ) (S
(1 + d - y )
±  p( x , y)
Choosing C  correctly, we find y) < 0 and therefore applying Lemma 5 3 1
we have
d,+1w,
dyl+l~{x,y)
< C { l + d -  y)e < Ci(l + d - y ) e -1(1-( l - x )
Using the differential equation (5 4 lb) and its derivatives with respect to x  and y we can 
obtain the required result for k =  I +  1 □
L em m a 5 4 2 When w* is defined as m  (5 4 lc), then given /J <  71 and assuming suffi­
cient regularity of the coefficients and the boundary data, the solution and its derivatives 
satisfy the following bounds for any positive integer k,
dkw\
dxldyJ {x,y)
(k+2) &)
Proof Let f± =  Wqxx +  WQyy Using Lemma (5 4 1) we see that
dkm * , y )
dxldy3 -  ^ i 2 (d+1_2/)e J<1 1)1 Cl < Ce
HI®,
Consider the barrier functions V,±(z ,y) =  -t-(1 + d — y )e ^  x) ±u;J Since w[\ [* t] =  0,C n  I J
we see that the functions are nonnegative on the boundary Also
£ii,TV :t(z.y) = (7«»i(d+ 1 -  y) -  na*2 -  b*(d+ 1 -  y)) ± /,*
ft
and for C large enough y) < 0 Using Lemma 5 3 1 we can therefore conclude
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that
kH < ^¿(d+ 1 -  y)e x)
ft
As with Wq, we proceed by induction Assume the lemma is true for 0 < k < /,
dx'dyJ
Cx
-  + 1 ~ y)e “ Cx < Ce
k+2 ($
\
We wish to prove the result true for k = I + 1 Differentiating (5 4 lc) / +  1 times with 
respect to y, we have
" V dyl+1 )  V dyM + fl
o>2 f  dl+1wl 
^ -
\
p{x,y),
where p(x,y) contains wl and its derivatives with respect to y up to order /, /*  and its 
derivatives with respect to y up to order I + 1 and the coefficients and their derivatives 
Since for all k we have 1 +  d) =  0 we can use equation (5 4 lc) and its derivatives
to obtain ddyi+}I1 (x, 1 +  d) =  0 Clearly we also have ~dyi+]I1 (l,y ) =  0 Consider the 
following barrier functions
, ± ,  ^  C J  X ( i l + 1 >  (=f)^ (x,y) = - ^ { l + d - y ) e \  y»H > ± ~q^ x
We see that the functions ^ ( x ^ y )  are nonnegative on the boundaries, also
4 '.® V (',> )=  $ ( ( ( l1- i f )  +c((' + l)(ii)>-( ' + !) (¡})t ))(!+<*-!>)
-<■ (§)
For C  large enough £ ^ ’t ’1+ 1^ i/>± (x, y) <  0 and therefore using Lemma 5 3 1 we see that 
di+1u)|;
dyl+1
C I (i+1)
< - 5(1 + d - y ) e  
V2
<  C l {1 +  d _  ) - i (1-x)
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The differential equation (5 4 lc) and its derivatives with respect to x  and y give the 
required result for k =  I +  1 □
Lemma 5 4 3 Given ¡jl < 71, when w2 is defined as m (5 4 ld ) ; then the solution and 
its derivatives satisfy the following bounds for  0 <  k <  3,
K l <
g k
dxldy3
<
M4 (?) and
dkw :
dyk
Proof On ü^*,rT\  using Lemma 5 4 2, we know d 2 iv':
d x 2 < ß r { l+ d - y ) e
We extend /*  =  to so that f* (x , —d) =  0 We therefore obtain
\ f * \ < - r ( l  + d - y ) ( y  + d)e Ï (1 x)
We define smooth extensions of the coefficients ai, a2 and b to the domain so that
we have
dka\
dyk
< C(d + y)( l  + d -  y), for î =  1,2 and k = 0, 1, 2, (5 4 2a)
and
db5
dy
Consider the barrier functions
< C{d + y){l + d - y ) (5 4 2b)
i (1 x) ±
ft
U>2
We see these functions are nonnegative on the boundary and using Lemma 5 4 2, we see 
that Le*jJBV ± (;c} y) < 0 Applying the elliptic comparison principle gives the required 
exponential bound Since w% satisfies a similar equation to u , we use Lemma 5 2 1 to 
obtain for 1 < 1 +  j  < 3,
dkwl
dxldy3
(5 4 3)£_ //¿\*
M4 \ e )
We need to sharpen these bounds m the direction orthogonal to the layer Consider 
the barrier functions
i.±/ • C= — (d + y) {  1 + d - y ) ± w  2 
ft
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4 t f V  = ^  (-2e -  6*(d + y)(l + d -  y) + (1 -  2 y ) ^ )  ± /
ft
Clearly y) > 0 on the boundaries Also
Given (5 4 2), and the fact that /x < 71, we see that y) < 0 for C large enough
We can therefore apply the minimum principle to obtain
m(z,y)I < — {d + y)(l + d - y )  
ft
Using the above bound we have
—  (x ,l  +  d) 
oy
C
< t and 
-  n4
dw
dy2 (z, -d)
C
We also note that ~ ^ -(l,y ) =  ^ - ( 0 ,y) =  0
Differentiate (5 4 Id) with respect to y to obtain
£[*,tb]ow2 _  I d a d w %  ( d w2 i f  db*\ÖWn
dy dy J dx ^  ^ dy )  dy +  ^ dy )  +  d x2dy  ~r dy3
d3w
+
d3w*
1 = r
Using (5 4 3) and Lemma 5 4 2 we see that |/**| < C Consider the bar­
rier functions ^ { x , y )  = C\ ^  ±  We see that the functions '0 ± (rr,y) are
nonnegative on dQ[*)TBl for C\ large enough Also
4 * £ V  (*.!/) = -be i  ( 4  + ± r  <U4 £U2
0.
for C\ chosen correctly Therefore using the minimum principle we obtain
dw 2
dy
Now we need to find ^ ^ | an[, TB) Clearly ^ f - ( l , y )  = ^ jj£ (0 ,y )  =  0 Using (5 4 Id)
and our extension of a2 and /*  we also find ^ ^ - ( z , !  +  d) =  ^ ^ - ( z , —d) =  0 We
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differentiate (5 4 Id) twice with respect to y,
r (* jTB]
^  d y 2
(  dai \  d2yj2 ( (d 2w* „ (  d 2W2 ^  0 2a ^  d w 2 r, (( f ) d y 2
d w ( d 2b * \  * d Aw \  d Aw \  _
d y  \  d y 2 d x 2d y 2 +  d y A
dwiUsing the crude bounds (5 4 3) and the bounds on above, we see that |/***| <
jjt ^1 +  ^5-^  Also, using the extension of the coefficients in (5 4 2) and the extension 
of the function w\, we find
|/ ‘“ l < ^ ( 1 +  ^ )  (y + d)(l + d - y )
Consider the barrier functions ^ ( x ^ y )  =  ^  ^1 +  (y -f d )(l +  d — y) ±  Both
these functions are nonnegative on Given fi < 71, we have
d2wt
d y2
4 : r V ± =  ^ - f l  +  Î  ) [ ~  2e +  f i(l  — 2 y)a,2 — b*(y + d)(l + d — y) ] ±  / * * *  <  0
ft
We apply the minimum principle to obtain
d 2Wr
d y 2
< ^ ( l  + ^ ) ( d  + y)( l  + d - y )
Therefore, we have
a3w
d y
2 (x, -d)
y) -  ~d)
d + y
Similarly we obtain
d3w 
~typ
d3wj
dy2 (rr, 1 +  d) < ^1 +  and we also have ^ “^(O, y) =  0 anddy-
Differentiate (5 4 Id) three times with respect to y to obtain
0  (  d a l  ^  d 3 w 2 q  /  d a \  \  d 3 w ^  Q  (  d 2 a*  \  d 2 w 2 (  d 3 a \  \  d w \
~ 6 f t  \ d y  )  ~ d ÿ z  ~  6 ^ \ d y * )  d x d y 2 ~  \ ~ d y ^ )  d x d y  f t  \  d ^ )  d x
+ 5 &  +  W 1 ( * ,» ) e n '- ’T"
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We see that ||/****|| < ^  +  1  ^ and we can use barrier functions and the minimum
principle to obtain
d3Wc
dy3
Combining all the above bounds, we obtain the required result
Lemma 5 4 4 When wR is defined as m  (5 4 1); given fi < 71, we see that
|wr(s ,2/)I < Ce“ i (1-l)
and its derivatives satisfy
d k w 'R n
< —r for  0 <  k < 2,
\iKdxldy3
Moreover, m  the direction orthogonal to the layer
d x l d y 3 < — , h =  3£fj,
dwR
d y
<C,
d 2w
d y
C
< — and 
ß
d 3W*R
d y 3
Proof This result follows from the decomposition (5 4 1) using ^  and the bounds 
on u>q, w* and their derivatives given respectively in Lemma 5 4 1, Lemma 5 4 2, and 
Lemma 5 4 3 □
Define the boundary layer function w r  associated with the right edge Fr  by
LetpWR = 0, (z, y) e  H, (5 4 4a)
w r  = u - v ) { x , y ) € F R, w R{0,y) = w*R(0,y), (5 4 4b)
wR{x, 0) =  w*R(x, 0), w R ( x ,  1) =  w*R(x, 1) (5 4 4c)
Since wr  = w*R on Q, the bounds in Lemma 5 4 4 transfer across
We now consider w? the boundary layer function associated with the top edge IV
Our extended domain is given by =  (0,1 +  d) x (0, 1) (with 0^*^  =  [0,1 +  d) x [0, 1)) 
and we define wj* to be the solution of =  0, where the boundary data is chosen
in the following decomposition
W T { x , y , £ , ) i )  = W o { x , y , f j . ) + s w * 1( x , y , f i ) + £ 2w 2( x , y , £ , ß ) , (5 4 5a)
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where v (x , 1) =  vq(x , 1) =  ({ — ( f  ) a V ({)) (x , 1) is given in (5 3 4) and
L ^ w l  =  0 on Îî[*’^ ,  u>o(l +  c?,y) =  0, ^ ¿(a ;,1) =  (u (x i 1) _  v (x i !))*> (5 4 5b) 
s L ^ w l  =  (4 * ’R1 -  4 : ^ 0* on w*(l +  d, y, fi) = w*(x,  1, p) =  0, (5 4 5c)
!4 Ï r 1 æ 2 =  ( £ ( 4 * ’r!  -  4 ^ ) ^ ) *  o n  t t [*’LR], W2( x , y , e , ß ) \ 8n[. LR]= 0 (5 4 5d)
We have the following lemma analogous to that for w r
L em m a 5 4 5 Given ¡j, < 71; the top layer function w ^ defined m  (5 4 5), satisfies the 
following bounds
(z,y)| ^
and its derivatives satisfy
dkWr c
< —r for 0 < k < 2,
dxldyi
Moreover, m  the direction orthogonal to the layer
dkWr
dxldy3
dWy
< c .
d2Wy C
< — and
d3w?p
dx — w ) d x2 ft d x3
< — , fc = 3EfJ,
< ç
£
Proof The proof is similar to that in Lemma 5 4 4 Bounding each of the components Wq> 
w* and W2 and their derivatives separately, we obtain the required exponential bounds 
and bounds on the derivatives of w^  These derivative bounds need to be sharpened in 
the direction orthogonal to the layer Extensions of a i, a2 and b to are constructed
so that
dk<
d xk
< C(d + x)(l + d ~ x), for z =  1, 2 and k =  0,1,2,
and
db*
dx
We can then use the same approach as for wR in Lemma 5 4 4 to obtain the required 
orthogonal derivative bounds □
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Define the boundary layer function wt associated with the top edge IV by
T = 0, (x ,y ) € Q, 
wT = u - v ,  (x, y) € Ft, wl (x,0) = u^(x,0), 
u>t(0, y ) = wf(°> 2/)> wr( l , y) = (1, y)
(5 4 6a)
(5 4 6b)
(5 4 6c)
5 5 Boundary layer com ponents at the outflow
Consider w l , the boundary layer function associated with the left edge Y l In order to 
obtain bounds on w i  we consider the extended domain =  (0, 1) x (—cZ, 1-fd), d > 0
We define w*L to be the solution of
4 T B]^ 2 = 0, (*,?,)€
wl{0,y) = ( u - v - u ; k)*(0,2/), y e  [-d, 1 + d],
wl(l,y) = 0, y e [ - d ,  1+d],
w*L(x, -d) = w*L(x, 1 + d) = 0, x € (0,1],
(5 5 la) 
(5 5 lb) 
(5 5 lc) 
(5 5 Id)
and we extend (u — y — wjt)(0,y) to so that sufficient compatibility conditions are
satisfied
Lemma 5 5 1 Assuming ai(x,y) = a\(x) and fi < j\ ,  when w*L is defined as m (5 5 1) 
we see that
\ w l ( x , y ) \ < C e - ^
Its derivatives satisfy
gk
w ,
dxldy3
< j  for 0 < k < 3,
and m  the direction orthogonal to the layer
dwX < c ,
d2w*r C d3w*r CL
dy
L
dy2
< — and 
ß
L,
dy3
< — 
E
Proof We proceed as m the case of /j2 < ^  Using a suitably chosen barrier function, the 
exponential bounds can be shown Using Lemma 4 2 2 and Remark 4 5 1, we can show
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that when /i2 > we have for 0 < k + m < 3
dk+1
dxkdy1
k + m
(5 5 2)
In the direction orthogonal to the layer we must sharpen these bounds We only 
consider functions a\ where a\{x,y) = ai(a;), and we smoothly extend ai to so it
is identically zero on and V*B We extend the coefficients so that
dkaAr
dyk < C(d + y)(l + d — y), for A: = 0,1,2,
and
dy
< C{d + y)(l + d - y )
(5 5 3a)
(5 5 3b)
Using the definition of u(0,y), the bounds on v m (5 3 9) and the bounds on wr in 
Lemma 5 4 4, we can show using a Taylor series expansion that 1 ^ (0 ,y)| < C(d + y)( 1 + 
d — y) Consider the barrier functions
= C(d + y)(l + d -y )± w * L
The functions V'±(a:,j/) are nonnegative on Since n < 71 and /¿2 > we see
that L^ ’^ ^ l x j y )  < 0 and therefore using the minimum principle we obtain
tiii .(*,»)I < C(d + y)(l + d - y ) ,  (x ,y ) € fit*-™! (5 5 4)
Equation (5 3 9) and Lemma 5 4 4 gives - ^ ( 0 ,y) < C and - ^ (1  ,y) = 0 Using (5 5 4) 
and the fact that w*L(x, — d) = 0 and w*L(x, 1 + d) = 0 we also obtain
< C and < c
Differentiate (5 5 1) with respect to y , remembering that al(x,y) = a*(x), we obtain
£{wly)xx + £{w*Ly)yy + na l{w ly)x + fj,al{wly)y -  (b* -  Iia*2y)w ly =  b*w*L
= /*, (x,y)
Using (5 5 4) we see ||/*|| < C Since fi < 71, using barrier functions and the minimum
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principle we can show that
dwl
d y < C
Equation (5 5 1) and the properties of a2 give us 1 + d) = 3 w
d 2 \
d y 2 
d 2w
(re, —d) — 0
Also using (5 3 9) and Lemma 5 4 4 we obtain “¿^(0,2/) < ^  and -g^ ( l ,y )  = 0
Differentiating (5 5 1) twice with respect to y, remembering that a\ is a function of x 
alone, we obtain
^ { w L y y ) x x  +  e {w L y y ) y y  +  f t a l  (w L y y ) x  +  f t a2 i w L y y ) y  (&  ^‘lJ,0‘2y ) ' w Ly y
= (26; -  iia%y)wly -  b*yyw*L = r  (x,y) € O'*-™'
We see that ||/**|| < C Using a suitable barrier function we can show that
d2w*L
dy2
< ç
ß
In order to obtain bounds on the third derivative of w*L m the direction orthogonal to 
the layer, we need sharper bounds on the second derivative above Using Taylor expan-
9 "£(0,y) < £(d+ij)(l+d-y)
d y 2 v  7 ^
Consider the barrier functions
sions, equation (5 3 9) and Lemma 5 4 4 we can show that 
Also we can show that |/**| < C(d  + y)(l + d — y)
^ ( x ^ y )  =  j ( d  +  y)(l +  d — y) ± We can see that, choosing C large enough, both
these functions are nonnegative on Using the condition that {i < 71, we obtain
y) < 0 and applying the minimum principle, we therefore conclude
d2w*L
d y 2
< j ( d  + y)( 1 + d - y )
Since ~d) = 0, we have
cßw*L ^£-(x ,y)  -  - d)d y 4
d + y £
Similarly we obtain d3wl / 1 .- ^ ( x ,  1 + d) < ~ and we also have < Ç and
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e ( w l y y y ) x x  +  ^ L y y ^ W  +  W \ ( w L yy y )x  +  W 2 ( w Ly y y )y  ~  ( b *  ~  y ) w Lyyy
=  b ' yyyWL  +  ( ^ b *yy ~  ^ a 2y y y ) w L y  +  ( 3 6 y  ~  3 / ^ 2y y ) w L y y  =  / * * *  (» >  V)  <=
We see that ||/***|| < and noting ¡j, < 71 we can use barrier functions and the minimum
principle to obtain
^^■(1 ,y) = 0 We differentiate (5 5 1) three times with respect to y to obtain
a3
dy3
This concludes our proof □
We therefore define the boundary layer function wl  associated with the left edge T i
by
L e ,ij,w l  = 0 ,  (x,y) £ n, 
wL = u - v - w R, [x,y) £ r £) wL = 0, (x,y) £ VR, 
wL(x,0) = w*L(x,0), wL(x, 1) =w*L(x, 1)
(5 5 5a) 
(5 5 5b) 
(5 5 5c)
The layer component w b  i s  defined similarly We consider the extended domain Ol*’LR]
and we define w*B to be the solution of
L ^ r]Wb = 0, { x , y ) e t t [* ,L R
=  (u — v -  w t ) * ( x > 0 ) ,  x e  [ - d ,  1 +  d],
wB(x, 1) = 0, x G [” <^51 + <^]3
v ^ [o,i],
(5 5 6a) 
(5 5 6b) 
(5 5 6c) 
(5 5 6d)
and we extend (u — y -  0) to so that sufficient compatibility conditions are
satisfied
L em m a 5 5 2 Assuming 0 2 ( 2 ^ ,y) = a>2(y) and jj, < 7 1 ,  when w*B  is defined as m  (5 5 6) 
we see that
\wB (x,y)\ < C e ~ ^ y
Its derivatives satisfy
dkw l
dx ldy3
<  ^ for 0 < k <
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Moreover, m  the direchon orthogonal to the layer
dw*B < c, d2w*B C< — and d3w*Bdx _ ? dx2 ß d x3 £
Proof The proof is similar to that in Lemma 5 5 1 We consider the barrier functions 
^ ± (x,y) =  Ce~*Ty ±w*B These functions are nonnegative on the boundary 
Also for C chosen correctly, ^ ¿ ^ ^ ( x ^ y )  < 0, and we obtain the required exponential 
bound Using Lemma 4 2 2 and Remark 4 5 1, we can show that when fi2 > ^  we have 
for 0 < k + m  <  3
gk-\-i W ;
dxkdy1
< c { (5 5 7)
In ordei to obtain the sharp orthogonal derivative bounds, extensions of a\ and b to 
are constructed so that
dka\
dxk
< C(d  +  x )(l +  d — a;), for k = 0, 1, 2,
and
db*
dx
< C(d +  rc)(l +  d — x)
Assuming that a2(x, y) =  a2(y), we extend a2 so that a\ is identically zero on IY and 
TR We then use the same approach as for w*L m Lemma 5 5 1 to obtain the required 
orthogonal derivative bounds □
We therefore describe the boundary layer function associated with the bottom edge 
Tß by
L£)ßwB = 0, (x,y) G 
wB = {u ~ v) -  WT, f ay )  e Tb , wb =  0, f ay )  € I t ,  
wB{0,y) = w*B (0,y), w B(l ,y)  =  w*B (l ,y)
(5 5 8a) 
(5 5 8b) 
(5 5 8c)
R e m a rk  5 5 1 Since we have defined all of the above boundary layer functions on ex­
tended domains, we are not imposing overly artificial compatibility conditions at the cor­
ners When we move to the analysis of the corner layer functions we sometimes will be 
considering elliptic problems on the non-extended original domain where compatibility may 
be an issue
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5 6 Corner layer com ponents
The order m which we define the corner layer functions is vital to obtaining the correct 
bounds on the components and their derivatives required for the error analysis The four 
corners are treated differently m our analysis In order to correctly isolate the corner 
layer components, we have to be careful about the boundary data chosen for each of the 
functions As with wR and we use decompositions to chose these boundary conditions 
so as to correctly isolate the corner singularities In order to isolate the top-right corner 
layer function w r t , we use a decomposition of w rt  mto a sum of solutions to first order 
problems and the solution of an elliptic problem The top-left and bottom-right layer 
components are both decomposed mto a sum of a solution to a parabolic problem and the 
solution of an elliptic problem It is not necessary to decompose wlb
In this section, we show how we believe the corner layer functions should be defined In 
order to prove parameter-uniform convergence of our numerical method, we need to obtain 
bounds on these components and their derivatives However, at present we do not have 
a rigorous proof of these bounds Instead, we state a series of conjectures, the validity of 
which remain an open question These conjectures are motivated using arguments similar 
to those m the previous sections but the proofs of such bounds are left for future work 
Starting with the corner layer function associated with the top right corner, we define 
wrt  by
Le^ wrt  =  0, {x,y) e  i2, 
wrt  = -w t ,  (x,y) e r , ,  w rt  = -w r ,  (x,y) € Ft, 
wr(x, 0), WR(0,y) defined in (5 6 1)
In order to determine appropriate values for WRT(0,y) and wrt{  1, y ), we decompose wrt  
as follows,
wRT(x,y,£,fj,) = w0(x,y,tJ.) + ew\{x,y,n) + £2w2{x,y,e, fi) (5 6 la)
where
L^ WQ = 0 on Qi = [0, l)2, w0(x, 1) = - w R(x, 1), uj0(l, v) = y), (5 6 lb)
eL^wi = ( L ^ - L Etfl)wo on ii,, u>i(a;, 1,/x) = = 0, (5 6 1c)
= s ( L ^ - L eii)w i on fi, u>2{x, y,£,n) |an = 0 (5 6 Id)
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Conjecture 5 6 1 When w et  ls defined as m  the decomposition (5 6 1), we have the 
following bounds on the corner layer function associated with the top-right corner
\wRT{x,y)\ < Ce x^e ^
and its derivatives satisfy
dkwRT
dxldy3
< for  0 < k < 2,
and
dkwR T
dxldyi £/J
k = 3
Motivation In order to obtain the exponential character of the layer function w r t ,  we 
must assume the boundary conditions w r t {0,y) =  Uio(0,y) -f£W i(0,y) and w r t {x ,Q)  =  
w q (x , 0 )  +  ewi(x, 0), obtained using the decomposition (5 6 1), satisfy the bounds
|wj*r(0,y)| < Ce 2^ e y  ^ and < Ce i e  x^
Consider the barrier functions ^ ( x ^ y )  = C e ~ i ^ ~ x^ e ~ ^ l~y  ^ ±  w r t  Using Lemma 
5 4 4, Lemma 5 4 5 and this assumption, we see ^ ( x ^ y ^ Q a  > 0 We also see that when 
ft2 > for C large enough
L e ^ i x ,  y) = C ^ 72 + ^ 72 + |a i  + | a 2 -  6
We therefore apply the minimum principle to obtain the result
To obtain the derivative bounds on u)o, we could applying a similar argument to that 
in Lemma 5 4 1 to get for 0 <  k < 6
dkw0
dxldyJ
We should note that the proof of such bounds would require us to extend the derivative 
bounds in Lemma 5 4 4 to give
dkWj
d x ldy3
C
< ~-r for 0 <  k < p and
dkw'
dx ldy3
C
< —t: for 0 < k < pyr
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These bounds can possibly be achieved by the more complex decomposition of the compo­
nents into p  terms, p — 1 of which are solutions of first order differential equations and the 
final term a solution of an elliptic differential equation We do not discuss the resulting 
compatibility or regularity issues that arise from decomposing w*R and w^  into such sums 
of p  terms
If the above bounds hold, we can show using Lemma 5 3 2 that for 0 <  k <  4 we have
dhu>i
d x ldy3
< c
Finally since u)2 satisfies a similar equation to we can use Lemma 5 2 1 along with the 
above bounds to obtain the required derivative bounds on w r t
The next component to consider is w l t , the corner layer function associated with the 
top left corner Y j j t
L£^ wlt = 0, (x,y) € 
wlt = —wt -  wrt, (x ,y)eT i^  wlt = -w l, 6 T t, 
wlt{I??/) = 0, wlt{%>0) defined m (5 6 2)
In order to determine the appropriate value for w l t {%,  0) so as to isolate the top-left 
singularity, we consider the extended domain and decompose w*LT into a sum of a
solution to a parabolic problem and a solution of an elliptic problem as follows,
w*LT{x,y,£,ft)  =  WQ{x,y,£,v) +£w*l (x :y ,£ )fi): (5 6 2a)
where
-  b*«o +  ^ “2* 0!/ =  1) =  - w l (x ,1), (5 6 2b)
*"o(0>!/) =  ( - w ( P , y )  -  wjtr(0,y))*, w S(l,y)  =  0,
=  ( £ { $  -  4*j.B)K  on «[*■“], tSl(a!,v 1e>/x)|anI.B ]=  0 (5 6 2c)
R e m a rk  5 6 1 We should note that, keeping with the style of the thesis, it would seem 
more natural for the above decomposition to have three terms m  the expansion However, 
m this case such an expansion is not necessary for the discrete error analysis Having three 
terms in the expansion would also make the establishment of the bounds on the derivatives 
significantly more difficult We should also note that we are required to know WRT(0^y) 
before we define w*LT and for this reason it is essential to be extremely careful about the
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order in which these layer functions are defined
Conjecture 5 6 2 When w*LT is defined as in the decomposition (5 6 2) we have the 
following bounds on the corner layer function associated with the top-left corner
and its derivatives satisfy
dkwL T
<V
< c  - ± ( a  ya2 \ e ) 0 < k < 3,
and
dkwL T
d x ldyi
0 < A; < 3
Motivation In order to obtain the required exponential bounds on w *LT, we begin by 
analysing the component w$ We make a change of variables t = Letting Wq(x, y) = 
770(x,t), and a\(x,y) =  d i(x , t)  with the other functions defined analogously, we obtain
o  =  f l o u  +  l i à i r ]0x -  brio -  â 2r)ot =  0 ,  770( 2 ; ,  0 )  = - w L(x,0), »7o(l, i) =  0, 
ï 7o ( 0 ,  t )  =  - w T {0,t) -  w RT(0,t)
Consider the barrier functions
(rc,y) =  Ce 2 e * x ±  770
Using the exponential bounds on w i  and w t  given in Lemma 5 5 1 and Lemma 5 4 5 
and assuming Conjecture 56  1 holds, we see that ipix^t)\rp > 0 for C  large enough 
(rp =  f  ¡*,B1 U f  U f t )  We also obtain
2 2 ft 7 7  \  , na  aai — b +  a2— ) e 1 e * ±  0,
and we can show that t) < 0 for C large enough Using the minimum principle
for the parabolic problem, we obtain
|î?oO M )I < C e  ~ 2 e ~ ^ x
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Therefore, transforming back, we have
\w*0{x,y)\<Ce  v  e (5 6 3)
To find the exponential character of the corner layer function w*LT, consider the following 
barrier functions on the extended domain
,0 ± (x, y ) =  C e ~ ^ l~y^e~^ax ±  w*LT(x, y)
If the exponential bounds on Wq m (5 6 3) hold then we have | u ) q ( :z; ,  — ^)l —  Ce~ e~^m 
Using the exponential bounds in Lemma 5 5 1 and Lemma 5 4 5 and assuming Conjecture 
5 6 1, we obtain ^ ( x ,  y)|^[* b] > 0 for C large enough We can also show for C chosen 
correctly we have < 0 and therefore we obtain the required exponential bound
The required bounds on the derivatives of w^T can possibly be obtained by analysing 
the each of its components separately Such a proof would however require that the bounds 
in Lemma 5 5 1 and Lemma 5 4 5 can be extended as follows
dkwr
d x ldyi
Q
< —r for 0 < k < p and ÔkWL
dxldy3
< C for 0 <  k < p  (5 6 4)
We define the boundary layer function w lt  associated with the top left corner Tlt  by
L £^ l t  =  0, (®, y) G i2, (5 6 5a)
wLT =  - w t  {x,y) e  r Lj wL = 0} (x,y) € T Ri (5 6 5b)
w l t {x , 0) =  w*lt (x > 0), wLt (x , 1) =  - w L(x, 1) (5 6 5c)
We now consider w r b , the corner layer function associated with the bottom-right corner 
Yrb
L s ^ w r b  =  0, (x :y) G ft, 
w RB = - w B) (x,y)  G VR) w r b  -  - w r  -  wRT, (x,y) € VB, 
w rb(x ,  1) =  0, wRB(0,y) defined in (5 6 6)
We consider the extended domain and decompose w*RB into a sum of a solution to
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a parabolic and a solution of an elliptic problem as follows ,
Wrb ( x , y ) =  û>o (x,y)+ eibx (x, y) (5 6 6a)
where
>
= zwlyy + a^,*2wly -  b*w*0 + fia\wox = °> ÆS(1> v) = - w b (1, y), (5 6 6b)
w »o(:e ,0 ) =  - w r ( x , 0 )  - w r t ( x , 0 ) ,  W oi ^ t  1 ) =  0 , 
eL tyw l  = ( L ^ - L | wl(x,y,e,») |an[. l, = 0 (5 6 6c)
C o n je c tu re  5 6 3 When w*RB is defined as m  the decomposition (5 6 6), we have the 
following bounds on the corner layer function associated with the bottom-right corner
\w*RB(x,y)\<Ce  ^ (1 x)° ' aye £
and its derivatives satisfy 
dkw*R B
d xk
< C o < k < 3,
and
dkwRB *«(?) 0 <  k < 3dx ldy3
M o tiv a tio n  The motivation for this result is analogous to that of Conjecture 5 6 2 We 
therefore define the boundary layer function w r b  associated with the bottom-right corner 
r  r b  by
L e ,!iW R B  =  o, ( x ,  y )  e  a,  
W L T  -  - W R  -  W r t ,  ( x , y )  e  r B, w L = 0 ,  ( x , y ) & V T , 
w l t { 0,y) =  w lT (0,y), w LT(l ,y) = - w B {l,y)
(5 6 7a) 
(5 6 7b)
(5 6 7c)
Finally we consider the corner layer function w lb  associated with the corner T lb  We 
define wlb  to be the solution of
Le,iiw LB =  0 (x, y) e f t ,  (5 6 8a)
wlb = -wb  -  wrb, (x,y) e T i ,  wLb = ~ w l ~ w l t , [ x , y ) £ T B, (5 6 8b)
w l b  = 0, (x,y) G Fr ,  w l b  = 0, (x,y) G Ty (5 6 8c)
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Conjecture 5 6 4 When w l b  w defined as m  (5 6 8), we have the following bounds on 
the corner layer function associated with the bottom-left corner
\wLB(x,y)\ < C r ' r V ' r 1
and its derivatives satisfy
dkwLB ^ ^
dxldy3
< C
I ^  a  ¿¿oc
Motivation Consider the barrier functions ip (x,y) = Ce~ * e~ * y Using the ex­
ponential bounds on wl and wB m Lemma 5 5 1 and Lemma 5 5 2 and assuming the
exponential bounds on w lt  and WRB in Conjecture 5 6 2 and Conjecture 5 6 3 hold, we 
see that both these functions are nonnegative on d$l Also
r  I ± r  \  a / j . 2a i  a n 2a 2 ^  _ h °lx  nL e , ^  (x,y) = C  I — ----------- ------------ ------- b j e  « e « y ±  0,
and using the definition of a  we see that Le^ tip± {x^y) < 0 Using the minimum principle 
we obtain the required exponential bounds
The bounds on derivatives of wlb  should follow using Lemma 5 2 1 However, such 
a proof would require extensions of the derivative bounds in Lemma 5 5 1, Lemma 5 5 2, 
Conjecture 5 6 2 and Conjecture 5 6 3
Remark 5 6 2 Figures 51-5 4 show the boundary data picked up by the layer functions 
defined m  the previous sections Since we see these functions are interdependent, the 
order m  which they were defined was crucial m  isolating the layers and obtaining the 
correct decomposition o fu  The choice of boundary data for each function is also crucial to 
obtaining bounds on these components and their derivatives With regards to compatibility, 
looking at Figure 5 4 (h) for example, we see that at the corner (0, 0), (—w B — w rB)(0, 0) is 
equal to (— ii /kt )(0, 0) which is m  turn equal to (—w l —w l t ) ( ^ ^ )  Similar 
arguments hold m  the other three corners and for the other layer functions However, we 
realise there are many compatibility issues that have not been addressed We accept these 
issues are significant and we hope to examine them m some future publication
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WR u —  V
WR u — V Wt
WR wt
(a) (b)
Figure 5 1 Figures illustrating the boundary data of the functions (a) w r  and (b) w t
u — v — W r w B wB
wl u — v — wt
(c) (d)
Figure 5 2 Figures illustrating the boundary data of the functions (c) wl and (d) w B
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~ W R Wl
w r t -wt - W t  -  W r t
W R T wlt
(e) (f)
Figure 5 3 Figures illustrating the boundary data of the functions (e) w r t  and (f) w lt
wrb ■wb -w q  -  W r b
W r  -  W R T ■WL -  W l t
(g) (h)
Figure 5 4 Figures illustrating the boundary data of the functions (g) Wr b  and (h) wlb
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U — V +  W l  +  IV r  +  Wt  +  U)B +  W L B  +  W L T  +  ( 5  6 9)
where L e^ v  =  / ,  and i/ie layer and corner layer functions are each solutions of the ho­
mogenous equation L e^ w  = 0 Boundary conditions for these functions can be specified so 
that given Assumptions 1 and 2, the bounds on the regular and boundary layer components 
and their derivatives given below hold
T h e o re m  5 6 1 When \j?  >  ^  the solution u o f (4 1 1 ) can be decomposed as
dk+i
dxkdy]
< C ( 1 + ( Ï
^  k + m —2
0 <  k +  m < 3
aa ua
\v>l (x ,v)\ < Ce~ e x, |wb(x,j/)| < Ce~ e y
dkWl
\wR(x,y)\<Ce ^  x] 
dkwB
dxldy3 < -b dxldy3 &  »r  0 <  k < 3
Ow l
< c ,
3 2w l
< £ ,
d 3w L
< ç ,
d y d y 2 ft d y 3 £
d w B
< C ,
d 2WB
< £ ,
& W B < £ ,
dx dx2 d x 3 £
dkwR
dxldyJ
dkWT 
dxldy3
C
< - r  for  0 < k < 2,
dkwR
dxldy3 < — , k = 3£fi
d w R
dy
< c , d 2w R
d y 2
<
C 
f t ’
d3WR
d y 3
for 0 < k < 2, d kw r
£fl
k =  3,-  nk d x l d y i
d w x
d x
<C, d 2w r
d x 2 < c- ,ft
d 3WT
d x 3 £
(5 6 10a)
(5 6 10b) 
(5 6 10c) 
(5 6 lOd)
(5 6 10e)
(5 6 lOf)
(5 6 lOg)
(5 6 lOh)
(5 6 lOi)
(5 6 10j)
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C o n je c tu re  5 6 5 When ¿42 >  the solution u of (4 1 1) can be decomposed as m  
(5 6 9), we conjecture that the following bounds on the corner layer components and their 
derivatives hold
ua ua OOL _ JL/i
\wLB\ < C e e xe~ e y, \wLr\ < Ce"  * xe 2^ (1 v) 
\wRB| < C e ^ ^ e - ^ ,  \wRT\ < Ce~&{1~x)e ~ £ {1~y)
dkwLB
dxldy3
d kwRT
dxldy3
C
< - r ,  0 < k < 2.
< i ^ 
dkiuRt
&  for 0 < k <  3.
dx%dy3
C
< — , k — 3,
Efl
dkU>LT
dxldy3 (?)■/»r 0 < k < 3,
OkWLT
dyk
dkWRB
dkwRB
dxldy3
/i2 \e
< C
dxk < C  M - ¿/2 \ £
Î) ■ * 
(f)‘1■
r 0 < k < 3,
0 <  k <  3
(5 6 11a) 
(5 6 lib )  
(5 6 11c)
(5 6 lid )  
(5 6 lie )  
(5 6 I lf )  
(5 6 llg ) 
(5 6 llh )
5.7 Discrete problem
As with the case of ¡j?  < we consider the following discrete problem
LN'MU{xl,yJ) = eS2xU + eS2yU + vmD+U + na2D+U -  bU
= f ,  (xt ,yj) e Q.N'M, (5 7 1a)
where QN,M is defined to be the tensor product of two piecewise uniform meshes i i A' and
Qm  In this case, the mesh fiiV consists of two transition points, erf and , where
=  mm —— In A }^ and =  mm •[-, —  In AT} (5 7 1b)
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More specifically
? < N
N  ’ L — 4
0 "  = <» 1,1®, = { + , (571c)
1 - v ?  + ( i - 3~£)4jf ,  3- £ < * < N  J
where N R  = 2(1 — — cr^) and QM is defined analogously with transition points
and
The discrete minimum principle in the previous chapter still holds and we have the 
following analogous decomposition
U = V  + W l + Wr  + W b + Wt  + W lb  +  W LT +  W r b  +  W RT (5 7 2a)
where
LN,My = V\rNM=v\rNM, (5 7 2b)
L n 'MW l = 0, W l \tn m  = w l \tn m , (5 7 2c)
Ln'MWlb =  0, Wl b \t nm = w l b \v n U , (5 7 2d)
with the other layer functions defined similarly
Theorem 5 7 1 We have the following bounds on discrete boundary layer functions, 
\WL{xu y j )\ < C ] ] ( l  +  ~ h sy X =  * Li„ ®L>0 =  C,
5— 1
N  /  x _ iiv / \ —i
\w R(xt iy j ) \ < c  n  i i + ^ )  =**,»> * r ,n = c ,
S - l + l  '  f t  J
J
\WB (xl ,y])\ < C ] ] ( l  +  ^ k r ) ” 1 =  $ B,o =  C,
r =  1
M s  x -1
r = j+ 1
where hs = x s — x s- \  and kr ~ yr — yr- i
Proo/ We start by considering W i  The proof follows a similar argument to that in
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Theorem 4 6 1 in the case of ¿f2 < ^  We consider the barrier functions 
We can show tha t for C  large enough J/j)|rN m > 0  Also we obtain
= (* £ (£ -> )+ (£ -  ‘r 1 -0 -£*«*) 2 »•
and we use the discrete minimum principle to obtain the required result The proof in the 
case of Wb is analogous
Let us now look at W r  We consider similar barrier functions
®r{z>,Vj) = ^ 11,1 ±  WR {x„y3)
We need to check how the functions i R(xt ,yj)  behave on the boundary Using a similar 
argument to tha t for Wl  in Theorem 4 6 1 we can show that for C  large enough y}) >
0, $ |( a : „ 0) > 0 and 1) > 0 It remains to consider $^ (0 , y3) Using the exponential
 2_
bounds m Lemma 5 4 4 we see that |Wft(0, y)| =  |w r(0, y)\ < Ce 2m We have
N (  \  _1 
=  +  ± W R(0,y} )
however,
e ~ i  = e~ i  E *=1 h‘ = U  e ~ i h‘ < f [  i 1 + o~hs2 u
S = 1  S = 1  N
We conclude that $ ^ (0 ,y3) > 0 for C large enough We also obtain
2 /7  \ / / \ 2
- y  I 1 + i hy  ~ 2£ { i ) hi )
Using ¡j?  >  ^  and the definitions of a  and 7 we see that the above quantity is non-positive 
and therefoie we use the discrete minimum principle to obtain the required result The 
proof for W t  i s  similar to the above and analogous bounds hold □
T h e o re m  5 7 2 Assum ing Conjecture 5 6 5 is true, we have the following bounds on
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discrete corner layer functions
J
\wLB(xu y})\ < e f t  ( 1 + f ^ h sy l n  ( 1 + g kry l =
5— 1 r = 1
i M /■ x _i
|WLr(a:„vJ) | < C n ( l  + & ) "  n  1 +
5=1  r = j  +  l  '  ^  /
N /  \ _1 J -1 
iw ^b(**,% )i<c n  ( i + f f c . )  n  ( * + £ * ) "  =**•**.!»
s = i + l  ^  f t  /  r = l  
N  /  \  —l  M s  \  —1
i ^ ^ c n  i + ^ j  n  i + ^
s = i + l  '  P  /  r = j + l  '  ^  ^
where hs and kr are as previously defined
Proof The proof of the bounds for the corner functions follow the same method for Wlb  
m Theorem 4 6 1 A little more work is needed m some functions to show that the barrier 
functions are nonnegative on the boundary and to show that after we apply the discrete 
operator to the barrier function the resulting expression is non-positive □
\
5 8 Error analysis
We now analyse the error between the continuous solution of (4 1 1 ) and the discrete 
solution of (5 7 1) in the case (i2
Lemma 5 8 1 At each mesh point (xu y3) € £lN,M, the regular component of the error 
satisfies the following estimate
\ {V-v){xu y3) \< C { N - 1+ M - \
where v is the solution of (5 3 8) and V  is the solution of (5 7 2b)
Proof Using the usual truncation error argument and (5 3 9) we have
Il n-m (v  -  v){xu y3)\ < C\N~X (e||uIM|| + H M D  + C2M~l (e\\vyyy\\ + HKyll)
< C{N~l + M - 1)^
We consider the barrier functions '¡f± (xu y3) =  C\(N~l +  M~l ) ± (V — v) We see that 
these functions are nonnegative on the boundary IV,Af, also we find L N'M$ ± (xl7y3) < 0
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for C\ large enough We apply the discrete minimum principle to obtain the required 
result □
L em m a 5 8 2 Given Assumption 2, at each mesh point {xu y3) 6 £lN,M, the left singular 
component of the error satisfies the following estimate
I(WL -  wL)(xt,Vj)\ < C(N~l (\nN)2 + M~l),
w h e r e  w l  i s  t h e  s o l u t i o n  o f  (5 5 5) a n d  W l  is  t h e  s o l u t i o n  o f  (5 7 2c)
Proof We can use a classical argument to obtain the following truncation error bounds
|L n m {Wl -  wL)(xu y3)| <  C i(hl+i +  ht) (e||iWLxxxll +  v\\wLxx\\)
-\~G2{k3-\~\ 4" kj) (s| \w£,yyy | | +  fJ,\ \w[jyy | j) (5 8 l)
We use Theorem 5 6 1 and obtain
|LN’M(WL - w L)(xt,yj)\ < ^ ( h i +1 + ht) ^1 + ( ^ ) 3j  +C2M ~1 (5 8 2)
The proof splits into the two cases of a f  < \  and |  Starting with the former,
we consider the region [crj ,^ 1) x (0,1) Using Theorem 5 7 1, equation (5 7 lb) and a 
similar argument to that for W l  when we see tha t m this region we have
\WL{xu y3) \ < C N - 1 
Considering the continuous solution m this region, from Theorem 5 6 1 we have 
I^l^i,*/,)! < < CiV-2, xt >ai
Combining these results we have the following in the region [cr^, 1) x (0 ,1) when <7^  <
K W l - w l ^ v ^ K C N - 1
We next consider the region (0, cr^) x (0,1) We have h % = 1 =  j ^ N ~ l \n N  We
then use (5 8 2) and obtain
u2
|Ln'm(Wl  -  wL)\ < C \N ~ l In AT +  C2N ~ l In AT^- +  C3M ' 1
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i ±(x1,%) = C(N~l InN  + W V f  -  X . )  I n + M~l) ± {WL -  wL)
We can show that for C  sufficiently large ^ ± (xl ,yJ) > 0 on the boundary Also
2
LN'M^ ±{xl,y:l) = -bC(N~l InN + Ar“ V f '  -  xt) I n + M“ 1) -  y a i(W _1 IniV)
± ( L N’M(W l - w l )) < 0 ,
for C chosen correctly Using the discrete minimum principle we obtain
\{WL -  wL)\ < C(N~X IniV + JV~ V f  -  x%) I n + A T1),
and simplifying even further using the definition of m (5 7 lb),
\(WL -  wL)| < C i N '1 IniV + N~l {lnN)2 + M~l)
The last case to consider is that of |  Here we find ^  < 8 In TV and using the
truncation error bound (5 8 2) we obtain
\LN’M{Wl -  wL)| < C{N~l InN  + f iN ^ i ln N )2 + M~l)
Using a suitable barrier function we achieve the required result □
A proof analogous to the above holds for the error bound \ ( W b  — w b )\
Lemma 5 8 3 At each mesh point (xu y3) € QN,M, the right singular component of the 
error satisfies the following estimate
I(WR -  wR)(x„y})I < C(N~l lnN + M~l),
where w r  i s  the solution of (5 4 4) and W r  satisfies an analogous equation to W l  m  
(5 7 2c)
Proof We can use a classical argument to obtain analogous truncation error bounds to 
those m (5 8 1) We use Lemma 5 4 4 to obtain,
We consider the barrier functions
We first consider the case of a2 < \  We consider the region (0,1 -  a2 ] x (0 ,1) Using
Theorem 5 7 1 and (5 7 lb) we have,
\WR(xuyj) \ < C N - 1
Considering the continuous solution m this region, from Theorem 5 6 1 we obtain
|wR(xj,2/j)| < < CN~2, X i < l  - a ?
Combining these results we have the following bound in the region (0,1 — <j 2 ] x (0,1)
when < \
{{Wr - w r ^ x^ v^  < C N ~ l
We next consider the region (1 — er^, 1) x (0,1) We have hz =  ht+i =  ^ N ~ l InN  
We can use (5 8 3) to obtain
|Ln 'm {Wr -  wR)\ < CiiV“1 InN  + C2M~l
Using the discrete minimum principle and suitable barrier functions, we obtain the required 
result
We finally consider the case of a2 =  \  We see ^ <  8 In N  and using the truncation 
error bound (5 8 3) we obtain,
\ L n ’m { W r - w r )\ <  C i N - ' l n N  +  M - 1)
Again, using a suitable barrier function we achieve the required result □
A similar proof holds for the error bound | ( W t  -  w t )\ We therefore have the following 
lemma
L em m a 5 8 4 At each mesh point (xx,yj)  G } the bottom and top singular compo­
nents of the error satisfies the following estimates
|( Wb - wbKxM  < C(N~1 +  M _1(InM)2),
|(W V -wr)(*,,ft)| < C(N~l + M - l \nM),
where w B and w t  are defined m  (5 5 8a) and (5 4 6) respectively and W b and Wt  are 
defined analogously to (5 7 2c)
Proof See Lemma 5 8 2 and Lemma 5 8 3 □
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L em m a 5 8 5 At each mesh point (xu y3) € ÙN>M, assuming Conjecture 5 6 5 and As­
sumption 2 are true, the bottom-left corner singular component of the error satisfies the 
following estimate
\(WLB -  wLB){x„y,)\ < C(iV-1 (InJV)2 +  M _ 1(lnM )2),
where w l b  i s  the solution of (5 6 8) and W l b  the solution of (5 7 2d)
Proof We can obtain the same truncation error bounds to those given for the left singular 
component m (5 8 2) We use the bounds on wlb  in Conjecture 5 6 5 to obtain,
|l N’MWlb  -  wLb )I < 1 +  M  +  ( ^ )  j  +  ^  +  ( ^ )  j  (5 8 4)
Consider the case < \  and a \  In the region QN,M\(Q,<?i) x (0,(7^ ) ,  the 
proof follows the same method as when fJ-2 < ^  Therefore m this region we have
\Wl b {xu Vj )\ < C i N -1 4- M _1), x % >  <Ti and/or y3 >
Considering the continuous solution in this region, using Conjecture 5 6 5 and (5 7 lb) we 
obtain
K s ( 3:„!/j)| < C e - ^ ' e - ^  < <  C N ~ 2, x t > a f ,
and
\v>LB{x»y3) I < C e - f t ' e - * ? * ’ < e r f ”?  < C M ~2, y3 > e rf,
We conclude that when |  and cr^ <  we have the following error bound in the
region QN,M\(0^ cr^) x (0, 0^ )
\(WLB -  wLB)(xu y3)| <  C (N ~ l +  M - 1)
We next consider the region (0, er^) x (0, af4) In this region we know that hz =  hl+i =  
^A T-1 In N  and k3 — k3+1 =  InM  Using the truncation error bound (5 8 4) we
obtain
2 2
|Ln'M(Wlb ~  tOLB)(x„y,)| <  C i N - 1 In N +  A T 1 In AT—  +  M -1 In M  +  M _1 In M ^ -)£ £
Choosing similar barrier functions to those m Lemma 5 8 2 we obtain
\(WLB -  w LB)(x„y}) I <  C (N ~ l (\nN ) + N ~ \ \ n N ) 2 +  A f-^ ln M ) +  M ~ \ \ n M f )
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We consider the case of \  and crf^ =  \  We know tha t <  81niV and
<  8 In M  and using (5 8 4) and suitable barrier functions we obtain,
I( W L B  -  w L B ) ( X l , y ] )\  <  C i N - ' i i n N ) 2 +  M - \ \ u M ) 2 )
The other two possible combinations of and are tr iv ia l and give the same result 
when N  = M  □
R e m a rk  5 8 1 When /¿2 >  ^  it is not sufficient to cover the error analysis for one 
corner layer function alone as it is not reflective o f the error analysis o f the other three 
corners
L e m m a  5 8 6 A t each mesh point (x l ,y 3) € ÙN'M , assuming Conjecture 5 6 5 and A s­
sumption 2 are true , the top-left corner singular component of the error satisfies the fo l­
lowing estimate
\ ( W i T - w LT){xu y3)\ < C'(AT-1( ln iV )2 +  M _ 1( ln M )( ln iV ) ) ,
where w l t  %s the solution of (5 6 5) and W i t  satisfies a sim ilar equation to W lb  m  
(5 7 2d)
Proof Using (5 8 1) and Conjecture 5 6 5, we have the following truncation error bounds
|L N'M {Wl t  -  w LT)(x t ,y j)\ < ^ = ( ht+i + ht ) ^1  +
+ C 2 { k ] + l  +  k 3 ) Q  +  j )  ( 5  8  6 )
We consider the case of cr^ <  ^ and < \  and start w ith  the region QN,M\(0 y x 
(1 — ( j^ ,  1) Using Conjecture 5 6 5 and Theorem 5 7 2 we obtain as w ith  W l b
\(W l t  -  w LT)(x u y3)I <  C {N ~ l +  M ~ l )
In  the region (0, crf^) x (1 -  1) we have ht =  /i*+ i = In N  and k3 = k3+\ =
^ M _1 In M , therefore we obtain
We consider the barrier functions
=  Cs ( ^ _1 In N  + M ~ x ln M ) + C 4^ (c r fr—x t ) ( N ~ l In N  + M ~ l In M )± ( W l t - w l t )
We can show tha t these functions are nonnegative on the boundary and for C  large enough 
we obtain L N,M^ { x t1y3) <  0 Using the discrete m inim um  principle and the definition 
of (Ti m (5 7 lb )  we obtain
|{WLT -  wLT){xtl y3)\ < C  (A T 1 In iV  +  M ~ l In M ) + C2 ( N ^ i l n N ) 2 +  M " 1 In N  In M )
The case of — a ^  — \  follows closely that for layer function associated w ith  the
bottom -left corner We continue to the case o f ^ and \  We start w ith  the
region [cr^, 1) x (0,1) Using Theorem 5 7 2 we see that \W LT(xu y3)\ <  C N ~ l in  this 
region Looking at Conjecture 5 6 5 we also obtain \w l t (x d y3)\ <  C N ~ 2 and combining 
these results we see tha t m [cr^, 1) x (0 , 1) we have
[VFx/r1 — w jjt | <  C N  1 (5 8 7)
Consider the region ( O , ^ )  x (0,1) Using (5 8 6 ) along w ith  ^  < C \ n M  and /¿2+ i — hx —
2 - ^ N ~ l In iV  we obtain,
|L n ’m {W l t  -  w LT)(x l ,y J)I <  C i N - x \ n N  ( l  +  y )  +  C2 { m ~ x In M  +  ^ M " 1 1 n J lij
Using the barrier functions,
§ *  {x ,, y3) =  Cl (N  - 1 In N  + M ~ x In M ) + C2 -  (a ^  -  x t) ( N ~ 1 In N  + M " 1 In M ) ,
we see,
| W LT ~ w LT | <  C i(N ~ l In N  + M ~ l In M )  +  C2(N ~ 1 {In N ) 2 +  M ' 1 In M in  AT)
F ina lly  we consider the case of a± |  and using Conjecture 5 6 5 and
Theorem 5 7 2, we see tha t m the region (0,1) x (0,1 — a ^ )  we have
|W l t  — w l t \ — C M  * (5 8 8)
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\Ln ,m (W l t  -  ^ r ) ( ^ ,  y j) |  < C ^ A T ^ ln  W )2 +  M ~ l In M  +  M “ 1 In iV ),
and using suitable barrier functions we obtain the required bounds We should note that 
when N  =  M  these bounds sim plify to
\(W LT - w LT){xu y ,)\ < C N - \ \ n N ) 2
This completes the error analysis for W l t  ^
The analysis for |W r b  — w r b \ follows a sim ilar argument to the above We obtain the 
following lemma
L e m m a  5 8 7 A t each mesh point ( x u y3) 6  Û N , M , assuming Conjecture 5 6 5 and j4s- 
sumption 2 are true, the bottom-right corner singular component o f the error satisfies the 
following estimate
\(W r b  -  w RB){xu y,) I <  C { N - \ \ a N ) Q n M )  +  M ~ l ( ln M )2),
where w r b  is defined m  (5 6 7) and W r b  satisfies a sim ilar equation to W lb  tn (5 7 2d)
The final error component to consider is the top-right corner layer
Le m m a  5 8 8 A t each mesh point {xu y3) 6  QN,M, assuming Conjecture 5 6 5 is true, 
the top-right corner singular component of the error satisfies the following estimate
\{Wr t  -  tü K r ) ( * „% ) I <  C { N - \ \ n N )  + M _ 1( ln M ) ) ,
where w r t  i s  defined m  (5 6 1) and W r t  satisfies a sim ilar equation to W l b  m  (5 7 2d) 
Proof Using (5 8 1), we obtain
|L n >m (W r t  -  w r t )(x 11 y3)\ < — {ht.|-i +  h t) H -  (&7+1 +  k3) (5 8 9)
fi /1
By considering sepaiately the cases of ^  <  \  anc  ^ a 2 =  ~  we achieve
the required result D
T h e o re m  5 8 1 A t each mesh point (xu y3) G ÙN,M, assuming Conjecture 5 6 5 and
Using (5 8 6), ^ < C l n N  and k3+\ =  k3 = ^ M  1 InM  we have
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Assum ption 2 are true7 the maxim um  pointwise error satisfies the following param eter- 
uniform  error bound when (j,2 >
IIu  -  u \\q n m  < C (N ~ l ( \n N )2 + M _ 1( ln M )2 +  iV “ 1 ln A H n M  +  M ~ l I n N l n M ) ,
where u is the solution of (4 J 1) and U is the solution o f (5 7 1 )
Proof The proof follows from Lemma 5 8 2, Lemma 5 8 3, Lemma 5 8 4, Lemma 5 8 5, 
Lemma 5 8 6 , Lemma 5 8 7 and Lemma 5 8 8 □
5.9 T h e case o f  ju > 7 1
In  the case o f /x >  71 , the e llip tic  problem (4 1 1) is equivalent to a one-parameter
convection-diffusion problem Such problems are not the mam interest of this thesis 
Numerical methods for these differential equations have been considered m the books 
[3, 16, 25, 29] For a discussion of the literature see Chapter 1 Solutions to such problems 
exhibit boundary layers m the neighbourhood of the edges x  =  0 and y — 0 
We decompose u  into a sum of regular and layer components as follows
u  =  v +  w l  +  w b  +  w l b
We define v* on the extended domain as in  (5 3 1), however, it  is not necessary to
further decompose the components m this decomposition as in  (5 3 4) We let
n = u* on d£&*'LBV
and it  can be shown
< C ( 1 + £ 2- (,+ j))
d x ldy3
We define the layer function w*L on the domain (0,1) x (—d, 1) and the function w*B 
on the domain (—d, 1) x (0,1) The corner layer function w l b  18 defined on the original 
domain Q, We have
L e ^ W L B  =  0 ( x , y)  e  (Ì, 
WLB =  - m b ,  ( x, y)  e  r L , WLB =  - w l , ( x , y)  e  r B , 
w l b  = 0, ( x , y ) e V R, w l b  = 0, ( x, y)  € T t
(5 9 1) 
(5 9 2)
(5 9 3)
For all the layer components, we obtain the following bounds on the functions themselves
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When considering the boundary layer functions w l , and w b , these bounds can be sharp­
ened in  the direction orthogonal to the layer
The numerical method used to solve such a problem consists o f an upwmd fin ite  differ­
ence operator applied on a mesh 0,N’M This mesh is the tensor product of two piecewise 
uniform  meshes 0,N and QM In  this case, QN consists o f one transition point, cr^ where
— mm {  ^ — In JV}
2 a
We should note that when > 71, the numerical method defined in  (5 7 1) is equivalent 
to the above and therefore even though the analysis differs, the same numerical method 
as defined for the two-parameter problem works in  this case
and their derivatives
< C e ~ {t+3\  i + j <  3
d l+Jw
d x l d y J
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